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FOREWORD

The ancient monuments at Fatchpur Sikri

are those about which least authentic informa-

tion is available in the original records.

Accounts Cleaned from the memoirs and his-

tories written in Persian like the Tuzuk-i-Jahan-

glri, Muntakhabu-t-Tawdnkh, Aln-i-Akbari,

Akbar-Ndma, etc., are not sufficient to satisfy all

classes of visitors. Keene and Latif mention

Fatehpur Sikri along with the description of

other monuments in their Hand-book to A(jra
and Agra, Historical and Descriptive res-

pectively. The same may be said with regard
to V. Smith's A History of Fine Art in India

and Ceylon, Havell's Ancient Indian

Architecture and Fergusson's Indian and
Eastern Architecture. E. W. Smith's The

Moghul Architecture of Fatehpur tiikri in four

parts is too voluminous to serve as a guide.
Hence the need for a short Guide to Fatehpur
Sikri.

In this book an attempt has been made to

present before the reader a faithful account of

the buildings at Fatolipur Sikri
;
but how far

I have succeeded in this aim it is for the reader

to judge. The book lays no claim to finality,

and any reasonable suggestion or correction will

be considered .

I am indebted to the authors mentioned

above whose works have been of great service

to me.

MUHAMMAD ASHUAF HUSAIN
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A GUIDE TO FATEHPUR SIKRI

CHAPTER I

TOPOGRAPHY AND ROUTE

Route to Fatvhpur Sikri

The roud to Fatehpur Sikri loaves the Brummond
roml at Agra opposite the Nai-ki-Marid! by f.]ie Collect-

orV office and the Baker (Gardens, and goes westward

along the Syed A lay Nabi road, leaving on the left an

old mosque of which the western wall with 3 small

niches is all that is now extant. Over the niches is a

large slab of red sand-stone bearing^n inscription stating

that the mosque was erected by one Haji Sulaiman

in the reign of Jahangir in the year 1031 A. H. (1021-22

A. 1).). Further up to the left of the road is a large

Muhammadan cemetery, known as the Panch Kfmyan,
and in it is a domed structure, locally known as the

Magh/i-khan-ka-Gumbad. The real name of the

occupant of the tomb is not known to history but

tradition avers that GhazI Khan, a nobleman at the

court of Akbar, lies buried here and that Maghzi Khan
is a corrupted form of the said noble's name several

stories of whose quaint generosity are related. One of

them says that a confectioner brought several kinds

of valuable scents from Persia for the Emperor who for

some reason or other would not purchase anything from

him. The disappointed merchant called upon GJiazi
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KLan as well while he was personally supervising the

construction of the tomb in question and told him

what had happened to him against his expectations.

The Khan gave him a patient hearing, and then

purch; sing the whole amount of perfumes in his stock

he ordered the mason-in-charge to mix it with l?me

mortar used in the construction and told the mer-

chant that he should no longer curse or speak ill of

the Emperor for everything he had was in fact the

Emperor's property.
1

Proceeding further the traveller passes through

Shahganj and comes to the village of Sachita where

a severe battle was fought during the Mutiny between

the British garrison at Agra and a party of rebels.

On the left of the road between Shahganj and Sachita

may be observed the remains of the enclosure of the

gardens of Samru Begam or rather of those of her

husband, Walter Reinhardt, who held a command in

the time of Najaf Khan and died in Agra in 1778 A. D.
Close by, there stood once the tomb of Jahangir's wife,

Jodh Bai, a princess of Jodhpur, who died in the 14th

year of Jahangfr's reign.
2 She was buried there in a

masonry tomb erected by her son, the Emperor Shah-

jahan, but it has now totally disappeared. The Dahra
Garden nearby has met with the same fate. In this

Keene (Handbook to Agra, pp. 93 and 221-22) and others think
that it is the tomb of Mirza Hindal, a 0011 of B&bur and father of
Akbar's chief queen Sultana Ruqayya Begam. The assumption is

evidently erroneous for Hindal lost his life in a night attack near

eaibar
in 958 A. H. (1551 A.1X) and Jahanglr mentions hi*

ial at Kabul close to the tomb of Emperor Babur, vide Tvzuk-i-
Jahwigtrt, Persian text, p. 53 ; Elliot's History of India, Vol.
V, p. 234.

1
Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, Persian text, p. 268.
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flourishing garden Jahangir often encamped when he

went ahunting in the suburbs of Agra and it was here

that the news of the death of Salima Sultan Begam,
a wife of Akbar, was delivered to him. 1

The traveller is now pursuing a route identical in

most parts with the old imperial road. It was origin-

ally studded on both sides with gardens, bazars, mos-

ques and halting places ;
but save a few Kos Mlndra9

bridges and a mosque they have all disappeared.

Midhakur

About 12 miles from Agra is a village called Midhakur,

or Mindhakur as in original histories. It is said that

one day while hunting in the neighbourhood of the

village, Akbar happened to pass by an assemblage of

men singing praises of the famous saint Mu'inu-d-Dln

Chishti of Ajmer. Being naturally fond of music, he

stopped to listen to the songs and when the singers

had done, he made up his mind to visit Ajmer and

issued orders to make preparations for the same. This

was the beginning of his belief in saints. 2

Salima Sultan Begam had a garden at Midhakur

and was buried there after her death in 1613 A. D.3

1 S*llm Sultan Begam was the daughter of Babur's daughter

Gulrukh Begam. She was married to Bairam Kiian on whose

murder Akbar married her in 968 A. H. (lf>fil A. D.). IShe died at

the age of GO or according to nome 76, in 1021 A. H. (1613 A. D.),

vide Tuzvk-i-Jahangvi, Persian text, p. 113; Beveridge's Hum&*

win JtomA, pp. 276-TO.
* Akbar struck Mohars which were called Mu'Inl after the saint.

The word*
' Yi Mirtn

'

were inscribed on them, vide British Museum

Catalogue., Mughal Emperors, LXXIII.

*Tuzuk-i-Ja,hanyiri, Persian text. p. 113.
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No traces, howovo.r, either of a garden or of a building
are visible now, and a small mosque and a stone tower

are, the only relics to be seen. The mosque is just by
the side of the road and a Persian inscription on its

pillars tolls us that after the conquest of the Deccan in

1010 A. H. (1602 A. D.) the King Emperor despatched
Muhammad M'asum Nami, the well-known calligrapliist

and engraver of inscriptions of Akbar's time, to Iraq
and Khorasan.*

Kiraoli

At Kiraoli, about 15 miles from Agra, splendid

palaces surrounded by extensive gardens were erected

for Akbar's mother, Hamida Banu Bogam, entitled

Maryam Makam. The whole group was named Bustdn

Sardi. It was generally in these gardens and palaces

that Akbar and Shahjahan used to put up when touring

in this part of the country. The compound walls of

the garden have disappeared and the buildings have

been changed into the Tahsildar's office and residence

and very much altered.

Walls and gates

After the 21st milestone, the high battlemented

walls of the town become visible. They are of rubble

masonry and some 6 miles in circumference enclosing

the town on three sides, the fourth being protected by

*
Perhaps he took a letter from Emperor (Akbar) to the king of

Persia. The inscription was engraved by Nami himself.
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a large lake now dry. The walls which are about

11' thick at the top including the ramparts and about

32' high from the present level of the Agra road, are

pierced by 9 gates, viz., tho Delhi gate., the Lai gate,

the Agra gate, the Birpol, the Chandrapol, the Gwalior

gate, the Tehra gate, the Chor gate, and the Ajmer gate.

Generally speaking, all the 9 gates are more or less

similar in design. Each gate is protected bj massive

ficmi-ciroular bastions loop-holed on the top and much
wider at the base than at the summit. Guard-rooms

are provided for sentinels and for soldiers on both sides

of the domed chamber in front of the archway. Over

the arches and below the battlements are effective

hooded machicolations carried on corbels through which

the defenders could pour stones, boiling oil, pitch, etc.,

upon the escalading enemies. In the gates, however,

they do not appear to have been meant for these pur-

poses as they are not very strong. The walls have

fallen in many places, but every attempt has been

made to preserve them and a piece, about 600' in

length, has been carefully restored on the two sides of

the Agra gate through which the visitor enters the town.

An amusing, though fictitious, anecdote is related

about this irate. It is said that the Emperor attended

by some courtiers was overlooking the ramparts and, to

his great surprise, he saw a highway robbery being

committed immediately beneath the walls. Turning
round to the nobles at his side he enquired how so

much violence could have been permitted to take

place directly under the walls of his capital, particularly

at a time when he was himself present. One of the

nobles who was presumably responsible for the peace
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of the city fearing the Emperor's displeasure and

knowing well how jovial the Emperor was, cleverly

replied that it was
"
always darkest under the lamp

"

and thus escaped punishment.

Inside the Agra gate, to the right, are the remains

of a large court surrounded by ruined cloisters which

probably formed part of the barracks for troops.

Opposite the ruins of the barracks is the 22nd mile-

stone from Agra and at the parting of the roads the

minarets and domes of the deserted palaces, crowned

by the lofty top of the Baland Darwaza, become visi-

ble in the distance. One of the roads (that on the

left) leads through the modern town to the Tehra

Gate, some 2 miles off, and the other, steeper but

much more direct, straight into the heart of the palaces.

The visitor is recommended to take the latter road if he

does not care to &top at the Dak Bungalow, about a

furlong to the right, where good accommodation can

be had at reasonable charges. The ruins of what

probably formed the old bazar flank this road of which

the original stone paving still lurks beneath the modern

metalled surface. On the ridge, to the right of the

road, were a few buildings of some importance said

to have originally belonged to the famous
'

Abdu-r-

Rahirn Kban-i-Hianan, a hafthazari mansabddr of the

reigns of Akbar and Jahangir. They are mostly in

ruins now, but the beet preserved is a plain Bdradari

built of red sandstone and surrounded by a spacious

verandah with lean-to-roofs. Near the building are

baths or perhaps cool underground chambers (iahkhdnas)

where people could rest secure from the scorching

winds of summer. The road again divides here, the
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one to the right hand leading to the Archaeological

Dak Bungalow and the other to the left going beneath

the Naubat Khaiia gateway into the heart of the ruins.

Before proceeding further with a description of the

interesting buildings at Fatehpur Sikri (Plate XI) it

would seem desirable to give in a few words the history

of the town itself.



CHAPTER II

HISTORY

The history of Fatehpur Sikri is traceable at least

as far back as the invasion of Babur in 1520 A. D.

It is recorded that at Khanwah close by a decisive

battle was fought between Babur and Rana Sanga in

3527 A. D. when, according to Akbar's court historian,

Abu-bFazl, the former changed its name to Shukri

(Thanksgiving) to commemorate his thanksoffering

to God for the hard-won victory over his enemy.

The town owes its selection as the Imperial head-

quarters to the circumstance that attended the birth

of Prince Salmi, afterwards Emperor Jahangir. Akbar

was in his 28th year ;
several children were born to

him but all had died. Desirous of having an heir to

the throne he had had recourse to the saints, dead

and living alike, and solicited their blessings. One

day Shaikh Muhammad Bukhiiri and Hakim 'Ainu-1-

Mulk praised the saintly qualities of Shaikh Salim

Chishti who passed a hermit's life in a cave near

Sikri. Akbar visited the saint who foretold him

that three sons would be born to him, at which Akbar

promised to offer the first born to the saint. Shortly
after this visit the Emperor came to know that the

daughter of Raja Biharamal, a Karhwaha Rajput,
whose family had been one of the first adherents of

Akbar, was pregnant. The king took the princess to

the saint's house and near it erected for her a magnificent
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house, now known as the Hang Mahal, where a Tew

months later (in 1509 A. D.) she gave birth to a son

who was named Salim after the saint. Next year
another prince (Murad) was born there and the King
considering the place auspicious made it the capital
of his empire. In a short time the place was full

of magnificent buildings, both public and private,

beautiful baths and delightful gardens and its name
was changed from Si'krI to Fiithpfir (City of victory)
after the conquest of Uujrat in 1572 A. I).

3

Abu-1-Fazl, in his famous work entitled the Am-i-

Akban
t

* sheds some light on Fatehpur Sikri of Akhar'e

time and mentions some of the buildings, etc., set up

by that Emperor, and it will probably be interesting

to quote him here.
vk

Fatehpur," says the historian,
"" was a village, formerly one of the dependencies of

J3iana and then called Sikri, situated twelve koa distant

from Agra. After the. accession of His Majesty, it

rose to be a city of the first importance. A masonry
fort was erected and two elephants carved in. stone

at its gate inspire astonishment. Several noble build-

ings also rose to completion and although the royal

palace and the residences of many of the nobility are

upon the summit of the hill, the plains likewise are

studded with numerous mansions and gardens. By
the command of His Majesty a niosque, a college and a

religious house
(
slajU.

)
were also built upon the

hill, the like of which few travellers can name. In

1 Tnzuk-i-Jahdngiri, Persian text (Aligarh edition), p. 1.

a Jin-i-Akbari, Persian text, Vol. II, pp. 441-41'. Cf. al*o Jarret's

English translation ot the above (published by the Atiiutic Society
of Bengal in 1891), pp. 180-81.

B
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the neighbourhood is a big tank (
ci^l ^Jl

twelve l;wroh in circumference and on its embankment

His Majesty constructed a spacious courtyard, a mindr,

and a place for the game of Chaugdn (or polo) ;
there

elephant fights were also exhibited. In the vicinity

is a quarry of red stone whence columns and slabs of

any dimensions can be excavated. In these two cities

(i.e. Agra and Fatehpur Sikri) under His Majesty's

patronage, carpets and fine stuffs are woven and numer-

ous handicraftsmen have full occupation.
"

From here he started on his campaigns and it was

from here that most of the laws and regulations that

have made Akbar so famous in the world were issued.

But its glory was shortlived for about the year 158G

or, to be more accurate, about the end of the Kith

Century when Akbar returned to Agra from Lahore, the

place was abandoned on account of its inferior water,

unhealthy climate and certain political reasons. This

change of capital told heavily on the grandeur of Fateh-

pur which suffered more when Akbar's son and succes-

sor, Jahangir, also found it out-of-the way and began
to hold his court at Agra or Lahore. It was not, how-

ever, altogether abandoned or neglected as is generally

supposed, for we read of his successors, Shah
j
ahan

and others, visiting the place and offering prayers in

the Jarni
1

Masjid, .ind, according to the 8iyaru-l-Muta-

aWthirln,
1 it was here that the Emperor Muhammad

Shah was crowded in 1132 A. H. (1720 A. D.).

The remains yet extant speak amply of the former

glory of this noble city, and n, great deal has been done

3 Por&ian tex* (Nawal Ki^Kur edition, 19?) Part 11, #. 422.
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by Government in the way of repairing them, thus

saving many others from immediate; danger of falling

into ruins.

The most interesting of the existing buildings are the

Jaini* Masjid regarded as one of the most magnificent

mosques in Jndii
;
the tomb of Shaikh ttiilm Chishti

in the courtyard of the Mosque ;
the Dlwaii-i-Khas

with Akbar's piltar throne
;
the Khwfibgah with the

Darshan Jharoka where Akbar is said to have showed

his face every morning to his subjects assembled h'lovv
;

a peristylar building called his office (Dafta: Khaiui) ;

the beautiful pavilion known as the Turkish Sultana's

House
;
the Maryam-kl-Kothi ;

the Blrbal'a 11 uso ; the

Jodh Bai's Palae-e
;
the Ilira^i Mlnilr (Deer Tower) or

Haram Minor
;
and the Panj/h Mahal.

Under the British rule-., as late as 1850, th,;re wap a

Tahsil here, but on account of the unhealthy climate

of this pbv<e it was removed to Kiraoli, 15 miles from

Agra. During tin 1 Mutiny of 1S57, two or tlnoe engage-
ments were fought in the vicinity of the p laces.



CHAPTER III

THK MONUMENTS

NAUBAT KHANA (Music House)

The triple archway, about 50 yards to east of the

Dak Bungalow, is called the Naubat Khana. or the

Music House. The court in front, enclosed, by low

suites of dilapidated rooms and a large gateway on

each side, is suid to have made up the (Jhaiidni Chauk

of the Jauharl (or Jewellers') Ba/ar. Over the Naubat
Khana runs a gallery facing the Palace Area along the

whole length of which is provided a stone seat from

which the court musicians played to announce the

arrival or departure of the king and various other state

functions.

TAKSAL (Mint)

The large building behind the Dak Bungalow is

traditionally known as the Imperial Mint. Within is

a vast quadrangle, about 263 feet by 238 feet, sur-

rounded by a double row of arcades covered with

vaulted domes made of Shahjahan's bricks in lime.

Though generally called the Mint, the building was

beyond doubt a stable, the passages between the aisles

being meant for the grooms to pass from one side to

the other. The remains of series of mangers for horses

in the north and west sides of the open quadrangle also

proTe that it was a stable, although it is possible that
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the building might have been used as a mint sometime

during the time of Akbar and his son and successor

Jahangir. About the middle of the court is a small

platform in the centre of which is a small tank. It was

excavated in 1905 and yielded a large quantity of ashes.

Abu-1-Fazl, the court Historian of Akbar, mentions the

opening of a mint at F.itehpur Sikri in 985 A. H.

(1577-78 A. D.) with Khwaja 'Abdu-s-gamad as its

Superintendent, and rare specimens of gold, silver and

copper coins bearing the mint name of Ddru-s-8urur

Fathpur are still available. The Hidr Yari, or square

rupee, with the names of the four orthodox Caliphs,
Abu Bakr, 'Urnar, 'Uthman and 'All, round the Ka'itna

or the Muslim creed, and in fact all new types of

coins were first struck in the Fatehpur Mint.

KHAZANA (Treasury)

Immediately to south of tho Mint is a ruined build-

ing, traditionally known as the Treasury, but its close

proximity to the stables suggests that it was probably
the residential houwe, viz., quarters of the Darogla

(Superintendent) of the Imperial stables. It is con-

structed in the usual style of a residential house com-

prising an open court in the middle surrounded by a

verandah with rooms at the back. The walls are

faced as usual with red sandstone
;
inner walls are

ornamented with coloured patterns and where that

is not the case the surfaces are plastered and orna-

mented with coloured designs. The peculiar con-

struction of the roofs of the western rooms may bo

studied with interest.
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DiWAN-i-'AM (Hall of Public Audience)

Passing on a litt.le further up the road the visitor

wil) conic to a narrow gateway leading into the Diwan-

i-'Am, or Public Audience Hall, consisting of an ex-

t -nsivt- cjua Ijan^.Io enclosed by cloisters the floor of

which was originally paved with stone slabs. In the

middle of the west side of the open court is the Judg-
ment Hall or Diwan-i-'Am proper. In the verandah,

in front of the hall, the Emperor's throne was placed
between the beautiful pierced stone screens. Here

Akbar used to take his seat every day within sight of

Ins subjects assembled in the court below. The veran-

dahs on either side were probably occupied by the

bulk of his courtiers and grandees. The walls of the

hall arc cut up by deep recesses and like the ceilings

they appear to have originally been coloured.

The large stone ring in the oourt is sometimes stated

to have been used for tying a mad elephant that tram-

pled under his feet criminals sentenced to capital

punishment. But it is highly improbable that such

hoi ribio scenes were ever allowed to take place in the

presence of the Emperor Akbar, who was well known
for his merciful n.'ituro, and particularly before the

tenderhearted ladies of the haram who viewed the

I)jwfii>i- Am. ceremonials from the screened chamber
above.

jCyAg (Hall of Private Audience)

TV iKwan-i-Khas, or Hall of Private Audience, is

a v r)
T fine example of the dignified style of the period.

A duur in the nurtL-west whig of the cloisters of the
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Dnvfm-i-
;

.\m lends to a building, which on the out-

side would appear to be two-storied though ret illy

consisting of a single. vaulted chamber, 28' square,

open from floor to roof uhi<h affords- a fine view of

the ancient buildings (Plato I). Rising from the

cent.ro of the tessellated floor is a richly carved pillar

supporting a colossal flower-shaped blanketed capital.
Four narrow* passages enclosed on the aides by short

screened balustrades radiate from the top of the capital
to the. corners of the building which are corbelled

out after the manner of the large capital to support
their ends. Tradition asserts that, th" circular iVpace

over the. capital was occupied by Aklur's thrcun while

the corners wore assigned to four of his ininibters

(PUte 1).

The pillar is decidedly Indian in design but the

carving upon the shaft and pedestal is iSiJiuccuk' in

character. It is extremely beautiful and unique and

presents the character of th> founder of Fatehpur
Sikri more distinctly than any other historical record.

There is nothing like it in the whole, lango of Indo-

Moslcm architecture.*

Sk'ep staircases on the north-west and south-east

corners lead to the roof, a balcony running round

between the exterior and interior sides of the building
on the. same level as the passages radiating from the

throne capital.

The. exterior of the building is of excellent propor-
tions. In the centre, of each facade, is a doorway,
on each side of which are window-opening; iiilou in

* A cost of the column is in tho South Kensington MiiiMuni.
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with perforated tracery. A gallery supported on stone

brackets and enclosed by trellis work divides the facade

intu an upper and lower storey. Over each corner

of the building is a small domed kiosk standing on

four slender pillars.

IIUDAT-KHANA (Houpe of worship)

The identification of the buildin.tr, known as the

'Ibadat-Khana, is a disputed question. Mr. Keene

quotes a tradition suggesting the IHwan-i-Khas but

this is impossible. Al-Badayfin! dearly mentions

that the 'Ibadat-Khana
*'

consisting of four halls was

built nt'ar the new Khfmqfih ", and again that
"
the

very cell of Shaikji 'AhdulLi Nia/j SarliindF, a disciple

of ^haikji Islam Qnshtl, was repaired, and spacious

halls built on all the. four sides of it, and the cell

was named 'Ibadat-Khana
1

'.
1 The Emperor ordered

the four classes of religious men to take their

seats in the. four halls -the western to be. used

by the Saiyids or descend? nts of the Prophet ;
the

southern by the learned men who had studied and

acquired knowledge ; the northern by those venerable

for their wisdom and subject to inspiration ;
and the

eastern was devoted to nobles and officers of state

whose tastes were in unison with those of one. or the

other of th classes referred to above
; while- he himself

visited these various parties from time to time and

enjoyed their discussions with Abu-1-Fazl and Fam by
his side.

1 MuntakhabH'l-T(ncunk!t, Persian text, Vol. II, pp. 198 and
201.
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Sa'Id Ahmad, author of the .ithar-i-Akbar~, points
out a ruined l)uilding to the cast of the houses of Abu-1-

Fazl and Faizi, a view not unfeasible, but some people

question the propriety of his identification and call

that ruined structure a Qanati Masjid. That the

'Ibadat-Khana was erected by Akbar during the

years 982-83 A.H. (1574-76 A. D.) for holding religious,

moral and philosophical discussions is evident from

their descriptions given by Mill la 'Abdu-1-Qadir Bada-

yfm! and 'Allfiml Abu-1-Fazl, but it seems to have

shared the fate of so many other elegant buildings

that have long since yielded to the ravages of times.

Micn-AFLl (Blind-man 's-buff House)

A few paces to the west of the l)iwan-i-Khas is a

building composed of three rooms, an oblong one in

the centre and a square one at each end, the latter

projecting at right angles to the central room. Tt is

called the Ankh Mirhauli, or the Blind-man's-buff

House,, and the ignorant guides declare that Akbar

used to play at
"
Hide and seek

"
with the ladies of

the court in this building. Apart from the fact that

it stands beyond the Banana quarters arid could never

have been used for the purpose by the royal ladies,

a busy Emperor of Akbar's mind and ideals had much

more at hand to do than to build an imposing structure

simply for playing at hide and seek. The worries and

cares of an empire, the constant preparations for fiesh

campaigns, etc., left him little time for rest, not to

speak of such childish games. It is more likely on

the other hand, that being so close to the Dfwan-i-

'Khas this building was used as an office to store state
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documents or r gnliu '.if the crown ; tlio. narrow passage
round twl of (,h( rooms being inteurk-d for the seiitmela

who iwii to giia'J it.

.BeM-ath tJie d'u-p mvssf'S iu the walls of the rooms

are secret coflcis which wore originally covered with

sli<!ihjr slabs of stono. The (hit roof of the central

aptirtmont is ciirirmsly constructed, boiji^ divided

into paws by stone, bo-ams and supported on a series

of sti'uts, t]ie lower ends of which are built into the

wtvllh and project from them to simulate brackets.

The-, lower ends of the struts are carved each with the

he;id of a trunk <ni monster from whose open jaws
issues forth a raised serpentine scroll terminating at

the tops of the struts in a grotesque crocodile-like head.

The ceiling pj:n<,ls i^re enriched with well-carved flower

bosses in high relief. The ceiling of other rooms,
concave at the sides and fiat in the middle;, are also

divided into panels by fiat ribs and carved with

rosettes.

NJSHARTO-AH-J-BAMMAL (Astrologer's Seat)

The NisJia,stgah-i-Kammfil (Astrologer's Scat) in^

fringes on the south side of the Ankh MicLaiilf and
stands on a square platform formerly enclosed by a

stone railing. In design it is quite different from

any building at Fatahpur Sikri and its curious struts

similar to those to be seen in certain Jain buildinga
remind one of Jain structures of the llth or 12th

centuries.

Nothing is definitely known about its purpose, but

trjidif-ion ascribes it to *an astrologer attached to

Akbar's court. There is no doubt that following the
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Indian tradition the Mughal Emperors did nothing

important without consulting the astrologers till the

custom was set aside by Aurimgzeb as awaking distrust

of God. It is r-af-on.'hbh' to think i.lwt the ujmtrl

was connected with the Ankh Mi^tmli and it may
have been th^ seat of the Emperor himself when he

met the nobles, ministers, etc., in open air durbars in

the summer.

PAC2i<^His! COURT

To the south of the one-pillare-d building is a large

open stone-paved court on which is a Parjichisf (or

Indian Backgammon) board in the form of a cross with

a low rod sandstone stool in the middle upon which,

as is generally, though erroneously, believed, Akbar

used to take his seat surrounded by a few chosen re-

tainers whilst the game, played with slave girls as

living counters progressed. The red sandstone seat is

evidently too crude to be assigned to a builder of

Akbar's taste, but the Parhehisi Court with the stone

seat may well be the work of one of his successors,

probably Muhammad Shah (also called Karigila, or

amorous, on account of his licentious way of living),

who, according to the 8it/awt-l-Mvdaakk[irin,* was

crowned at Fatehpur 8ikri in 11H2 A. H. (1720 A. D.).

It was shut o!f from the Diwfin-i Khfis by a high wall

no longer in existence.

K.NA8 MAHAL (Private Palace)

The term
"
Ma]Hil-i-Kru

"
or

"
Dmdat-Kljlita-i-

//<*;.

"
is generally applied only to the Kjiwab^ah or

* Persian text (Naa J RUior i-dilion, 18UT), Tart I1 5 p. 4J2.
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Dormitory, both upper and lower (described post,

pp. 2()-29), but there are reasons to believe that the

whole of the southern section of the great quadrangle

immediately west of the Dlwan-i-'Am (described (inle,

p. 14) was occupied by the Khas Mahal comprising the

Girls' School, the Turkish Sultana's House and Ham-
mam, the Khwabgah and the central tank or Anup
Talfio, and that the Khns Mahal was connected with

the. Pandi Mahal and the ladies' apartments on the

west by a private viaduct carried on arches and piers.

GIRLS' SCHOOL

On the west corner of the court is a low, unpreten-
tious building raised above the level of the pavement
on stone piers. It is traditionally known as the Girls'

School and was connected by cloisters with the Tur-

kish Sultana's house, on the east. The original pur-

pose of the building is doubtful, but it is certain that

the extensions on the north and east of the original

two-storeyed building were made later when possibly

the building happened to serve a different purpose.

TURKISH SULTANA'S HOUSK

The Turkish Sultana's house is one of the most

highly ornamented buildings in Fatehpur Sikri

(Plate III). It consists of a single small chamber sur-

rounded by a verandah. Additional rooma were obtain-

ed however by dividing up the verandah with stone

screens since removed. In the words of Fergusson
"

It is one of the richest, the most beautiful and the

most characteristic of all Akbar's buildings. It is
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impossible to conceive anything so picturesque in

outline or any building carved and ornamented to

such an extent without the smallest approach to being
overdone or in bad taste ". The .uterior of this

**

gigan-

tic jewel casket ", as the house has been aptly called,

is as richly carved as the exterior and hardly a square
inch of space has been allowed to remain

unornamented.

On the west side is a portico with square piers and

octagonal shafts at the corners. .Running along the

top is a deep drip-stone beautifully carved on the

underside. The carving on the ceiling of this portico
was in a bolder style than that seen on the ceilings

of the verandahs, but unfortunately it has all dis-

appeared. At the north-west and south-east corners

spacious verandahs were added at later tames to connect

the house with the Girls' School on the west and the

Lower Khwabgfih on the south.

The room is provided with four entrances over which

are deep recesses filled in with stone screens. The

ceiling of the chamber is new but it is a reproduction

of the old one which was taken down in 1901 on account

of its decayed condition. The dado round the bottom

of the room is particularly interesting. It is divided

into eight panels richly decorated with conventional

carvings.

On one panel is depicted a forest scene with pheasants

perched amongst the boughs of the trees and lions

stalking beneath them, but unfortunately both animals

and birds have since been badly mutilated.

Another forest scene is carved upon the panel on

the south end of the east wail. Among the branches
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of a banyan tree in the centre are apes and birds look-

ing down on a herd of quadrupeds with flowing tails,

one of which is drinking from a pool supplied with

water from a rock on the loft of the panel. On the

panels on the west wall orchards with treet> and plants

in full blossom are depicted. The feeling of the carv-

ing of the foliage is purely Persian.

The painting at the west end of the north wall

represents a jungle. Some of the trees are in blossom

and are conventionally treated. Small portions of the

panels are unfinished, and this seems to illustrate

a superstitious belief which to this day exists among
Indian artizans that it is unlucky to finish a work

completely.
On the north side of the house is an open space

which once formed a garden. To the south-east of

the house is a Hamvnam, or Turkish Bath, probably
set apart for the use of the Emperor, and perhaps
also for the occupant of the Turkish Sultana's House.

But who she really was Ls open to conjecture. Beyond
tradition there is no authority for the statement that

Akbar had a wife, known as the Turkish Sultana,

unless the title should be applied to his first wife,

Sultfmu Iluqayya B^gam (daughter of Mirza Ilinflal,

the Emperor's uncle), who was also a Tartar or a Turk

like her husband. But it is doubtful whether the

house was at all used by a royal lady ;
it might have

been used by the Emperor himself.

TURKISH SULTANA'S HAMMAM

There arc very few buildings at Fatohpur Sikri

without a hammum or bath. The bath belonging to
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Turkish Sultana's house is situated a few paces to tho

east, and, though externally grim and severe, it is

evident that skill and taste have both been brought
to bear upon the interior which, when fresh from the

hands of the builders, must have presented a very

pretty appearance. The outer rubble walls are uni

adorned by mouldings or decorations of any kind.

There is only one entrance to the building and that

too is perfectly plain. It leads into a domed vestibule

with small chambers on the south and east and a large

dressing room on the north. The eastern room con-

tains a reservoir in the thickness of the wall at the

north end and a passage on the north leads to an

hexagonal chamber from which two doors open into

two other chambers on the south and east. The

baths were supplied with water from a small tank

formed in the thickness of the wall fed from the outside

from a trough supported on stone corbels. The pave-
merit of tho hexagonal chamber was of stone and

covered the furnace, the flues for heating the baths

being placed under the floors. The furnace appears

to have been <*n the cast side of the building Dear tho

gateway leading into the Diwan-i-
kAm. Water was

conducted from room to n,om by means of earthen

pipes, glazed and ungLv.ed, imbedded within the walls,

to tanks or reservoirs in the corners of the rooms.

Light was admitted through an (kil-dc-bocf in the tt.p

of the domes the undent -s if vihich uejv rimshed

off in polished white .si.ud'o and ornamented with

beautiful geometrical patkTus in colour.

The most noteworthy ieatun-s of tl.o baths are the

domes foimud oi laauun^ 2 nig.*- oi brickwork aud the
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dados round the interior walls made of polished cement

in different colours.

CENTRAL TANK

To the south-west of Turkish Sultana's house and

in the centre of the court of the Khas Mahal is a

large tank, now erroneously called the On A MAN,
or Garden, measuring about 95 ft. (> in. square,
with steps loading down to the water. This is

probably the Anup Tcddo so often merit oned by

BadayunT in his h story. Built in 983 A. H. (1575-
76 A. D.),

1 or according to some in 1578 A. T).,

it was originally about 12' deep, but Sir Syed
Ahmad Khan founder of the M. A. 0. College,

Aligarh, whi e he was Munsif at Fatehpur Sikri,

caused it to be filled up to its present level and

plastered the new floor with chunam. Excavations

in the tank in 1903-04 disclosed the fact that the

present floor of the tank was false.

Badayuni says
2 that in 98<> A. H. (J578-79 A. D.)

a liaJ/i-tti visited Fatchpur Sikri and claimed that he
could construct such a house in the water that one

could plunge into the water and enter the house with-

out the water penetrating it. Consequently a tank

was constructed in the courtyard of the palace, 20

gaz square and 3 yaz deep, and in it a stone cell was
built with a high tower on the roof and steps on all the

four sides. The hakim's pretentious, however, proved
1
MiiHlal&aJni-l-TawarTMi. Persian text, p. 201.

8
AIuntakliabU't'Tau-artkli, Persian text, Vol. 11, pp. 204-65.
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a lie and he fled away and was seen no more. 1 But
the Anup Taldo, or Kapur Taldo as it is mentioned

by Jahanglr in his Memoirs, was filled with gold, silver

and copper coins worth 34,48,46,000 dams which were

removed by the rich and poor alike under the orders

of the Emperor.
2 It was in the Daulat-Khana-i-

Anup Talao that in 983 A. H. (1575-76 A. D.),

according to 'Abdu-1-Qadir Badayum, Mlrza Sulaiman,
the semi-independent governor of Badakhshan,
was entertained by Akbar who seated h ni by
his side on the throne and introduced his son (probably
Prince Sallm) to him.

In the centre of the tank is a platform crowned by
a raised seat approached by four causeways supported
on short pillars. The balustrade round the platform is

modern. The tank, now dependent on the rains for its

supply, was originally filled direct from the water-works

near the Eleplant Gate and kept clean by means of

an overflow the outlet of which is on the north side

and can bo traced along the east side of the Pachchisi

Court to the Tank at the back of the Diwan-i-Khas.

To the south-east of the tank is a chamber with

remains of floral paintings upon the walls. It is called

the
*

Painted Chamber '

by Mr. Smith. Though the

paintings are much decayed, the poppy, the tulip,
1 Some 17 yearn later, in the 39th year of Akbar'a reign, l-faklm

'AH Gllanl did construct such a pond at Lahore and Mir yaidur,
the riddle-writer, found the date of its construction in the words

Jp p.x5C* ,j*>* (The fiauz of Hakim 'All) 1002 A. H. (1593-94:

A. D.).
We read of another water palace built in the reign of Jahanglr

by Hakim 'All of Gllan whom the Emperor raised to the rank -.

2,000 after he had visited the subacqueous chamber with a band
of his courtiers (Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, Persian text, p. 73).

Tuzuk-i-Jak&ugin, Persian text, p. 260.
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the rose and the China almond can be easily recrg-

nized amongst them. It is generally known as the

Loirer Bedroom of the Emperor and sometimes the

more general name of Khas Mahal is also given to

it. Outside the room, to the east, is placed a big

BROKEN BOWL of stone which probably formed

the reservoir of some fountain.

LOWER KBWABOAH

Behind the Painted Chamber is another room, tradi-

tionally known as the residence of a Hindu priest

attached to Akbar's court. Projrtcing from the south

wall of it and raised about 7' above the ground is a

platform upon which, it is said, he used to perform
his devotions. The roof of the chamber is supported
on square shafts some of them minutely carved after

the pattern of the carvings in the Turkish Sultana's

house. In the south wall of the chamber is a doorway
which leads into the courtyard outside at the other

end of which is the Diiftar-Khana (or Record Office).

The courtiers and officials entered by this door and

passed alonp a broad passage formerly screened off

from the quadrangle of the Khas Mahal to Akbar's

Khwabgah above.

Tradition seems at fault in ascribing the chamber

with the platform to a Hindu priest. The probability
is that the platform was used by the Emperor himself

who showed his faoe every morning from the southern

window, or Darshan Jharoka, to the people assembled in

the court below. This is corroborated by the fact that

it is iii the same vertical line with the Dardian Jharoka
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to the south-east of the Upper Khwabgah. The Einper*

or, it is presumed, would occupy one of the two rooms

according as the season changed (Plate IV).

UPPER KHWBAGAH

A staircase to the south of the tank leads up to the

Upper Khwabgah, or
"
Sleeping Chamber ", a small

room, about 14' square, surrounded by a verandah

covered by a roof wrought on the exterior in imitation

of tiles. Judging of what remains of the colour deco-

ration upon its walls, it must have boon one of the

most highly ornamented YmiMiiigs in the city.

Originally the whole room was decorated from top
to bottom with beautiful colour ornamentation contain-

ing couplets composed by Salman SaujI in praise of

the room. Most of the decoration is decayed now, but

a few paintings and inscriptions still remain. In each

side of the room is a door with a window opening
above cloaed on the outside by pierced screens. The

sides of the windows were decorated with paintings.

The recesses seen in the inner walls were originally

filled in with stono lattices. The dado round the

inside of the chamber is divided into panels enclosed

by flat borders which continue up the angles of the

room and around the doors and windows where

Persian couplets eulogising the room and its royal

occupants are inscribed . Some of the verses were

restored together with other decoration works by
the Archaeological Department in 1893*94.

At one time there was a painting in each panel of

the wainacotting, but unfortunately portions of too

C 2
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only are now to be seen. The one on the west wall

represents a flat-roofed house with some person looking

down upon us from it. The other on the north wall

bears a boating scene and is somewhat better pre-
served. The drawing is much defaced but the faces

of some of the persons in the boat, the mast, the rig-

ging and the sails can be traced. The figures are care-

fully drawn and particular attention has been paid to

the fttoas which have been so well finished that the

work looks like that of a miniature painter. Traces

of another boat appear on the right of the drawing.

Beside the window over the north door is a faint

painting representing (as Mr. Smith says)
"
the Chinese

idea of Buddha as Yamantaka condemning the enemies

of Buddhism to the nether world ". From what we
know of Akbar's character it is not in any way im-

possible that he should have Buddhist pictures about

his bed-room and Mr. Smith supposed the drawing to

be a copy of the Chinese original.

On the north side of the window over the eastern

doorway was another picture representing a rock cave

in which is an angel holding a child in his arms. This

probably refers to the miraculous birth of Prince Salim,

afterwards Emperor Jahangir.
The verandah was also decorated with paintings but

only a small fragment now remains on the north side.

The frescoes in the Khwabgah as well as those in

the
"
Painted Chamber " and Maryam's House were

varnished over in 1893 in order to preserve them from

further irretrievable decay.
To the south of the Khwabgah is a low platform with

a window or Darhan Jharoka looking towardi the
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south. The platform seems to have originally been

shaded by a canopy under which the king used to take

his seat every morning to show his face to the people

(called
"
Darshaniyas

"
by Badayuni) who would

neither wash their faces nor rinse their mouth nor eat

or drink anything until they had seen the Emperor's
face.

The Khwabgah appears to have been originally

connected with the Maryam's House and Jodh Bai's

Palace by a closed passage since pulled down. A

part of viaduct, however, still exists and leads to the

Panch Mahal.

PANCH MAHAL

One of the most interesting buildings at Fatehpur
Sikri is a curiously built open pavilion of five stories,

each storey being smaller than the one upon which it

stands, till at last only a small kiosk supported on

four slender columns forms the uppermost floor. This

is the Panch Mahal (Plate V). Opinions differ as to the

origin and object of this curious building. Some main-

tain that it was designed as a place for the Muazzin to

call for prayers at the appointed hours
;
others think

that it was intended for hanging a large bell at the

highest point to announce to the citizens the functional

hours of the court; still others believe that from it

Akbar used to survey the surrounding country. Ob-

viously, however, it was intended as a place for recrea-

tion and pastime, where the Emperor sitting in the

uppermost kiosk enjoyed the fresh air of the evening
and the moon-light during summer nights, the ladies of
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the royal household occupying seats lower down with

probably curtains of net work to admit of free air

and a full view of the country, or possibly it may
Lave been used exclusively by the ladies. The entire

design is supposed to have been copied from the

plan of a Buddhist wblra although 4 or 5 storeyed
Buddhist viharas did not exist in Northern India in

the days of Akbar. The1

ground floor CODtains 84

columnp, the first 56, the econd 20, the third 12 and

the fourth or the topmost only 4. On the south-east

angle is a small private entrance from the Khas Mahal.

The ground floor was divided up into a number of

cubicles by means of stone screens stretching from

column to column. The ceiling was crudely decorated,

probably in later times, in white colour and many of

the stone beams tire ornamented with bosses. A stair-

case on the south-west corner leads to the upper storeys.

The first floor is divided into 24 bays, and the open

upaces between the columns were filled in with screens.

Each of the 56 columns on the first floor is varied in

the ornamentation of its cap and base as well as in its

mouldings or other embellishments, so that the eye
finds an infinite variety of detail to feast upon. The

shafts of the quartette of columns on the north-west

angle are carved spirally with lotus buds at the tops

and the caps are ornamented with plants, etc. On the

capital of one of the pillars may be seen a tree from

which a man is picking fruit and it lias been suggested

that the capital comes from some Buddhist temple ;

but this is highly improbable as the mouldings on the

necking are purely Saracenic. Some of the figures
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carved on the columns luve been destroyed or partly
defaced. The columns on the other floors are quite

puin.
The parapets form the exterior ornamentation of the

place. Each floor seems to have been originally

enclosed by stone screens, and it is from this circum-

stance that one would be inclined to think that the

Panch Mahal was used by the ladies of the haram.

It is surest od th.it a Hindu influence pervades
the whole building, particularly in the construction of

the various floors and the carving on the brackets.

SRIFA KJHVNA (Hospital)

On the north of the Panch Mahal is a large open

court, on two sides of which ware two buildings said

to have been used a.s the Hospital ;
now only a part

of one of them remains. But its close proximity to

the Imperial Zaihitw and the fact that the so-

called Shifa Khana building has so spacious a court

which is, at the same time, provided with a double

gateway and a guard-room seem to suggest that it

was either used as servants' quarters or perhaps as

parking area for the palar quins or carriages of the

lady visitors to the royal Larit-iH.

The building had a gabled roof and was divided up

by partitions into cu!>icles, some of which are still

standing. In front was a spacious verandah covered

by a flat roof carried on stone, pillars. The roof is

constructed of solid slabs of stone wrought into an

exquisite panelled ceiling on the underside "and carved

in imitation of tiles on the outer side. Around the
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tloors and windows orDamcntal borders were painted

in red and white. Pegs for hanging clothes, etc., were

let into the walls on both sides of the doors and recesses

and the few that still remain are carved with the busts

of animals. If used as a hospital at all, it was in all

likelihood set apart for the use of courtiers and their

families and the attendants of the royal palaces as

it is too near the zanana palaces. A hospital for the

use of the general public could not have been so small

find at the same time erected FO close to the zwiana

quarters. There must have been some public hospitals

at Fatehpur Sikri, but they have all disappeared.

MARYAM-KT-KOTHI (Maryam's House)

To the south of the hospital is Maryairfs Palace,

also known as the SunaJira Malcan or
"
Golden House "

because of the profuse gilding which ouce embellished its

extorior and interior (Plate VI). According to Kcene,

the occupant of the house was Sultana Salirna Begam,

daughter of Babuls daughter, Gulrukh or Gulbarg, and

widow of Bairam Khan who married Akbar in 1561 .*

Others assign it to Akbar's Rajput wife, Maryam
Zamani,

2 the mother of the heir-apparent. Some of

1 Handbook to Agra, p. 238 ; Humayun-N&ma (London. 1902),

pp. 276-80.
* Maryam ZamanI or Maryamu-z-Zamanl was the title of Akbar's

Rajput wife whose real name is not known to history. She was
tho daughter of Raja Bihara Mai and sister of Kaja Bhagwan Das
and Akbar married her at Rambhar in 968 A.H. (1060-61 A. 1).).

She must not be confounded with Maryam MaknnI whiHi WOP the
title of Akbar's mother, tfamlda Ban^u Begam, vide, Blochmann's
Aiv-i-Akbari, Vol. I, pp. 309 and 619; Tuzvk-i-Jahangiri, Persian

text, p. 361, etc., Humayun Nama, Persian text, edited by A. 8.

Bevuridgo, pp. 237-41.
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the Christian writers say that Maryam was a Christian

queen of Akbar, but in the absence of historical support
no faith can be placed in the statement. Abu-l-Fa/1,

the court historian of Akbar, makes no mention of the

Emperor having ever married a Christian lady whereas

the other contemporary authors and even later his-

torians are equally silent on the point. The story
seems to have originated in the fact that Jahangir's
mother who was the daughter of Raja Bihara Mai,

a Karhwaha Eajpfit, had the title (not the name) of

Maryamu-z-Zamanl which when translated means
"
Mary of the age ". The name or the title is by no

means uncommon even today amongst the Muslims

who revere the memory of Virgin Mary, the

mother of Jesus, just as much as the memory of

other pious Indies mentioned in the Bible or the

Qufjit.

The story has gained weight from the existence of

a very indistinct pointing on a panel over a doorway
on the west side of Maryam's house which is stated

by the guides to represent the
"
Annunciation ".

Another picture in the KhmbgdJi (p. 28 wpra)

represents an angel holding a child in his arms and

therefore might also be regarded as such. In either

case what the picture actually was meant to represent

is a speculation based on its appearance .and too much

sinificance should not be attached to these decorative

On the ground floor of Maryam's House are four

rooms, an oblong one running north to south and three

smaller ones running at right angles to it at the south

end. Over these latter ones are three others from
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which a stair-case leads to the flat roof surmounted

by an open pavilion carried on 8 square columns used

for sleeping purposes in summer nights. On three

sides of the house are open verandahs protected by a

deep drip-stone supported on massive brackets, some

of them carved. On one of the four brackets sur-

mounting the pillar at the north-west corner of the

verandah is carved a figure which sccins that of Sri

llama, an incarnation of Vishnu. Sri Rama is attend-

ed by Hanuman and stands upon a lotus bud holding
a bulb of the sacred plant in one hand and his bow
in the other. Above the figure is a band of

Klrtimukhas, and below it is a border of Brahman!

ducks. Another bracket is ornamented with a couple
of elephants and a third with a pair of geese. Most

of the sculptures are in a very decayed condition.

The verandai walls as well as the inner walls of

the room were richly painted with frescoes. In some

instances the drawing was spirited and well done, and

the colouring, judging from what remains, rich and

refined. As is well known, Akbar took great interest

in painting. From his earliest youth he showed a

great predilection for the art and never failed to give

it every encouragement, looking upon it
"
as a means

both of study and of amusement ",
L

The frescoes on the walls are said to represent the

chief events of Firdausi's puern, the Shah Numa. 2 Most
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of them arc now in a decayed state as no steps until

recently were taken to preserve them. The stone

beams of the verandah roof were also gilded and

inscribed with couplets composed by Faizi, the poet-

laureate of Akbar's court.

On the outside wall various scenes are depicted :

on the east side is a tournament, on the north a hunt-

ing scene and so on. The piers of the verandah were

also painted and on some floral designs and remains

of elephant lights are still to be seen. Several pilas-

ters and pillars .w, painted with trees, bird, etc., and

lli.
1

drawings arc so well dme, that one would hardly

expect Indian artisi.fi of the Kith century capable of

such reproductions. The frescoes have several times

been whitewashed a*.d subjected to such injudicious

renovations tlut most of the paintings were scraped

off along with t,hc limo wash tli at covered them. Var-

nish has subse<|ueiit.h
r been applied to prevent fading.

Inside the room, in a large rectos in the southern wall,

are two large size figures, one of which to the

e ist seems to be that of Sri Krishna, nn incarna-

tion of Vis'u u. The style and technique of these

figures shows Chinese influence.

For many years the public had no free access to this

beautiful palace which was reserved for the officers of

the Public Works Department and was also used for

residential purposes by the District Engineer ;
but ia

1905 it was evacuated and brought under the protec-

tion of the Archaeological Department.
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THE KITCHEN

To the soutli-east of Maryam's House is an oblong

structure built of stone elaborately carved with zig/ag

lines and other ornaments. It is related to have been

the kitchen attached to the Maryaru's House.

Jomi BAT's PALACE

"Regarded by some as the residence of Maryamu-z-
Zaruaul, the mother of the heir-apparent, it was pro-

bably built- by Akbar for his daughter-in-law, a daughter
of Ivaja Tihagwan Das, who married Jahangir in 993

A. H. (1585 A.D.) and gave birth to Sultanu-n-Nisa

Begam and Prince Khusru, or for his another daughter-

in-law, Jagat Gosaiui or Jodh Bai, daughter of Raja
ttdai Singh of Jodhpur, who was married to Jahangir
in 994 A.H. (1585-6 A.D.) and bore him Prince

Khurram, afterwards Emperor Shah Jahan*. But as

Fatehpur Sikri was abandoned about the year 1586

it is probable that the palace was never occupied

for a long time by the lady for whom it was intended.

It is the largest and the most important of all the

domestic buildings gracing Akbar's capital (Plate VII).

* Jodh Bal, often spoken of as the mother of Jahangir, was

really hid wife and daughter of Motha Raja of Jodhpur. She was the
mother of prince Khurram and was called Jagat Gusaln or Gusalnl.

She died in 1028 A. H. (1618-in A. I),). Hi8 mother, known as

Maryamu-z-Zamani, was the daughter of Raja Bihara Mai (a Kaohh-
waha Rajput) and aunt of Raja Man Singh (vide Tuzuk-i-Jak&nyirf,
Persian tf*\t. pp. 5 and 6 of Introduction, and pp. 7-8, and 268 ;

Boale'a Biographical Dictionary, p. 202
; etc.).
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The building is full of interest and deserves careful

study. It is complete in itself and its plan will be

interesting as showing the internal arrangement of a

typical Indo-Muhamniadan palace of the latter half of

the 16th century. A close and striking resemblance

exists between this palace and the Jahangfri Mahal in

the Agra Fort. The free use of lintel and bracket

and the total absence of arch and timber mark both

alike and the bell and chain ornament is freely oarved

on the piers.

The palace consists of a large open quadrangle on

the four sides of which are suites of single-storeyed

rooms with double-storeyed blocks in the centre and

corners to break the sky-line. The central block on

the east side forms a vestibule to the main entrance

of the building and that opposite it was used as PRIVATE

CHAPEL, whilst those on the north and south probably
served as SITTING AND SLEEPING ROOMS.

Jutting out from the south external wall of the

building are the PRIVATE BATHS of the palace approach-

ed from the quadrangle by two narrow passages in the

sides of the central south block. Each set consists of

an open court in the middle with small rooms on one

or two sides used as LATRINES and on the east a small

TURKISH BATH. The palace quadrangle is flagged with

stone slabs diagonally arranged. Around the sides are

drains to carry off the rain water and in the centre is

a small STONE TANK said to have contained the sacred

Tulsl plant.
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Staircases in the sides of the centra] blocks lead to

the roof. The blocks are surmounted by long chambers,

two of which (on the north and south) are Covered by
roofs of stone overlaid with blue tiles. The upper
room at the north side of the northern block is said

to have been used as a DINING BOOM, and it is interest-

ing to note that ita walls are panelled after a style

prevalent in England about the same time, viz., during

the Elizabethan period. A door-way leads from the

roof into a large apartment on the north enclosed by

open red sandstone screens and known as the HAWA
MAHAL which overlooks Maryam's Garden. A stair-

case on the west side leads to the VIADUCT connecting

Jodh Bai's Palace with the Hiran Minar.

The HAWA MAHAL, or
" Wind Palace ", was probably

exclusively meant for the ladies of the haram who

could enjoy full view of the surrounding country and

the palace gardens without being seen, the stone lat-

tices enclosing the outer sides affording protection

from the sun and rain, and at the same time admitting

of free ventilation.

The flat roofs of the single storeyed rooms surround-

ing the courtyard of Jodh BaJ's Palace were used as

promenades by the inmates of the palace, and to

secure complete privacy the outer walls were built high

to act as screens.

The corner rooms of the first floor are covered by
domes in which are some exquisite medallions unfor-

tunately coated over with whitewash. Traces of

coloured decoration, may be seen on the walls and

around the bases of the dome?.
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The exterior facades of the building are plain and
severe to a degree. Four domes, however, covering
the apartments at the corners of the building with

handsome balconies projecting from their upper ends
add much to the general effect of the design.
The entrance to the palace on the east is simple but

well proportioned. It was jealously guarded by trusted

soldiers and eunuchs after the established custom of
the east. As a rule, the inside of the haram was guarded

by sober, loyal and active women, the most trust-

worthy of them being placed in charge of the apart-
ments of the Emperor.
On the left of the entrance is a, small building which

probably served as the GUARD-HOUSE. Between it and
the wall on the right of the entrance there was a screen

hiding the entrance to the palace and making it private.
It was unfortunately pulled down some 39 years ago.
The VIADUCT referred to above (p. 38) is carried on

piers and arches and is surmounted with domed kiosks

at intervals. It is screened to allow the court ladies to

pass unseen by it from one building to another. It

commences at Jodh Bai's Palace and traversing

Maryam's Garden and Hathl Pol it is supposed to have
ended at the Hiran Minar where the ladies of the

imperial haram went to view the sports and tourna-

ments.

MARYAM-KA-CHAMAN (Maryam's Garden)

To north of Jodh Bai's palace is a Mughal Garden,
known as the Maryam-ka-Chaman, measuring some
92' 8" X 62' 8". Originally enclosed by a wall, it was
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intended for the exclusive use of the Emperor and the

ladies of his seraglio. It is sometimes assigned to

Sultana Sallma Begam, daughter of Babur's daughter,

Gulrukh Begam, who married Akbar in 1501 after the

death of her first husband, Bairam Khan Khari-i-

Kharian. Its foot-paths were paved with stone while

shallow water channels bordering thorn were connected

with Waterworks. A channel running centrally north

and south passes beneath a stone pavilion at the north

end and falla into a beautiful little tank close to it on

the north and known as the Machchhi Tdl. The little

tank was discovered during the course of removing

heaps of debris by Mr. Smith in 1891.

MACHCHHI TAL (Fish Tank)

Measuring 5' 9"x2' 11", the surface of the water is

reached on the east and west by three steps. On the

south is a small waterfall while on the north there are

fourteen niches, 8i" x 7", in which, according to Sa'id

Ahmad,* lamps of variegated colours were lighted to

add to the charm of waterfall. Fishes of various

colours were kept in it, and with gold rings in their

nose the tiny sportive creatures were a source of con-

siderable enjoyment to the ladies.

MARYAM-KA-HAUZ (Maryam's Tank)

At the south-east corner of Maryam's Garden is a

swimming tank, traditionally assigned to Maryam.
Measuring 26 feet square and 4 feet deep with the

roof 8' 10" high carried on stone pillars, the Hau$ wa&

* Athar-i-AkbarSt p. 111.
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originally enclosed by screens and the ladies of the

royal karam probably took their bath here in summer.

BIRBAL'S HOUSE

To north-west, of Jodh Bill's palace in a courtyard
is a beautiful building, known as Raja Birbal's House,
one of the most noted palaces at Fatehpur Sikri and

splendidly carved both inside and out.

Raja Blrbal was a poor Brahmin liJtfil or minstrel

but very
'

clear-headed and remarkable for his power of

apprehension *. His real naine was ^Lihesh Das. He
came from Kalpi and soon after Akhur's accession

presented himself at the royal court wberc his ready
wit f-oon made him a personal favourite of the Emperor.
His Hindi versus were much appreciated and he was

made- a J\(iri Rnl or th^ Hindi Poet-laureate. Later,

he was given th> i title of Raja, and by his wit and ability

he rc.se to the position of a minister of the kingdom.
He was very dear to Akbar who had him constantly

by his side. Most of his time wjis spent at court but

he, was sometimes employed on political missions also

which he geneially fulfilled with success.

Jn the 34th Mvr of Akbar'.s reign Xain Khan Koka

who was (iuht.in^ against the Yfisuf Zais in Rijor and

Sawad happened to ut>k for reinforcements. Blrbal and

Abu-1-Fazl botii offered their services. The matter

was decided by lot, arid much against the Emperor's

^\ish it fell on the former. So Blrbal had to be sent

together with Hakim Abu-1-Fath. The campaign was

badly conducted and
tv
Blrbal and nearly 8,000 im-

perialists
were killed during the retreat the severest

D
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defeat that Akbar's army ever puttered "'. Akb.ir lu-id

a regular mourning when the news of Birbal's death

reached him and his grief was for a long time ii.coiusol-

able. Birbal was the only Hindu who had subscribed

to the new religion, the
"
Divine Mwimthci.* ".

The question as to whom thiw beautiful hou.se A\a

built for lias involved a good deal of controversy.
Some assign it to Kaja Birbal's fictitious daughter \\ho

is said to have been a wife of Akbar. But the facts

that Abu-1-Fazl, the well-known historian of Akbar's

time, has not mentioned her name in the list of the

Emperor's wives and that ho could never have omitted

sueh an important alliance go ^ J n^ way to disprove
the tradition.

Abu-1-Fazl does speak of the erecMon of a IIOUSP

by Akbar for Rnja BJrbal in DUO A.M. (158:2 A.T).),

but it has not so far been identified with precision.
On the monument under notit-e, however, an inscrip-
tion in Hindi was discovered by Mr. E. W. Smith on

the capital of a pilaster on the west facade of Uie

building stating that- it was erected in Samvjit lf2!)

(1572 A.D.), i.e., 10 yuars b(fore the date given by
Abu-1-Fazl and just at the, time when the z(inun<t

palaces were being constructed. It being the year of

Akbar's marriage to the daughter of Kftja Kalyfui
Mai of Bikanor,* the palace may \\ell fe assigned to

her rather than to Hfija Birbal whoM-. living so cjose

to the fat-raw appeals to be, doubtf-il. Thouuh now-

open on all bides, it uas originally provided with stone

screens.

itkl!. Persia U^vt. Vol. lf
; p.
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The building is a double-storeyed structure standing
on a large concrete platform carried on pillars and

arches of rough masonry built up from the ravine

below. On the ground floor are four rooms, each about

16' square, and two entrance porches, and on the upper

storey, reached by two staircases in the south- west

and north-cast corners, are two square chambers placed

corner-wise. Although square in plan, the upper rooms

are covered with domes. The ceilings of the lower

rooms are most* exquisitely carved, aLiO the walls oi

both the lower and upper rooms.

On the exterior of the building the Ilmdfi bracket aud

the. Muhummadaii arch art 1 combined with pleasing

effect. The varietv of designs enriching t!ic walls and

pilasters, both inside and outside the house, is mar-

vellous, and shows that the arti/ans employed were

thoroughly conversant with geometry and the principles

of arabesque de^iim. Mr. Keene in his description of

Blrbal's house says
"

Tt would seem as jf a ( Chinese

ivory carver had been employed on a Cyclopean
monument "

On the north-west side of the house there is a small

gabled building which, according to some, served as

a private hospital for the inmates. There were long

and high purdah walls on the north, south and west,

sides of the house, but they have all been pulled down*

It is important to remember that originally the Kha.s

Mahal and the Turkish Sultana's House were separated

from Maryam's House, Jodh BAi's Palace and tho

neighbouring buildings by a hish wall since removed

making two separate enclosures connected by a doorway.
Under the British rule, Birbal'a House was utilized
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for tin.1 residence of District officers and after tho Mutiny
of 1857 W"s i . "tved for tho use of inspoctir.fi oilicers

and distinguished guests. In 1905 it \\
ras evaou^kd

and made over to the Aroha'olotricjil Department and

the mode:-! additions were removed.

NU.'NA MASJID (Gem Mosque)

Having so.en fill tLe royal ])akc(
4s the visitor will

riow ^ind liLs vv'ay to tho irtcreslinp tower, exiled the

Hir;wj Aanfir. ria Xr,cunA Masjid, "HathI Pol (or Ek])liiint

Gr-te) and C'arr.va^ : ur;;i.

A lii.llo to the north-west <>f tho ^(vnm^a irnrdeti is ft

small i:ios.ji:.
4

. callc-d t3i< i Ka<.'jna 3ia^jid. It is KM id

1o lir.vr been (Tooted for the use of the ladies of the

TMYprri.il 7^/vr"f a ' /! was surrounded hy lu^h ptinhtJi

walls si'"-'
1 T-", i uVfMl. To smith ^'st. of the niosfjue

-%nd jusf in '*" ! -^ f Le Ahr!s-lious(i fur llii.Jus an 1 the

Stables r.'//^ ."^'n SV.bl'-s, p. 51).

LAN(,AR KI'ANA (Alnis-hoiiso)

At tho l>a.el: of tJic mosque is a siuall LiMujiir }\_]<ina,

or Ali)i;;-lioi's<'. To the. nortJi-west of this is another

sni{!,ll alms li<i:se of about the sanio dinu-nsiojiS and

design. Tho one at tho bae'k of the mos(|ue w^s pro-

})ol)ly r^'t r.,p;irt
for Mnhfunriadar.s and the other for

Hindus. Mullfi 'Abdn-l-Qfulir Jiadayunr
1

'

jneutio^s tho

construction of ]>hio,<
s for feeding I

1
'** poor, one of

them meant for Tsliihanimadans bei]\<j: called kl^ir^t'-ra

and tlio other fnr liiudus c.rJIod i)h<tr)nir'r<t. Some

of Alm-l-Faxl's people were put in charge of them.

*
AluidaMtahH'I'Tawanto, Persian text, Vol. II. p. 3:14.
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On leaving the, Nttglna Mosque the visitor sheiu-i

proc ced ID Iho Elephant (rate, the Waterworks a?M the

IJ :;*]! "iTrifir, which are situated u little, to tlic north.

;<,!-[ Tji.
f

. r.f., ni fn f| l0 royal palae.es. The main road

j)j
-s'-s tiinr'nli the, IJathi ]*ol described l)olo\v and

l';"l
f

. (l(.WJ) !() the G 17EAT AKTIKKAT, L.AKK, ill>Ollt

G miles lone; by 1-! miles wide (now dry), which mir-e

fon-i'd l),e L'irt.h-\vr-st. defcufe of Fnt-ehpiir Sikii. The

Av.-.t-T .i
%

K:ian Niidl was ohsi.ruct^d ;!>nd the chili) thus

huilt siii)]tiie(i water to the entire locality aitd the

]),'\Li(u\s on the, ridge as wrl] ns to irii^.ition c'inaLs

traces of which nrc still extant.

KAU'TAR-KHANA

To the left, of the, Eh'phant Cato is a simple square
towM-hko bii'Minp;, commonly culled the Kalmlur

l\ (liui, or Pif:> ou House, but general'y siij>po,sod by
^est-M'p v -i*

4

i"4 t-o h.Lve served the pnrp(sc of a niap^a-

xi'ie. Some peoj>le call it the stable for Akbur'sfaTourito

< i -oj-^nt, Ji.luln (lit-. le.^ive). vliiHi is said t-o !i;;ve

be-Mi bip-itiu ii'ider lii" iliian Mljulr. I'-iit in f.icf. the

oriLiiial pi]i;,i';i
of the building is unknown so far.

That Akbnr v.'^s found of j)i<rons and kept a lar^e

number of tin in is evident from the Alv-'i-AI'bari*'

I3ut beyond tjidition there is no reliable authority for

calling the building a house for the royal pigeons. It

is square in plan and the wails of the structure are moro

tli'in 10 feet in thickness coated with plaster, about

\V thick, and they have a decided batter which is a

characteristic of the Pathan buildings.

" Ain~i-Akba,r\, Porsiaii text, Vol. ], pp. 215-18.
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ILvnj7 POL (Elephant Gate)

The EJepLi'.it (iiito dcr.ves its name from the cir-

cumstance uhat l,\\o colossal elephants of stone orig nally
stood on high pedestals outbide the gate, with their

trunks interlocking over the keystone of the archway,

"hey seem to have been broken subsequently and

oul) a portion of the animals now remains. On the

sides of the pate are (Juarda* Chambers placed on a

broad pliiith.

SAN(;IN BURJ (Stone Tower)

Adjnihiug the IJathI Pol is the Sangin Burj, or Stone

To\\er. It is a .irraml bastion said to have been the

commencement of the fortifications which were never

completed owing to the saint Shaikh Sallm Chishtrs

disi*p])roval. "But nothing is to be found in the authen-

tic records of history in support of this tradition. On
the north-east side of the tower was a gallery by which
the Burj was formerly connected with the Hath! Pol.

According to Mulla 'Abdu-1-Qadir Badayfml*, it was
in this tower that the illustrious Mirza Snlainian, Gover-
nor of Badakjvjhftn, was accommodated when he visited

Fatehpur Sikri in the year 983 A.H. ( 1575.7(1 A.D.) The
same authority mentions that probal>ly for some time

the Tower was used as the Na<jqfir Khana, or Music

Gallery, whence the. royal musicians played. This

Naqqar Khana, however, must not be oonjbunded with

the. one noticed above (p. U) which announced the

arrival and departure of the Phciperor, etc. The

*
-M'tHUal&abn.t-Tawarlkh, Persian text, Vol. II, p. 216.
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huua uirl'T notice was probably used whrn
th" Kiuporor played 'Jiunt/tln or Polo Aoar tlio Hr.v.-i

M-iiar fur, as stated by .Ibu-l-lfazl,
" when a ball i

diiveii to the Ml (or tJic pillars marking the end of

tin- playground) tlio naq<iara is beaten so tli,it all

tlut. ure far and near iiuy know (bow the game is

proceeding)."
1

DAKOJHA-KA-MAKAN (Pjirogha's House)

A littK*. \4> tin- wi^t of the Sauj;iu Uurj an* thr ruins

of a building, oo niiiouly called i.ho Darogh.4-ka-
or thf Diirfiyjiu-kri-i.iariLmau. Thn Dan^fm

in charge of nibbles and tiianaut
ar of tlio (jaravaii-

and. ar-cordinir t,, ^|n, l-Fa?], }lv Wiis doiiigiiated

Continuing do\m tho nuwl leading to the Iliran

Mlnfir tlw visitor v.ill notice on his loft the (Viravan-

aarfu consist in of ;i lars^i
1 court, nboiit *J7*J'X^4G',

surrounded by ol.>istt irs in \vhi<;li niprchante and

travcllorH rcst.ul wMnin 1 with tlu-ir rich stufls, horses,

otrj. It was hre that Ma'ik Mjis'fid, tlio. famous

Persian fnon-Jiant, pTit up wit.li his war IN tlio infant

Mihru-n-Nm Khiinaiu (lmttT known to tlui world

aftorwanIs an th" Enipross Nfir Jiiiifin) and liir miser-

able father, Mu/ii (jliJiyaHi. who Lit^r nse to the

highest post, in th Mii^ksil court. Korinoily the

south-oast side w.-w :( sto'i\s high, but tlio greater

pa't of the. successive f-H-rs of domed chambers have

fa1 Ion down.

r. Ti-i'.ni l vt, Vol 1, p. 2l."i.

, P'-ruaui tfxt, VuJ I. ji.
^1.
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BAOLI (Stepped uell)

On the north of the road described above (p. 45) is

a large BaoTi* or stepped well, which formed part of

the Waterworks described below. The diameter of the

well is about W 6" and it is protected by an octagonal

s!ructure surrounded bv chambers.

K A R TCHANA- j-A BRASA xl (Waterwo rk s)

Tlie machinery for lifting the water was put. in the

side chambers where massive stone beams that used

to support the axle of a Persian-wheel may still be

seen. On the south of the v.ell runs an aqueduct by
which water was conducted into a reservoir by the

side of the, road \\illi domed chambers on either side.

From this reservoir it \\as again, lifted to another well

or tank ne.ir the UalJu Pol and thence it Jio\\;<d through
a channel to a large tank beneath the wall adjoining the

eastern side of the gat
j

. It- uas aj^iin iai,*d on t</ iL?

roof of the, cloisters inside the llntln !*<>[ over which

it flowed by means of channels. They are still tiaccable

and lead to some reservoirs in a building near the arched

gateway. From here the \\ater was raised to the top
of the gate and dispersed to the various buildings

by means of channels some of \\hich are still extant.

The outlet explained above supplied water to the

buildings on this side of the town, but there was another

outlet extending from the top of the gateway to a

"The ^i rchac-ologiral Department has lately done
repairs to it ;iud its general appearance is now much improved.
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K*ilv azainsfc ft room on the. north side of the mad
1i-:u!i b: fin.ii BMij.rs PaLve to ?J.ii\vi i' House b"ln\v

t !
ir i'loR>vl VL\DI IT Goniipiti'i" Jo Hi BAT's Val.-u-y with

1-i" /jirwt. Mltw. It \vs theure carried to Maryam'ft
ratli illnl tli en flowed past tihu north side of Jtluryuin's

House into tho A)nip Talao.

On the north of this tank WAS an overflow passing
beiiefcth th" covered wav tlit- cormocitwl tlio (4irln

f

S.\. ml with the Turkish SultriJia*H IToiiK* 1 along the.

t\.sT silk- (f the ]>a\ed PaJni"
"

Cinirt. It went past
l!iu J)I\vfl!i-i-Tnifi< find beneiitli tht< cloister on the

north i;ihl eiinitird itself -utro a la?^*
1 tuitdv on t.h" otlur

Bidi 1
. This tank is huill on urolii-s I>y tho side of the.

rihvl litdiii to the villa&f
1 uf N;^ar. Ihen* was

anoth'T water supply and one f thi hirjje n-sT\ToirH

and wrlln coiunic-ti'd with it may still In- **en

thu incliiied road leiwling to the H*ki.u"s

UIP.AX MINAR (T)eer Tower)

iii 1 .i down <,! rwi! tin visfttT re,r\rs M'te

Hiran \1Ii,,"ii ;r "O^'T T'.VI P). It is !,.i it of ri-d !i,vl-

ftto.ic nu! st-^ids on a pl.itform, 7-' 3* s
|i::i.--'

,ii,I

7' 10* in h^i r ;jt. jii)|)Tojn.'hi
d by donMo flurHs i*l" si rs

on the north and e:ist si.l \s. Or:;. i. -silly tlu-ji- ivi-n 1

flt.
i

]iR on th- s-Mi+h side al^> but rJi.\v h:ive I'.illon and

t.h 'ir tr:i",ert Jire. still to be seen. .HiMiiir from tho

ce:itre of the platform is tin* tower, (It)' ft* hi'Ji, measiiml

from the top of tho ootagouul baso, 3' 10* hi^h, on wiiioli

it stands. Th* lower part of the tower, to the lv.ij;ht

cf about 13 ft. from the. upper platform, is octagonal.
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and above it circular and tapering upwards. Tlie top is

crowned by a huge honey-combed capital provided

with a perforated stone railing all round. A

picturesque v e\\ of tlie surrounding country is to be

had from tit" top of this Minar and, being originally

connected \\ith r,]ie ladies' quarters by a screened

viaduct, it \\;is probably from this towor that the royal

ladies enjoyed tlie elephant fights and tournaments

held in the vast arena below.

According to Mr. E. W. Smith, the tower resembles

the one in t.lic sacred courtyard around the shrine of

Jlazrat lmf"n ijusain at Karbala. and he thinks it pro-

bable that the architect had that tower in view when

preparing the design. P>ut tlie Karhala tower is overlaid

with tiling vJiile this one is studded with imitations of

tusks in stone at regular intervals a circumstance

which lias given rise to a tradition that the tower

w:,s built as a monument to one of Akbar's favourite

elephants, Haruii (lit. restive), \\liieh lies buried beneath

tin 1 foundations. Another tradition connected with

the tower is that Akbar used to shoot antelopes (Hindi.

U trail) from its top.

Neither of the traditions, however, appears to be

reliable. Hut since, a covered way led from the (Inram

or Zfin-iiwi palaces to tin 1 tower, it is proUJ/le that it

was originally i\Jled IIn,'am Mlhdr, the, word IJwam
being afterwar<!s corrupted into lliran.

The visitor will now go to Birbal's house again

ai.d tihence to the Grand Cathedral Mosque of Akbar
at Fatchpur Sikri passing the Stables and the Houses

of Abii-1-Fazl and Faixl.
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STABLES

The stabler to tin- south of Blrbal's House accom-

modated 1 10 horses and \\cre meant for the choicest

horses favoured by t-lic Fmperor.
Akbar \\as vcrv fond of horses, and Ins stables in-

variably contained, about 1^,000 horses* of excellent

Turkish, Arab, Persian, Kashmiri and 'Iraqi breeds.

A separate, place was set apart for the horse dealers

where they could rest secure from the hardships of the

weather and from thieves. As a i.ititter of fact there

were many stables for the Imperial horses at Fatehpur,
eacJi l>eiuu[ under the supervision of a Duroy/ta or

Superintendent. This jK^t was held, according to

n.viimstances, by oii'n'.ers (-f the rank of commander

Oi' 5J)00 dovvii U) senior A (unfix,

The. huikiinti is an obloi.u ojen court enclosed on

tli ret* sides b\ st.Jis. Formerly the open spaces between

the pieis \\ere closed \\itii stone screens \\ith tuo

tK>orwa\M but none of them is now left. The manners
are formed bv recrsses in the walls.

C \MKL RTAI5LKR

On the ear't side of the Horse Stables are a series of

cavernous <-nms, erroneously known as
*'

Camel

Stables ". TJie ])resence of the marks of stone screens

suggests tlu't they were probably
tk

( rooms' qujiitcrs ",

and the small doors connertiiig them with the spacious

stable on the we.st ^oes a long \vay to support the view.

* ATit-i-Akltfiri, l' isi.in toxt (C.ilrutta edition, 1S72), Vol. 1,

p. 1 14. For p;u t i'u!ais about tin- impi'rial Hoi>i IStal)le,s ? see

ibi(letn r pp. 144-45,
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ril:" l..iv \\ I- ,- f nm t-;e time if Us
iijl li-;.

1 <-\i lip 1 ^'.JK iif (Mi\eii,.j.M;t su':\\(d rt pre. G

li^riu r tli'K iiLi"v,l and li<\\ hrsiiicfi iisii# it. f.ir

jjimu
1

! T.r.ins|Mirt :nid
('.-.rry'

11

^ n.-.'ls i l,i-M t' 1 ir

r* _' !,,. ','' i '..;;. [m1

\ nich j-uiju/sc s, vruJ c iioit

Tlii- s^,l)Ii*,s cmiMsl. of cine lm^ dark IJock divi<lt'd

inl4i l:iy,s in lei.irt.li l.y r.us^'S of stone ]il!iirs rsiiryuijr

1;* 1n>; i'i.4 of ihiti rui.f in \vliifh tln-ri 1 arc* iniir.v sii'i.ll

ifj'Mii"..s ior lijxhi 111 (1 ;.ir. A ttui -lictl tn tl]<'s.' <n Il;o

-.vt ..u- tin- /'/ij/i/nr/i .'. tsiid hs.tri -s \vliifli fiirt-lirr Llp
to r.(U>iiiiii tin 1 iiloiitiiic.ution of the muniment.

AisiT-h-FA^L AND FATE'S HOICKS

Tlie vi^'t-or mil next sre the iiioniini'MitH. tTadit-ioiially

l\in>\\n as vJiL h(/iiijrs df the tv:o famous hTi.thiTs. ftliui^h

AI)ii-l-Fsxl aiid KaivT, !OM' uiuhr. suul j'KJretiii" from,
the r-rlh wall of the J.lmi* JMiJSJid (jiiiulnu-jLili'. Thiy
sin- VIT. UMnitii'tU'iiH l>uil'ii t'rt ,\.fi vr us '

i" (.11

as Bo\s' ReluKils by the Distriet Bonrcl

Aliu-l-Iiu?.! iijicl Fa i* I were the sons of Sli.-vkl- Mulriuik,
OIH- .f the iu(.st leAnn-il iiieii of tl-e ]ierioc! who diei\ up
tlie fainmiH cliu-iiDiHht dm I.-M-IIIJ: Aklmr txi be. the Miri-

iulthl of the 4%jre.
a The w].-s \\eie as flist.i?'^uisli((l j:,s

the fritlier. Fuizi, or Faijsi?.
3 as he erJIed hiipMelf

later in imitation of the a])pelation of 'AllftinT isRiur.ed

1 ji7if-i-.ll/jr/f i. TViriun 1i.\i (CMcnttu I'dititni, 1S7L'), Vul. I,

p. uc;.
s lilcfbnnmiVtvnitFliitfon of thi1

.irtf-i-.'it'iiif. Vol. T, pp. i

l>*- / /oym/i/i /( r;/ Dictivntuy, p. 1 :!."*. In tlu- XaUta
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by his yonnsrcr brother A! ^-l-Fazl. \vas the Persian Poe f ~

laureate at the (ourt of Al.bur <iiul tutor of the p.ine-'M

arid wj'S aKo employed on. several political mis,-.iohS.

Born at Agra in 954 A. II. (1547-48 A.I).), Faix,? is re-

lated to have written 101 books, prominent among them

being SaH'tiri'i'-l-H/H'm. an Arabic commentary on the

Qtcrfin, and J\'Fait'(lrnJtt'l-K(/.l(lnt, both of which have been

composed without using any dotted letters and illustrate

his wonderful mastery over the Arabic, lexicography.
He died of asthma and dropsv on the, lOfch of S;ifar

lOO'i A.H. (15th October, 1595 A.D.). Tlie younger
brother, Abu-1-Fayi, was born in 1551 A.I), and soon

after completing his education was introduced to the

Emperor in the 19t3i year of his reign. He was for a

long time the Ptime .Minister <.f Akbar and took a

prominent part in the religious discussions inau^uratul

bv ALhar. He is th" author of the celebrated

Al'h'r :Y(7/;/'T, and A~-)~i-i~AWnn'l, a history of the Alu^il

Lnijn *is u|> to the 47th year of Akbar's reign, as also

of the Jf(i/.tith(~t-i-*Al!(lml. Tie was sent \\ith Piinc-e.

Murad in KMMJ A.H. (1597-98 A.T>.) as Commander-in-

Chief of the Peccan forces, and when after five years

he was coming back through Kanvar wiih a small

escort, he \\iis att,\cked by l>Ir Singh Deo, J.rijrt of

Orclilia. at tlie iiuStigatiou of Prince Sal an, who held

him responsible for a misunderstanding between himself

and his iin]enal father and also (?<nsideivd 1 im as tlu

enemy of the Proplut.* Abii-1-Faxl was kille.d with

most of his men c-u the 4th of Kabi
'

I, 1011 A.H. (i>2Tid

August, 1002 A.D.) and his head was sent to the Prince

*TuzHk'i-IaJi(i"''fi. rci-nan tf.\t (Ahcrarh edition, 1864) , pp.
0-lU ;

Dkukmauu ^ Alu, Vol. 1, pp. XXVl-V'll ; etc.
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at Allahabad.* Akbar was deeply afflicted by the

news of his murder.

There is nothing of architectural interest about the

two houses. Tradition assigns tho first of them on

the east to Abu-1-Fazl and the second to Faizi.

But the latter being decidedly zu-nana, it seems reason-

able. to (suppose that both the brothers probably used

it jointly as such while in the former they had their

reading and sitting rooms and also their joint library.

At the back of the so-culled Alm-l-Fiizl's house is a

small hammam or Bath consisting of domed chambers.

In front of the houses is a spacious court containing a

tank.

JAMI' MARJIJ)

The Janri' Masjid, or Cathedral Mosque, which is

rightly described a? the
"
Glory of Fatehpur Sikri '*,

is the grandest and the largest building in the city and

ranks amongst the finest mosques in the east (Plate

V11I). It is reached by two large gateways approached

by broad flights of steps on the south and east sides.

That on the east is the Badslmhi Darwaza, or King's

Gate, so called because it was the one through which

the Emperor Akbar pnssed every morning on his w:iy

from the palaces to the service in the mosque. Tho

other on the south is the majestic gateway of gigantic

* The TarikA of Abu-J-Fu/J'b death which Khfm-i-Zatm~in IMirza,

Kokah is said to have- written may also IH>, cited

JU^J .ef-d. j* *I)I (.., The sword of the miracle of God'w Piophct

cut off the head
of^t-lj

or rebel). Tliis means the dedurtion of

the numerical value of c-j (or 2) from that of ^U (or 10J3), i.e.

1013 2^1011 A. H.
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proportions, called the Raland Darwaza or the Lofty
Gate.

In the enclosure is a vast open courtyard surrounded

on three .sides by spacious cloisters and on the 4th or

west side by the .Prayer Hall. On the north side of

the courtyard is the tomb of vhaiJh Sallm ChishtJ

enclosed in a shrine of white marble and lighted with

large windows in pierced tracery of the most exquisite

geometrical patterns. Close to this tomb, on the east,

stands the tomb of hia grandson, Nawab Islam Khan,
and on the north-east a vault, called the ZawTna Rauza,

containing the graves of the ladies of the Hiishti

family. It should be remembered, however, that the

tomb did not form part of the original design.

THE BALAND DARWAZA

The fialaud. Darml-a or Lofty Gateway (about 170

ft. high from the ground below and 134 ft. high from

the pavement in front of the main entrance) is the

highest in India and one of the highest in the world

(Plate IX). It has been regarded by authorities as
"
one of the most perfect architectural achievements

in India "- 1
Fergusson quotes it as a perfectly

satisfactory .solution of the difficult problem of giving
a large building a door at all in proportion to its

dimensions,
2 and Havell calls it as one of the most

striking examples of perfect co-ordination between

the structural and the decorative elements so essential

1 V. Smith's. History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon (1011),

p. 410.
*
Fergussou's History of Indian and Easttrn Architecture (pului.sbocl

in Loudou, 1876), y. 580.
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lor tli host forms of architecture. 1 Some people,

l.'W.vcr. do no* i-fjree "it.1i the frreut ?inthor! Lies quoted

M've ind they uiiuiK tual, the jrato is not. at All propor-
tionate to the mosque to which it leads t;i;d tmous
tlie Jatti-r into shade. But this is due to the (iut.e

beinjr mi pait. of the original design, havii# been erected

sohii- tJiMe aft or the completion of the mosque at*

u traiTnnJi.-il tuvh to eonmiemorrkte his vicUTy n the

J>e<TiHi. In fact it was rwteci iii iJ8:j A. II. (1575-

7U A. !).),* and the. year 10IO A. II. (1^-01-112 A. I).)

piven 'n an inscnpt mi on the ejist wide of the central

gateway evidently refevs t-o Akliar'ti return to Futchpur
Sikri after bis ])c kcc-iui exj>e.ditioji and not to the

c<>mp]f'tio?i of the Jialaiid Darwaza.

Tlie froiit l>uilt in the form of a wiui-octagon projects
ahmit 33' l>eyotid the south wall of the rnasji.l

quadrangle. Dte i:imeKse alrA- is pi<-rced MT
tliit-e

recessed er.t-rju^^s. The, central, which is :\lsn the Inrp^st,

foi?:ih t3i- priiM.ijj;*! doorway and is known as the XA'L

D/K'.s'xA, <-r Horso-s]u>e Oatc, froan tlie (jiroinnstance

that the shutk'is made of xh,~d.atn wood are tKie.kly

studtied with lu^sr-shoes put thoio l)y thrse who lieb'evo

that the,ir iuji vMalii would be cured l>y the bl^ssiii^s of

Shaikh Salliu Oi'Lii1iT
> t-h ju.tnm saint of Futt-hpur

Sikri buried iu the qnndruii^lo of the mowjuc. They
are all of iron, some of them peculiarly sliupcd. but

it is assorted that there were at one time others of silver

as well. A couple of these were ODCC taken away by

1 1!. 11. HHV.-H'K fftian Archittcturr (1!>I3). p. C8.
Tljf date of iis roast ruction us given in tht*

Ta.ianM IK to bu found in the wunlt. JULLj ^u* i>lL> cLi

of the arch of the high firmament) yielding !fe3 A. H.
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a visitor, but they were eventually recovered and placed
in their original position.

THE BALAND DARWAZA is Persian in general form and
Persian pendentives with intersecting arches are

used in the semi-dome. Simple carving and discreet

inlaying of white marble are the only decorations it

bears. A long Arabic inscription carved in bold

Naskh letters runs around the arch at the beginning
of which is given the name of the writer Husain, son

of Ahmad Chishtl, a Khalifa of the saint, Shaikh Salim.

JHALBA or DIVING WELL

Before leaving the Baland Darwaza the visitor may
just cast a glance at the LANGAR KHANA, or Alms-

house, on the east where the poor were fed, the large

ruined BATHS of NAWAB ISLAM &BAN in front and the

BAOLI or
"
Diving well ", called the JHALRA, to the

west of the gateway. Local divers jump into the large

well from the parapet of the Masjid, about 80' high.

A rupee is generally offered and accepted. A number
of boys only too willing to get bakhshish of a few annas

each, jump into the water from all sides of the well.

Keturning through the Horse-shoe Gate of the Baland

Darwaza, the visitor enters upon the vast quadrangle
of the Masjid. Before, however, stepping into the

quadrangle the first thing that invites attention is the

inscription on the right hand central archway cut in

embossed Persian characters erroneously supposed to

assign the construction of the gateway to Akbar but

in fact, as stated above (p. 56), referring to his return

to Fatehpur Sikri after his conquest in the Deccan in

the 46th Ildhi year (1602 A. D.).
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Over the left archway is another epigraph recording
the name of the scribe Muhammad Ma'siim Nairn who

ip responsible for so many insoriptions of Akbar's time

and the names of Allah, Muhammad, Abu Bakr, *Umar,

'Uthman, 'All, Fatima, Hasan and Husain in Tughra
characters.

It is worth while to ascend to the top of the Baland

Darwaza from which the whole city can be seen and

even the Taj at Ai^ra, some 24 miles off, on a fine cloud-

less day. The top is reached by flights of stops on the

eastern and western sides of the gateway.

The Mosque is said to be an exact copy of the great

mosque at Mecca, but this is not correct, for though the

general design is purely Muhammadan, some of the struc-

tural forms, especially the pil'ars, are supposed to be

Hindu in style. The tradition soems to have originated

from a misinterpretation of the chronogram inscribed en

the central archway of the Mosque, viz., ** Jl ^U
fl^l (lit. the prototype of the Mosque at Mecca) which

really means that on account of its chasteness the

Mosque built for Shaikh Saliin Chishti deserves re-

verence like the Masjid-i-Haram.

The cloisters on three sides of the quadrangle are

divided into numerous cells by walls with verandahs

in front, and were used by the Maulavis attending the

mosque arid their pupils as also by the disciples of the

Saint who came to visit him from time to time, thus

forming the monastery as well as the University build-

ings of Fatehpur Sikri.

The Mas] id proper is one of the finest in India.

It is divided into three main portions, a central domed
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chamber, about 40' 3" square, and a long pillared hall

on each side. The halls are again sub-divided into three

parts each
; in the centre is a chapel roofed by a ribbed

dome carried on beautifully carved corbels at the upper

angles of the square room, and on each side of the chapel
are aisles divided up by lofty columns supporting heavy
stone beams carrying the roof. At the end of each

hall is a set of five rooms, probably for the attendants

of the mosque, and above these are zandna galleries

for the use of ladies.

The dome covering the large chamber in the centre

of the Matijid is carried on corbels and arches at the

angles and is exquisitely ornamented in colour decora-

tion. The chamber is one of the most beautiful ones

in India and most elaborately decorated with colour

designs and inlay in marblo and glazed tiles.

The marble floor in the chamber was laid later in

1605 A. D. by Nawab Qutbu-d-Dm Khan Kokaltash,
a grandson of Shaikh Salmi Chishti.*

The mihrab or niche in the central chamber is more

ornate than the others in the side halls, and surround-

ing the arch containing the mihrab are verses from the

Quran in embossed gilded letters. The colouring was

partly restored by Mr. E. W. Smith. Archaeological

Surveyor, in 1900 as a specimen of the original work.

Some of the paintings on the soilits of the great central

archway have also been repainted and the work was

*
Tuzuk-i-Jahangtrt, Persian text ( Allygarh edition, 1864), p. 262.

He was the son of Shoijsb Sallm'e daughter and his real name was

Shaifeh K&uban or Khiibu. He was thr foster brother of Emporor
Jahanglr, who raisedhim to the rank of .">.QOO. He became Govt rnor
of Bengal in 1606 and was killed at Burdwan by Sh ?r Afgun Khan,
the first husband of Nurjahau Begum, in 1007.

K 2
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done, it is said, by the Public Works Department some

54 years ago. The decoration of the mosque is not

confined to the principal chamber, the ornamentation

of the side halls also is very attractive.

On the right hand or north side of the principal

mihrab is the mimbar or pulpit from which the Imam
reads the Khutba (Litany) on Fridays. It was in this

mosque that on the 1st Friday of Jamadi II, 987 A. H.

(31st July, 1579 A. D.) the Emperor Akbar, who was

BO anxious to unite in his person the spiritual and secular

headships of his subjects like the four orthodox caliphs,

began to read the Khutba composed by FaizI when

getting nervous he stammered and trembled in spite

of all assistance and had to descend from the pulpit

quietly leaving the duties of the Imam to be performed

by the court Khafib, Hafiz Muhammad Amln. The

verses read by the Emperor were :

( T )

(r)
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Translation

1.
"
In the name of Him who gave us sovereignty,

(who) gave (us) a wise heart and a strong

hand,

2.
"
(Who) guided us in equity and justice and

banished from our mind everything except justice.

3.
"
His attributes are beyond the range of thought ;

Exalted is His Majesty ! God is Great !

"

The great dome over the central chamber is partly

screened by the great archway leading intb the Liwdn.

The soffit of the archway is ornamented in coloured

designs and just over the entrance is an inscription

giving the date of the erection of the mosque 979 A. H.

(1571-72 A. D.).

It is interesting to note that tradition ascribes the

building of the Jami' Masjid to Shaikh Salim Chishti

who is said to have erected it at his own expense. The

Jawdhir~i-Faridit a manuscript history of the family

of the Saint, says that Muzaffar Shah of Gujrat had

vowed to send a handsome offering to the Shaikh if

he succeeded in getting back his kingdom, and that

his desire having been fulfilled he sent a large sum of

money to the Saint who began to build the masjid in

979 A. H. (1571-72 A. D.). Some other modern manus-

cripts about Fatehpur Sikri also confirm this statement

and local tradition strongly refutes the assertion that

the mosque was really erected by Akbar, quoting as

an authentic proof the Persian inscription on the

central archway of the Prayer Hall, the verses of which

say that
''

the masjid was ornamented by
Shaikhu-Mslam during the reign of Akbar ". Itia
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worth while to give below the inscription in full

together with its English translation :

) b ^ Jj\ ^
- (r)

1.
'*

During the reign of the King of the world,

Akbar, to whom is due the administration of the empire.

2.
"
Shaikhu-1-Islam erected (lit. ornamented) a

mosque which in chasteness is as venerable as the Ka'ba*

3.
" The year of the completion of this stately build-

ing was found in
flj*J\ **?~<J\ J>$ (i.e., it is second only

to the Mosque at Mecca) 979 A. H. (1571-72 A. D.)
;

"

Now it is highly probable ihat the fact thn,t Shaiklj

Salim laid the foundations of a monastery and a mosque
in 971 A. H. (1563-64 A. D.) after his return from the

flaj has been the source of this misunderstanding.
And as the present mosque and monastery were built

for the Shaikh and probably under his supervision,
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Akbar's Mir Munshi, Ashraf Khan, who composed these

verses, put in the said verse to please the Saint

without, of course, the slightest fear of incurring the

displeasure of the King-Emperor who tad also an

infinite love and regard for his spiritual adviser.

Contemporary evidence, however, will make the

question clearer According to Badayuni
1 the mosque

was constructed by Akbur for Shaikh Salira Chishti

in the course of five years. He -also quotes the mnemo-

synon ( V^J| *xu~^'l
^yij' ) composed by Ashraf Khan

which still graces the mosque.

Abu-1-Fazl, the court chronicler of Akbar, assigns

the erection of
*"
a inosque, a college and a Khanqah

upon the hill of Sikri
"

to Emperor Akbar,
2 while a

passage given in Jahanglr's Memoirs is by far the

most important in this connection as it states that a

sum of 5 lakhs of rupees was spent on the mosque from

the Royal Treasury.
3

Although so beautifully ornamented in the interior,

the mosque is plain on the outside and the long stretch

of nw*onry is only broken up bv gateways and small

window openings. The walls are surmounted by crested

battlements.

SHAIKH SALIM CHISHTI'S TOMB

Shaikh Salim Ohishti's tomb is one of the best pieces

of Mughal'architecture (Plate X). The beauty of the

design coupled with the costliness of material and the

tact of its being the burial place of one of the most

Persian text, Vol. II, p. 109.
2 Ain-i-Akbarl, Persian text, Vol. II, p. 441; c/. also iootncte 2,

on p. 9 ttupra.

Tuzuk i-Jahdntfiri, Persian text (Allygwh edition, 180-1), p. 26?.
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revered saints of Akbar's reign have made it one of the

best known buildings in India.

Shaikh Salim Chishti was a descendant of Shaikh

Faridu-d-Eto Ganj-shakar, buried at Pakpattan in the

Montgomery district of the Punjab. Akbar first visited

him on his return journey to Agra from a successful

expedition against the revolted Uzbek nobles in 976

A. H. (1568-69 A. D.).

Shaikh Salmi's tomb was built after his death which

took place in 979 A. H. (1572 A. D.). It is a small but

very attractive building set up entirely in white marble. 1

It stands on an inlaid marble platform, about 59'

square and 3' high. On the south side is a portico ap-

proached by a flight of steps. Within is a cenotaph
chamber surrounded by a verandah closed on the

outside by elegant marble screens so rich and delicate

in design as to give the effect of lace. The screen is

one of the finest specimens of perforated marble work

in India, and it is wonderful that such large slabs of

marble could be worked up into such fascinating

patterns without fracturing
8
(Frontispiece). The porch

1 The original structure of the tomb as erected by Nawab Qutf>-
uddln Khan Kokaltash was of red sandstone entirely faced with
white marble with the exception of thedome which was plastered
over. It was in about 1866 that by the order and under the supervi-
sion of Mr. Mansell, then Collector of Aera, the dome was veneered
on the outside with white marble. The coat was met from the

Darg&h Fund. f

1 Nawab Qufcbuddln &n Kokalt&sb covered the Saint's ceno-

taph with marble and surrounded it with the beautiful marble
screen, vide Twuk-i-JahAngtn, Persian text (Allygarh edition,

1864), p. 262. Ita t&ri& (chronogram) was found in the words
"

,J\$
C*i "

(Duplicate of Paradise), 1014 A. H. (1606-06 A.D.)

occurring in the couplet
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doors are of ebony inlaid with brass. The building
rises considerably above the roof of the verandahs

which is only about 12' 6" high.

To a height of about 3' 9"the interior walls are lined

with white marble ;
at this point occurs a dado, the

walls above being wainscotted with red sandstone

finished off in cement to imitate marble. The whole

interior is elaborately decorated in colour and the

painted ornamentation on the sides of the windows is a

good example of oriental decoration. The colours are

rich and bright and produce a very charming effect in

the sombre light of the chamber. The paintings on the

inner walls were restored in 1836 by the order of the

then Collector of Agra, but the colours and details

were not properly reproduced. The floor of the chamber

and a portion of that of the porch is inlaid in beautiful

mosaics in marbles brought from Jesalmere and Alwar.

From the wooden beams which support the canopy
over the cenotaph once hung four ostrich eggs presented

(it is traditionally believed) by an East Indian, or, as

others think, by a Greek, merchant residing in Agra,
who wished to please the attendant maulcwis1

. But

they no longer decorate the cenotaph.

Shaikh Salim Chishtl rests, according to the tradi-

tion, in earth brought from Mecca in a closed crypt

exactly beneath the marble cenotaph. This latter is

always covered by a pall
2

, and a wooden canopy

supported on slender octagonal pillars inlaid with fine

mother-of-pearl work protects it. The inlay work

* Mughal Architecture, Pt. Ill, p. 22.
1 The Pall IB taken off every year on the night of the 20th of

Ramaz&n, the Muhammadan month of fasting, when the cenotaph
is washed with rose water.
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on the bases of the columns supporting the canopy
is extremely exquisite and looks like damask-work.

The small pieces of mother-of-pearl and ebony are

secured to the wooden framing by shellac and brass

pins. Their brilliant iridescence looks very pretty
in the sombre light of the chamber 1

.

Throe windows filled in with pierced geometrical

traoery light the shrine. Hanging on the bars of these

windows are bits of thread and shreds of cloth tied

there by brides and barren women, both Hindu and

Muhammadan, as tokens of the vow that, if blessed

with an offspring through Shaikh Salim's intercessions,

they will present an offering to the shrine.

The exterior walls of the chamber are broken up
by pilasters and panels inscribed in embossed gilded

characters with verses from the Quran. The gilding

of some of these was renovated by the Archaeological

Department in 1900-01. In one of these, on the &outh,

988 A. H. (1580-81 A. D.) is recorded which probably
refers to the date of the erection of the mausoleum.

A portion of the north-east corner of the marble

verandah around the chamber is enclosed by a mosaic

border to mark, it is said, the spot where Shaikh Salim

used to perform his devotions before the erection of

the mausoleum. It is held sacred and nobody can sit

here except the Sajjada-nashin who sits enthroned at

1 Out of the annual revenue attached to Shaigb Salim

tomb, RB. 500 arc set aside for repairs to the whrine every year.
The mother-of-pearl work had fallen out in many places arid the
work of restoring it wan taken up in 1905 and tinihhed in about two
years at a cost of nearly 12,000 rupeen. One of the wooden pillars
which had badly decayed was J&ken off and a new one was
fixed in its place. The old piece has been placed in the Taj Museum
at Agra.
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this place during the 'Urs, or the anniversary of the

Saint's demise, commencing on the 20th of Ramazan
when thousands of people from distant parts come to

offer their respects to the departed Saint. Some of

the massive beams supporting the roof of the verandah

were restored in 1905-06. The shutters of the inner

doorway are of white marble slabs perforated with

geometrical design and painted over in various colours1

.

Over the'head of the door is a gilded Persian inscrip-

tion in Naskh characters recording the praises of

Shaikh Salmi Chishtl and his death in 979 A. H. (1572

A. D.).

The architraves around the porch door are artisti-

cally covered with scrolls and appropriate texts from

I the Quran.

The porch is of the same height as the facades. The

fantastical serpentine struts supporting the eaves

round the top of the porch and the facades of the

Saint's tomb have been copied from those in a crude

form in the Stone-cutters' Mosque (further described,

pp. 71-72). Architecturally weak as they arc, they

would have been most vehemently criticized if in

sandstone, arid entirely ignored as unworthy of any
attention. Each strut is out of one solid piece of

marble and it would appear, however, that tke

architect was sensible of their weakness and

therefore strengthened them by stays spanning the

concavities of the curves (Frontispiece). The in-

terspaces between the curves of the struts and

the stays have been filled in with exquisitely

carved tracery for the sake of ornamentation and
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diverting the attention of the critic from their construe-
'

tive defects to their decorative beauty. The tracery is

mostly of geometrical design, but in some cases floral

patterns have also been introduced, a sign that flow-

ing tracery was coming into vogue in the latter part of

the 16th century. The columns are hollowed out

inside to carry rain water off the roof into the large

tank beneath the pavement of the Masjid quadrangle.

The BIRKHA
This reservoir is known as the Birkha (**^). Accord-

ing to Emperor Jahanglr, it was filled with rain water

which, on account of scarcity of water in Fatohpur

Sikri, was used by those who paid a visit to the shrine

or came to offer prayers in the Jami' Masjid*.

ISLAM KIAN'S TOMB

Close by, on the east, is a plainer but much larger

mausoleum built in red sandstone. This is the tomb
of Nawab Islam Khan. He was a grandson of Shaikh

Salim Chishti and acted for sometime as the Governor

of Bengal in the reign of Jahanglr. He married Ladli

Begam, sister of the famous 'Allami Abu-1-Fazl, and

died in 1022 A. H. (1613 A. D.). In the centre of the

mausoleum is a large domed chamber surrounded by a

verandah full of graves. The outer sides of the veran-

dah are filled in with stone screens, and over the west

side several burial chambers have been made by plac-

ing lateral screens across it. Of them the finest is to

be seen on the south-west angle of the tomb and con-

tains two white marble CENOTAPHS OF HAI5H HAJ!
*
Tuzuk-i.Jahdngin, Persian text (Allygarh edition, 1864),

p. 262,
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HUSAIN, KHALIFA of the Saint, and SSAIKS MUNNU,
his brother.

Above the lintel of the door leading to the chamber

is a Persian inscription in Nasta'Uq letters recording

that Shaikh Haj! Husain, the leader of pilgrims, who

always availed himself of Haj and 'Umra*, died in

1000 A. H. (1591 A. D.) and the date of his death was

found in J*H ^ *y**+ **** ot^ ^ (To go
round the wished-for Ka'ba he went with his soul).

Other chambers contain the TOMBS OP NAWAB MUKAB-
RAM KEAN AND NAWAB MUHTASHAM EHAN. They were

respectively grandson and brother of Islam Khan and

held the Governorship of different provinces under

the Emperor Jahangfr.

The large domed chamber containing Nawab Islam

Eian's grave is square on the outside but octagonal

inside, and the cupola covering the chamber rests on

32 sides. Islam Khan's sarcophagus is in the north-

west corner of the chamber and around it are 32 other

graves of male members of the family. The Nawab 's

tomb, canopied by a wooden frame supported on

pillars, is ornamented with geometrical devices, flowers

in gold, etc.

The entrance door to the chamber is very interest-

ing, being of stone in two monolithic leaves, the styles

and rails of which are inlaid with encaustic tiling (now
much decayed) arranged in circles and semi-circles.

It is one of the very few original doors now left in

Fatehpur Sikri.

* *

Umra, or leaser pilgrimage, is the ceremony of going to a place,
called Tanim, for prayer and then coming back to Mecca.
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The tomb stands on & raised chabutra. the facades*

are divided into seven bays each, five of which are

closed at the top by lintels carried on brackets and

capitals and two by arches. The toinb is provided
with a battle mented parapet and a deep cjkhajja

resting on brackets. It has a series of kiosks on each

facade which impart a picturesqueness to the building,

To the west of Islam Khan's sarcophagus, in the same

block, we see the tombs of his near relations Shaikh

'Abdu-s-Samad, better known as Nawab Mukarram

Khan (who died m 1036 A. H. or 1626-27 A. D.) and
Shaikh Qasim, better known as Nawab Muhtasjham
Khan (who died in 1044 A. H. or 1634-35 A. D.), the

former being his grandson and the latter hit* younger
brother*.

Flanking the northern wall of the Dargali quadrangle,

between the tombs of Shaikh Sallm and Nawab Islam

Khan, is the ZANANA RAUZA, or burial place of the ladies

of the Saint's family. It is formed by closing the

cloisters with geometrical screens and is entered by a

doorway inlaid with marble and blue encaustic tiles-

now much decayed. It contains the remains of Bibi

Hajyani, the Saint's wife, and. of many other ladies

of his family ; but there is not much of interest to see

within.

The grave-yard seen to the right of Islam Khan's

tomb contains the
%

graves of members of the Saint's

family.

* The date of Nawiib Mukarram Khin's death waH found in the

words
'

8hifd-iLn-wa~Kahmat\ i.e. (spiritual) cure and (divine) bless-

ings (103H A. H.) ; whfl that of Nawab Mubtashim Khan in the

last verwc
*

Bazurg-i-Zamana zi
t

dlaifi safar kanV (i.e., the august

person of the ago ptu^ixi away from thio world (iO-A-i A. II.)).
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Adjacent to the tomb of Shaikh Salim Chishtl and

to the west of it is a marble tomb assigned to BLBI

ZAINAH, a grand-daughter of Hazrat Shaikh Salim.

The tombstone is of marble and bears an historical

epigraph containing her name.

At the south-west coiner of the Dargah quadrangle
a small doorway leads to the back of the Jami* Masjid,

and as the visitor passes out by this door he will find

to the left of the doorway a small chapel where the

descendants of the $,int are allowed to place their dead

for certain preliminary funeral services before carrying it

into the quadrangle of the Mosque for burial. Close by,

on the right, is a. grave-yard where a child's tomb

covered by a small concave roof is generally shown by
the guides.

-

TOMB OF BALE MIAN

Local tradition asserts that Hazrat Shaikh Salim

Chishti had a baby, named Bale Mian, aged 6 months.

One day he saw his father buried in deep reflection

after a visit from Akbar and asked him why he sent

away the Emperor in despair. The holy man calmly

answered that the Emperor's request for a son who

might succeed him could not be granted as all his

children were fated to die in infancy unless some one

gave his own instead. At this the child offered his

own life and was found dead shortly afterwards.

Leaving the grave of this miraculous child the visitor

should see the Stone-cutters' Mosque, a little to the

west of it.

STONE-CUTTER'S MOSQUE

The Stone-cutters' Mosque, a small unpretentious

building, was erected, according to a tradition, by the
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poor stone-cutters of Sikri for their patron saint, Shaikh

Salim Chishtl, who had obtained great celebrity on

account of his severe austerities, and thus to pray with

him. But an incomplete Persian manuscript said to

have been written by Shaikh Zakm-d-Dm, a descendant

of the Saint, assigns its construction to the Saint

himself in 945 A. H. (1538-39 A. D.). This view may
be relied upon as there is nothing in contemporary
records to question its propriety. According to the same

authority the Masjid stands on the natural cave wherein

the Saint lived a hermit's life when the site of Fatehpur
as yet uninhabited was infested with wild beasts.

On the north-west side of the court is a stone plant-

form on which, according to tradition, Shaijch Salim

used to take his seat to instruct the people in the tenets

of Islam. The sanctuary is divided by columns into

9 bays, two of which on the north side are blocked up
and formed into a room covering the cave in which the

Saint is said to have lived before the erection of the

mosque. The chamber which is quite plain within is

held in great reverence by the local Muslims.

The central mihrab of the mosque is elaborately

carved and over the columns in front of the facade are

situated the curious-shaped serpentine brackets which

probably served as a model for those used in Shaikh

Salim's tomb.

BANG MAHAL

The Bang Mahal was built by Akbar for his Rajput
wife, Maryam ZamanI, who being pregnant with Prince

Salim (afterwards Emperor Jahangir) was sent from

Agra to live near the Saint whose prayers were solicit-

ed by the childless Emperor in order that he might
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have an heir to the throne. It was in this palace that

Prince Salim was born on the 30th August, 1569, and
Prince Murad on the 7th June, 1570*. It is a stately

building entered by a large gateway to the south-east

of the Stone-cutters' Mosque. It has been much
altered now and the greater part of the stones of its

walls, etc., are said to have been sold by those wh'>

occupied the house before the Government of the

United Provinces resolved to take it into their own
hands and purchased the house for Rs. 1,150 in 1907.

Steps have since been taken to preserve the building
and save it from further decay, but the parts alratdy

destroyed or sold could not be restored. The house,

when complete with all its parts and ornamentations,

must have been exceedingly pretty. At present it-

consists of a small court, on the east and west sides of

which are corridors with high roofs carried on pillars

and on the north and south sides double-storied chr.m-

bers and living rooms. The rooms at the north-west

and south-east corners were crowned by pavilions
curried on pillars. The south-east pavilion has entirely

disappeared but the one on the south-west, defaced by
smoke and clay plastering, is still intact.

The bases and capitals of the columns supporting
the roofs of the ddldns boar elaborate carvings and the

brackets supporting the eaves are very elegant.

HAKIM-KA-HAMMAM (Doctor's Bath)

To the south-east of the Turkish Sultana's Bath

are the baths, locally known as the Hakim's Baths,

* Maathiru-l-Utrara, Persian text, Vol. II, p. 571.

F
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in the ravine below. Although the former ranks among
the best /tammams of the Mughal period, it is really

altogether eclipsed by the latter which in fact remind*

one of the Tltcnuac of the Greeks and Romans* if

one forgets for a moment their architectural splendour
iv id magnitude.

Although called Ilakim'b baths and traditionally

known as those erected for public use, they might
have be^n used by the Emperor and his courtiers. The

exterior is extremely plain and severe, being construct-

ed of rubble masonry coated with rough stucco on the

outside. The walls are built with a batter and doors

and windows are conspicuous. The best way to the

main entrance is via the inclined pathway by a large

tank, known as the SHIH!N TAJ,, or Sweet Tank, near

the Daftar-Khana.

Adjoining the entrance is a chamber, cruciform in

shape and probably used as a Dressing Room. It is

covered with slabs of red sandstone overlaid with

concrete carried on heavy brackets. The roof over the

tipper chamber is domed in radiating courses of brick-

vork supported on arched pendentives. The arched

panels above the springing of the dome and the soffits

of the archways spanning the front of the four arms

of the room are ornamented with geometrical patterns

in red and white colour and the dado bears traces of its

original decoration in polished red stucco. Light was

originally admitted into the chamber through an

* Since some of the diseases wen- cured by the jtakfms by pour-

ing warm \\ater mixed with necessary medicines over their patients,
or by simply making them perspire with the peculiar heat and
steam of the baths, the baths where such treatments were under-

taken may justly be called the Thennoj of the Indians.
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oeil-dc-boc.ttf in the top of the dome, but several window

openings having been cut in the. walls of the archways

supporting tho dome, the chamber is now well

lighted.

Tho visitor must now go by a narrow passage, running

round the Dressing Room to a chamber iu the centre

of which will bo observed an octagonal bath (4' 2*

deep and Y 6" in diameter) which may have served ns

the Frigifhirium of the Roman Bath. Like the Dress-

ing Boom thu chamber is cruciform in plan and from

here passages branch out to five other large chambers

besides three 1
, smaller ones. Tliev drc all covered by

domes provided with circular or ouUgonal light-sin MM:

centre. The central apartment is most obtborutely

decorated with arabesque mid floral devices cut in

plaster. The water tanks within the 1 walls were sup-

plied From JN well. cut. out. in solid rock on the north of

the bath, by menus <>f ulazed earthen ])ipes liuilt into

the walls.

])AFTAR-KiMNA (Iieconl Oilicn)

The Dafl^r-Khfina, or Iteconl (-h.'Mnber, situated iu

front of the Kim fibgiih oi the south, is wiid to be Akbar's

ottice. It resembles one of Aiv!*br's buildings {',!>

Allaluiba4 sid consists of one room, 30' 0"xl9' inside,

surrounded by.'
1 vemmluli, IS' 5* wide, suppoited on

tlouble pillars.^
The walls varying from 4' to 5' in

thickness are e.i't up by numerous recesses wliii-h may
have served Tor storing recirds, ete. A ]mh'on)r sup-

ported cm columns *ind st.one corbels overlooks t-he

pietfijresfjii
1 ! fonitry below.

Mnila 'Abdu-l-^adir Bmhn fin! lisw mentionod the

erection ot a Mttktnb hjjii'tt (v\'
iitm chamber) at
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Fatehpur ftil.ri* where Sanskrit, Arabic; und Gr*ek

works \vc.ro Iransl.ited by the most learned persons, of

Akbar's e.ourt.
l

Abdu-l-(Jadir liadayuni, Shaikh Faizf,

Miikaitmial Khan (jujerfitl, Mil I la Sheri, Kishau Jotshi,

<ian:i 1 )Jiur. Ah.hesh, and Malifi Nanda were the most.

efficient and hii-hly e.xpurt tnuih'liil^n's. Eminent calli-

jjrajliinl.s and painters wore also c-iuployed for beautify-

ing tln> liookB with ])vnj)cr iJIiiKtratioiiB. It is probablu
l!u*t I'M* Dai'tiir Kl.ana wn we at presont m tint wmio
Mdktab f\LTina described l>y BadayunT, l)iii it is not

iiiireasonabk' to HUpposc tliat Empernr Akbar wed
this for Ldi'fJtjM, /.<., slio\viji^ liijjjselJ' iu tJie public
from its balcony oj tlie south.

TJic inonunient was used as a Dak Bungalow for some
lime until a new building was erec.ted for tliat puipose
near tlict w)-called T<ikt*<ll or Mint (ride. pp. G and 7

Amongst, numerous other buildings of leaser ini])ort-

there, arc tliree worth jnontionin^ at le;?,st owin^r to

l-lioir historical iissociatioiiH, viz., Knjn Todr Mal'a

Barmlan- ajid the Mosque and Tomb ol lialiau-tl-Dln.

BAILADAKJ OF UAJA TOI>AH MAL

A l)out 2 or 3 furlonpH south of the bazdr ror.d of

Fatehpur 8ikri and 'iM-tweon the GwaJior njid 'Jehra

Ca't-es l a liulf-ruined building, called the Baradail

of llaja T^Jar ^l jd. Tof.lar Mai was a KlmttrT, born at

Lahnrpur in Oudh. He was first appointed as an ordi-

nary Mundfi, but was soon promoted to the high rank

t-xt (Culuuttu cditiou, Ib05),
Vol II. ]ip. 31M-1 and 34 L
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of Dlwdn-i-Kal
y
or Revenue Minister of tin* Empire,

on account of his industrious ways and abilities. He

distinguished himself in military campaigns as well and

was chiefly responsible for making most of the revenue

laws of Akbar. He died in 977 A. H. (1588 A. D.) at

Lahore. He is Siiixl to have invited Akbar to a feast

at his own house in 990 A. H. (1582 A. D.) and the

festivities, a? the author of the Athar-i-Akban remarks,

might have been held in the same Bdraddri.

The building consists of an octagonal room in the

centre covered by a dome-shaped vault and pierced

with 8 doors, 4 big and 4 small, one in each side of the

octagon. In the sides of the bigger doors are sockets

for the shutters to slide back into them when opened,
and in front of them is a verandah supported on sparing-

ly carved columns, surmounted with beautiful brackets

which carried the chhajja. Only a few brackets exist

now, the rest have disappeared. The smaller doors open
into side chambers connecting the verandah all round.

In places the building was originally painted with

geometrical designs but very few traces now exist.

Two staircases lead to the second storey. A vast

piece of ground lying round the Bdradarl shows that a

GARDEN was formerly attached to the building ; and

the pathways can still be traced.

MOSQUE AND TOMB OF BAH!U-D-D!N

Just outside the Tehra Darwaza are the Mosque and

Tom 1) of Bahau-d-Dln, a famous lime manufacturer

of the reign of Jahangir. They bear historical epigraphs

in Persian verse assigning their erection to Bahau-d-Dm

in his lifetime in 1019 A. II. (1610-11 A. D.). The
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stone screens at the north and south ends of t>he Mosque
are of unusual design and the pillars and brackets used

in it are all carved. Adjoining the Mosque is the

shrino, about 21 feet, square, with a verandah all round.

It is enclosed by a stone railing, about 5 feet high.
Each verandah is divided into five unequal bays by
carved columns and the lattice screens used in this

tomb are fairly similar in design to those in the tomb
of Shaikh Sallm OhishtJ. The domed mortuary
chamber contains two white marble graves, one of

which is assigned to Bahlu d-Din find the other to

his wife.

34CSIPC--M HI U-2-- 13.1 47000.
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PREFACE

WISH to acknowledge my indebtedness to the Life of

Icnry George, by Henry George, Jr., from which most of

ny quotations from George's, letters, diaries, and speeches
ire taken.

A. B.





SINGLE-TAX GEORGE

INTRODUCTION

THE neglect which has overtaken Henry George and his

theories is a conspicuous example of the fragility of

human fame. In his lifetime his reputation was world-wide.

His Progress and Poverty ran through innumerable editions

and was translated into the leading languages of the globe.
His gospel of the Single Tax, preached with passionate
conviction on lecture platforms in America, Britain, and

Australia, made converts by the thousand and inspired an

important political movement. In the social controversies

of the last two decades of the nineteenth century there

is no name that crops up oftener than that of Henry Geoige.
Before the end of his life, it is true, his influence had begun
to wane. But this was nothing to the tremendous slump in

his reputation which took place after his death. Within a

few short years his fame withered like a sickly plant. His
followers dwindled to a handful. His Single Tax doctrine

was received and ticketed in the economist's museum of

exploded fallacies. There is something tragic in this sudden

eclipse of a great renown.
To the present generation George is little more than a

name. Much of this neglect is the world's natural revenge
on a man Mio unduly and unjustifiably raised its hopes.

George claimed to have discovered a simple, easy cure
for poverty ;

time showed this to be a nostrum
;
and the

world avenged itself by consigning the audacious empiricist
to obscurity. But while this is true, posterity has been a
little less than just to the brilliant land reformer. When
all is said and done, he remains, with the possible exception
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INTRODUCTION

of Thorstein Veblcn, America's most original economist.

He was a trenchant critic of orthodox economic thought.
His ideas powerfully influenced social speculation in Europe
and America. This is one reason why he should not be

forgotten. Another is the romance of his wonderful career

a romance tinged with pathos. The half-educated Phila-

delphia boy lived to write an economic best-seller, and to

start a movement that travelled round the globe. He
became a world celebrity. Yet disappointment and dis-

illusionment dogged his footsteps. In his lifetime, the

movement he founded failed to conquer success. After his

death a swift oblivion overlook the gospel he preached so

confidently. The career of this frustrated idealist would
make an appropriate theme for a tragic Bal/acian novel.

The approach of George's centenary makes it opportune
to attempt a fresh survey of his life and work. Not much
in the way of full-length biography has been written about
him since the appearance, nearly forty years ago, of the

official life by his son, Henry George, Junior. That account,

though still indispensable, was composed too soon after

George's death and by too near a relation to be an im-

partial survey. The present study aims at being more

dispassionate. Its object is to recall a picturesque figure

among nineteenth-century reformers, to attempt an estimate
of his achievements in thought and action, and to judge
them from the standpoint of an age which seems to have

repudiated most of his ideals.



CHAPTER I

EARLY YEARS

HENRY GEORGE was born in Philadelphia on September
2, i<SjQ. His father, Richard George, was the son of a

Yorkshire shipmaster who had settled in the United
States and become the owner of two sailing vessels.

Richard George himself was trained as a sailor, but never

wont to sea, though he performed several voyages on
America's inland waterways. After a spell in the Phila-

delphia custom house he started a small publishing business

which specialized in the issue of religious books and tracts.

Hut in 1849 the growing competition of the general pub-
lishing houses in the field of religious literature compelled
the firm to close down, and Richard George was glad to

return to a clerkship in the custom house at Soo dollars a

year.
The family which had to subsist on this meagre salary

was a large one. Richard George was twice married. By
his first \\ifc he had two children, both of whom died young.
His second wife, Catherine Vallance, was the daughter of

a native of Glasgow who had emigrated to America and

acquired some reputation as an engraver. She had re-

ceived a genteel education, and retained throughout her

life a smattering of culture. But her most engrossing
interest was religion. She was a genuine if somewhat

narrow-myided evangelical Christian. Of her large family
"of ten, Henry George was the second child and the eldest

son, From his parents he derived a mixture of English
and Scots blood, and both his grandfathers were British-

born. But the environment in which he grew up, and the

influences which shaped his character and outlook, were

predominantly and distinctively American.
In 1839 Philadelphia was still confined within the limits
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traced out for it by William Penn. For long the largest
and richest city in the United States, it had recently had
to cede that position to New York. The strongest impres-
sion it left on the minds of visitors was a sensation of

unrelieved monotony. The city lay spread out like a great
flat brickfield, its outline unbroken by tower or steeple,
its rectilinear streets cutting each other with the symmetry
of a chessboard. Charles Dickens, who visited the place in

1842, wrote,
"

I would have given the world for a crooked
street." The red houses which lined the brick-paved side-

walks were painful in their uniformity. All had the same
colour and shape ;

all had green shutters on the upper
windows and white shutters on the lower

;
all were reached

by pretentious flights of marble steps. In its neatness
and its cleanness, its primness and its dullness, Philadelphia
reflected something of the spirit of its Quaker founders.

Since colonial days the streets running north and south
had been known by numbers, and those running east and
west by the names of trees and shrubs native to the province.
Thus the little two-storey brick house in which Henry
George was born was situated in Tenth Street, just south
of Pine Street. It has now been acquired as a memorial

by the Henry George Foundation of America. Shortly
after Henry's birth the family moved to a house in Third

Street, and it was here that the boy spent his early years.
The atmosphere of the George home was strongly pietis-

tic. Cards and the theatre were forbidden pleasures, and
the Sabbath was observed with puritan rigour. Richard

George was a loyal member of the Episcopal Church and
served as vestryman of St. Paul's. To-day, Episcopalians
are not generally classed among the puritan sects, but in

the early nineteenth century, moral austerity and evan-

gelical zeal were characteristic of all American denomina-

tions, and indeed of American society generally. In.

Philadelphia, where men still walked the streets in Quaker
garb, the opposition to worldly amusements and Sabbath
desecration was exceptionally strong. When the govern-
ment proposed to run mails on Sundays the populace drew
chains across the streets to stop the stage-coaches. These
chains continued a feature of Sunday life in Philadelphia
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for long after. The Georges could see them as they wended
their way, two by two, to St. Paul's Church to hear a

discourse from Dr. Newton, an eloquent
"
low church

"

preacher. Twice, and sometimes thrice, a Sunday the

family pew was tilled. In the interval between services

the children attended Sunday School in a gloomy basement

room, the windows of which were partially blocked by the

tombstones in the churchyard. Only one anecdote of

George's prowess as a Sunday scholar has survived. Dr.

Newton visited the school one day, when the lesson was
the evil of

"
picking and stealing."

"
Why/' asked the

doctor,
"
do the grocerymen have that wire netting over

the dried peaches in the barrel at the store door ?
"

Quick
as lightning came the answer from young George,

" To keep)

the flies out." The doctor flushed crimson at this maladroit

suggestion.
" No !

"
he thundered, "to keep the hands

from picking and stealing."
Of regular schooling George had little. In this he did

not differ from most American boys of his generation. De

Tocqueville had commented a few years earlier on the state

of American education.

"I do not belk%
\ e there is a country in the world where in

proportion to the population there are so few uninstructed
and at the same time so few learned individuals. Primary
instruction is within the reach of everybody ; superior educa-
tion is scarcely to be obtained by any."

*

Of superior instruction George had none. What educa-

tion he got never proceeded beyond the elementary stage.
He attended a dame's school and spent some time at the

Episcopal Academy, an educational institution of some

repute. But there he did not feel at home and pleaded to

be taken away. He was placed with a private tutor to be

prepared f<5r the High School. 'Ihe tutor was a man of

ability, discovered the boy's talents, and drew out his

powers. But at the High School, llrnry, on his own con-

fession, idled and wasted his time. Before he was fourteen

he was taken away at his own request, and began to earn
his living as an errand boy at two dollars a week.

1 Democracy in America (Reeve's translation), vol. i., pp. 59-60.
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That Henry George never enjoyed the benefits of a

liberal education was a handicap to him in later life. A
knowledge of languages, a grounding in science, and a

greater familiarity with what had been clone and thought
in the past would have been helpful to him in his career

as a social reformer. Yet it is doubtful if he could have

acquired these advantages from a longer stay at the educa-
tional institutions of Philadelphia. American education at

this time suffered from the blight of materialism. It paid
too much homage to the spirit of Gradgrind. It fed the

pupil with
"
useful

"
facts and did nothing to develop his

character and intelligence. A sensitive mind like Henry
George's could profit little from mechanical instruction

of this kind. The course of self-education through which he

put himself in later years did more to develop his intel-

lectual powers than anything he could have derived from
the pedagogues of his native city.

Nevertheless, in his spare time he made efforts to repair
the defects of his schooling. He borrowed books from the

libraries for which Philadelphia is famous. He attended

evening lectures on popular science at the Franklin Insti-

tute. But these dry husks of knowledge could do little to

nourish his active intelligence. Much more was to be
learned from the stirring life around him. Philadelphia
was still a magnet for emigrants, and men of all nation-

alities thronged its streets. It was the second port of the

Union, and its harbour was crowded with tapering masts.

George had seafaring in his blood, and the wharves were his

favourite resort. He talked to the sailors and became
familiar with the shape and rig of every kind of craft. He
saw the first iron ship that sailed from Philadelphia, and
worked out for himself an explanation why ships made of

metal could float.
1 These varied experiences did more to

broaden his mind and brace his faculties than^all the arid

learning retailed at the Franklin Institute.

Philadelphia is one of the few American towns with
historical memories and monuments. As the boy roamed
its streets he found much to stir his imagination and

1 See his own account in his lecture on The Study of Political Economy,
PP. 6-7.
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remind him of the past of the great republic of which he
was born a citizen. In Chestnut Street, along which

Washington marched his ragged troops to the battle of

Brandywine, stood the old State House, where the Declara-

tion of Independence was proclaimed and the federal

constitution drafted. From 1790 to 1800 Philadelphia was
the federal capital, and the city was full of memories of

the Fathers of the Ropublic. In Christ Church was shown
the pew where Washington worshipped, and outside in the

graveyard the tomb of Benjamin Franklin with its in-

scription :

He snatched the lightning from the clouds and the

sceptre from tyrants.

Not far from the State House was a reminder of a less

glorious chapter in the nation's history. On his first

morning in Philadelphia, Dickens gazed in amazement from
his hotel window at an absurdly magnificent edifice in the

form of a Greek temple, which looked
"
as if the marble

statue of Don Gu/man could alone have any business to

transact within its gloomy walls." On inquiry he was told

it was the United States Bank,
"
the tomb of many for-

tunes, the great catacomb of investment." The story of

the Bank is the story of the first determined elfort of the

money power to capture sovereign authority in America,
an attempt which was foiled by a great uprising of the

agrarian West under the Jeffersonian democrat Andrew
Jackson. The Bank's privileges were cancelled, and it was
forced into bankruptcy. The Greek temple, its head-

quarters, was eventually taken over by the government as

the Philadelphia custom house, and Richard George drove
a quill within its walls.

.In a scnsJ the two famous buildings in Chestnut Street

symbolize two great currents in American history, two

political tendencies which have come to be associated with
the names of Jefferson and Hamilton. The State House
represents the democratic ideal, the dream of a nation

1 dedicated to the proposition that all men are created

equal. The Bank stands for the plutocracy which in so
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many different ways and under so many different disguises
has prevented that dream from coming true. In the clash

of these mighty oppositcs George played his part man-

fully. A Jeffersonian democrat to the core, he spent his

life battling for the idealism of the State House against
the materialism of the Hank.
At the age of fifteen George was a ruddy, blue-eyed

youth, rather short of stature, slightly built, but alert and

physically active. Already one of the chief flaws in his

character had become visible. He was hot-tempered,
wilful, and insubordinate. His father found him difficult

to control. Once he ran away from home after being
chastised for a slight fault. Fortunately such incidents

were rare. The discipline of the household, despite the

puritanism of the parents, was not unduly strict, and Henry,
as the eldest son, enjoyed a privileged position admired

by his father, petted by his mother, and worshipped by
his brothers and sisters. Still, the truth is he was more
than a little spoilt.

Meanwhile the boy had to earn his living. In the

bustling America of the eightecn-fifties the opportunities
to enterprising youth seemed endless. It was the

"
hot

air
"
period of American history. The young Republic was

beginning to realize its strength, and its citizens were

setting out to whip universal nature. A steady stream of

emigration was flowing across the Atlantic, providing
abundant hands for the plough and the loom

;
a growing

industrialism in the North-east was tearing rich minerals

from the earth and blackening the sky with its factory
smoke

;
in the South the insatiable demand of Lancashire

for its raw material was pouring gold into the pockets
of the cotton planters ;

across the Appalachians a hardy
population was pushing ever westward, in fulfilment of

its manifest destiny to reach the Pacific. The whole

business of money-making had been transformed. It was
no longer a question of acquiring a competence. Vast

fortunes were now within reach of the able, the ener-

getic, the lucky, or the unscrupulous. With unquenchable
ardour the whole nation plunged headlong into the race

for wealth. Gone for ever was the calm sedateness of

(4,730) 16
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colonial days. The age of hustle had commenced. The
American business man was on his throne.

Henry George grew up amid all this feverish activity.

Incessantly, the gospel of material success was dinned
into his cars. His elders represented money-making as a

virtue, and wealth as the great measure of achievement.
"

If you are honest/' one of his uncles told him,
"

if you
are steady, if you are industrious, you can certainly look

forward to being able to retire at forty with comfort for

the rest of your days." There were plenty of examples of

self-made men to confirm the truth of these words Frank-

lin, whose Autobiography every American boy knew by
heart

; Girard, the one-eyed Philadelphia banker, who left

$6,000,000 ;
Astor of New York, with his fabulous wealth

;

and hundreds more. Henry's boyish ambition was stirred.

He asked nothing better than to make a fortune. But he
found it difficult to get a footing on the ladder of success.

The post of errand boy had been exchanged for that of

clerk in a marine store, but this represented no advance-
ment. Moreover, certain instincts competed in his mind
with his desire for a successful business career. From his

seafaring grandfather, he had inherited a thirst for ad-

venture, a longing to sec distant lands and peoples. In
none of the prosaic pursuits of the American bourgeoisie
could such a yearning be satisfied. There was only one

way in which a boy in his position could gratify his desire

to travel, and that was by going to sea. Henry took the
sudden resolve to be a sailor. The announcement of this

determination caused consternation in the little household
in Third Street, but the parents deemed it wise not to baulk
the lad of his ambition. Some experience of a sailor's life

might cure him of his longing. A friend of the family,

Captain Miller, had lately obtained the command of an old
East Indiaman and consented to take Henry as foremast

boy.
" Don t make his berth too comfortable," said Richard

George, and the captain promised. On April 2, 1855,

Henry took leave of his family, travelled to New York,
and boarded the sailing ship Hindoo, bound for Australia
and India.

(4,736) 17 2



CHAPTER II

SAILOR AND PRINTER

IN the cightcen-fifties, American shipping was at its zenith.

"Shipbuilding," \vrote George thirty years Liter, "had
reached such a pitch of excellence in this country that we built
not only for ourselves but for other nations. American ships
were the fastest sailers, the largest carriers, and everywhere
got the quickest dispatch and the highest freight-.. The
registered tonnage of the United States almost equalled that
of Great Britain, and a few years promised to give us the un-

questionable supremacy of the ocean." 1

There was a dark side to this story of progress. The

prosperity of American shipping was built up on the cruel

exploitation of the common seaman. For years, ship-
owners had beaten down wages and filled their forecastles

with aliens. The respectable American sailor was driven
out of the service. Those who remained had to submit to

the brutal tyranny of savage captains and mates. The
ferocious discipline of the Yankee "hell ships" became a

legend of the seas. Something of the purgatory of the fore-

castle had been revealed in two great classics of the sea,
Dana's Two Years Before the Mast and Melville's Moby Dick,
but these exposures had produced little improvement in

the sailor's lot. Flogging, it is true, was legally abolished,
but in practice physical assault remained the recognized
method of maintaining discipline among seamen. In the
hands of a vicious ship's officer a belaying pin br a marline

spike was an effective substitute for a rope's end.

Unwittingly, George had chosen one of the grimmest
1 Protection or Free Trade

t p. 186. Those were still the days of wooden
sailing ships, and America's rich supplies of timber gave her an advantage.
The advent of iron and steel steamships enabled Britain to retain her
maritime supremacy.

18
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and most heart-breaking of callings. Yet his choice was not

so eccentric as it might appear to-day. The call of the sea

has always been strong, and in sailing ship days it was so

insistent that wealthy sons of good families often shipped
before the mast and worked their way up to the quarter-
deck. Even when destined for business or professional

pursuits, middle-class youths sometimes preferred a spell
at sea to a course at college or university. Dana and
Melville are only two examples of brilliant Americans to

whom the rough forecastle of a sailing ship was their

Harvard or their Yale.

The Hindoo began her voyage about a week after George
joined her. On loth April she weighed anchor and made
for the open sea. As she glided down the Narrows George
was on the deck picking oakum. If he had glanced over

the bulwarks he might have picked out on the left bank
a white house with which he was one day to have close

associations. It was his home during the last years of his

life, and from it his body was carried for burial to the

cemetery on the hill crest above.

George was soon broken in to the life of a merchant
seaman. He overcame his aversion to grease and tar, and
after the first few days' sea-sickness was kept busy at the

thousand and one jobs to be done on a windjammer"
tarring, greasing, oiling, varnishing, painting, scrubbing,

scraping, steering, reeling, furling, loosing, making
and setting sail, pulling, hauling and climbing in every
direction

"
(Dana). It was the unwritten law of a sailing

ship that the crew must never be for a moment idle. As
the old sailor's catecliiMi* put it :

"
Six days slialt thou labour and do all thou art ,ible,

And oh the seventh holystone the decks and scrape the
cable."

*

This is how the crew of the Hindoo spent the great American
national holiday, as recorded in the diary which George
kept throughout the voyage :

" Wed. July 4. At 12 o'clock last night the day was ushered
in by three discharges from a small swivel which made a great
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deal of noise, rousing up all who were asleep. As soon as the
smoke cleared away and the dead and wounded were mustered,
it was found that it had not been without execution, all the

glass on one side of the house being shattered (a loss not easily

repaired), a port blown out, and the waddings (made of rope
yarn and very hard) had passed, one through the head of the

new water cask, and another through the new foretopsail,
which had not been bent a week. The wind which had been

strong from aft the day before, during the middle watch died

away and was succeeded by a calm until 8 a.m. when a stiff

breeze from the south sprang up, accompanied by showers of

rain. At 12 M. all hands were called to reef. While reefing
the foretopsail, the parrel of the yard gave way, causing a great
deal of trouble and keeping all hands from dinner. It was

2.30 p.m. before our watch got below to their plum-duff which
had been allowed in honour of the day. The rest of the day
was lain ing, with wind constantly varying, keeping us hauling
on the braces. Thus closed the most miserable 4th of July
that I have ever yet spent."

Despite his small stature and slight build, George stood

up well to the hardships of a seaman's life. His health

kept good and the open air gave him an appetite for the

hard biscuit, salt junk, and rare plum-duff which were the

staple of the sailor's fare. Occasionally spasms of home-
sickness swept over him.

" Would have given anything to

have been back to breakfast
"

is a recurring entry in the

diary. And the memory of the family larder haunted him
like a passion.

"
I wish I were at home," he would say to

his shipmates,
"
to get a piece of pie." On the whole, it is

pretty plain that he did not find the life congenial. But he

kept up his spirits and took what came to him without

snivelling. Though he abandoned the sea as a permanent
career, he caught something of the affection which the

sailing ships inspired in their crews. In his last book
there is a loving description of the stately progress of an

old windjammer :

" The noble vessel, bending gracefully to the breeze, under
her cloud of canvass, comes driving along, cleaving white
furrows at her bow and leaving a yeasty wake at her stern. . . .

So harmonious are her movements, so seemingly instinct with

life, that a savage who sees for the first time such a vessel

20
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beating along the coast might take her for a great bird, chang-

ing its direction with the movement of its wings as do seagull
and albatross." 1

On the 97th day of the voyage the Hindoo reached the

Cape of Good Hope, passing
far to the south of it, as was

the custom of the sailing ships in those clays. Then, in the

teeth of heavy gales, she clove her way across the Indian

Ocean. Henry watched with admiration the battle of the

elements.
"

ft is impossible," he wrote in the diary,
"
to

describe the wildly grand appearance of the sea and sky."

Heavy seas broke over the decks, and rain and hail beat

on the masts and rigging. But the Hindoo held gallantly
on her course, until, on 24th August, the roast of Australia

hove in sight. Next day the ship sailed into Hobson's Bay
and berthed at Melbourne.

Henry visited the town, and recalled in after years
"

its

busy streets, its seemingly continuous auctions, its crowds

of men with flannel shirts and long high boots, its bay
crowded with ships." The gold fever was at its height, and
Melbourne was swarming with an adventurous population
drawn from the four quarters of the globe. But the place
does not seem to have stirred the boy's imagination. He
was more interested in the domestic revolution which
broke out on the Hindoo. The adult members of the crew

wanted to try their luck at the diggings. They went in a

body to the captain and demanded their discharge. The

captain summoned the American consul on board, and
the mutineers were sentenced to a month's hard labour.

But this did not break their resolution. Captain Miller

was obliged to let them have their way and sign on a fresh

crew.

A month later the Hindoo, having discharged her cargo
of timber, sailed for Calcutta in ballast. The weather was
warm and pleasant, but the winds were contrary, and it was
not till the end of November that the Hooghly was sighted.
At Calcutta Henry had his first glimpse of the colourful

East, but the experience was disappointing. It was the

squalor not the glamour of the Orient that impressed him.

1 The Science of Political Economy, pp. 302-3.
2 I
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" One feature," he wrote home,

"
which is peculiar to Cal-

cutta is the number of dead bodies floating down in all stages
of decomposition, covered with crows who are actively engaged
in picking them to pieces. 'I he first one I saw filled me with
horror and disgust, but like the natives you soon cease to pay
any attention to them."

On January 15, 1856, the Hindoo, with a cargo of rice and

seeds, turned its prow homewards. On 131 h April the

Cape of Good Hope was reached. On I2th May Henry
crossed the equator for the fourth time since he left home,
and four weeks later, after an absence of fourteen months,
the Hindoo sailed into New York Bay.
One thing the voyage had done for Henry it had cured

him of his longing for the sea. He had tasted something
of the misery of the forecastle. And he had discovered, as

most sailors do, that the deck of a ship is not the best place
from which to see the world.

"
Sailors/' wrote Herman

Melville,
"
don't see the world. They land only upon

wharves and pierheads, and their reminiscences of travel

are only a dim recollection of a chain of tap rooms sur-

rounding the globe." Henry had verified this, and it made
him all the readier to fall in with his parents' wishes and
settle down to a career on shore. His father, through his

old publishing connections, secured him a job as apprentice

compositor, and thus George followed in the footsteps of

distinguished Americans like Franklin, Greely, Bret Harte,
and Mark Twain, all of whom began their careers at the

compositor's case. The choice of a trade was not a bad
one. The setting of printed matter gave the boy oppor-
tunities to extend his information, and the necessity of

keeping close to his copy at last overcame a weakness in

spelling which had troubled him since his schooldays.
At home the return of the sailor boy threatened for a

time the peace of the domestic circle. Henry's experience
of seafaring life had been sufficient to uproot old loyalties
and teach him habits which offended the puritan sus-

ceptibilities of his parents. He smoked cigars, he drank

whisky, he kept late hours. This behaviour produced some

painful domestic scenes. The strain, however, never

reached breaking-point. Richard George realized that his
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high-spirited son must not be ridden with too tight a rein ;

and Henry, on his side, though ready to flare up at the

slightest reproof, suilered genuine remorse when he knew
he had wounded his parents. A policy of give-and-take

kept the domestic atmosphere sweet. Henry was allowed

more liberty than he enjoyed before he went to sea, arid he

in turn did his best not to abuse the privileges accorded him.

Despite his fondness for fun and amusement, the boy
did not neglect the task of self-culture. He took lessons

in penmanship and joined a lads' club for mutual improve-
ment. The members met in a disused church building.
Much of their time was frankly given over to boxing,

fencing, and general skylarking, but there were occasional

meetings for more serious purposes. Debates were held

and papers read. To these intellectual proceedings Henry
contributed two essays, one a hostile review of Mormonism,
the other a flowery effusion on "The Poetry of Life." The

boy seized every opportunity to enlarge his knowledge and

sharpen his wits. At home and in the printing oilice he

joined eagerly in the discussions of his elders. "Henry,"
commented one of his uncles,

"
is not tongue-tied." On

the question of slavery, then bulking large in public dis-

cussion, he took a stand in opposition to his parents, who
were Democrats and inclined to regard the Slave Power
with indulgence. To his mother, who argued that few

slave-owners were hard-hearted enough to treat their

slaves cruelly, Henry retorted that this did not alfect the

question of principle. Slavery was wrong because it gave
the planters the power to ill-treat their slaves if they chose.

Already the intransigence of the abstract reasoner was

beginning to show itseli.

All this time bread and butter problems were pressing
for attention. Henry had been fired from his job after a

row with tlje foreman, whom he accused of tyranny. His
oVn irascible temper was more likely to blame. All his

life he found it difficult to submit to authority. Work was
so scarce in the printing trade that Henry was driven to

take a job on a schooner bound for Boston. When he

applied for the berth the captain measured his inches

contemptuously.
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" What can you do ?

"
he demanded curtly."

I can handle, reef, and steer," said George." You can't steer this schooner," retorted the captain ;

"
but I'll try you."

Despite this inauspicious start, George gave such satis-

faction that when he was discharged the captain paid him
a man's wages.
Back in Philadelphia work was no easier to get. The

financial crisis of 1857 had spread a desolating pall of un-

employment over the American cities. In despair George
began to think of migrating westward. This was the

traditional American method of escaping economic pressure.
The frontier was the safety-valve of the American economy.
Every industrial depression sent a fresh wave of population
over the Appalachians. Henry had connections in the

Far West. A cousin was a book-keeper in San Francisco,
and some former neighbours, the Currys, had settled in

Oregon. Mrs. Curry's nephew was governor of the Oregon
territory, and she wrote inviting the lad to come to the

North-west. Henry was willing, but there were certain

preliminary difficulties to be overcome. The journey to

the Pacific coast was a formidable undertaking. Beyond
the Mississippi lay an immense, sparsely watered region,
more difficult to cross than a pathless ocean. Death by
starvation or at the hands of marauding Indians lurked for

the traveller within its depths. Henry had no stomach
for these risks, and in any case he had no facilities for

joining any of the caravans which heroically braved the

perils of the great American desert. There remained the

alternative routes, safer but longer, by the Isthmus of

Panama or round Cape Horn. The raising of the passage

money might have been an obstacle here, but George was
able to overcome it, thanks to his nautical training. He
managed to work his way round the Horn. In Philadelphia
docks a government lighthouse steamer was lying, the

Shubrick. It was intended for service on the Pacific coast.

George secured a place on her as ship's steward at $40 a

month. At the end of the year came a second parting from
his family, all the more painful because this time the

separation seemed likely to be a long one, and on December
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22, 1857, the Shubrick steamed down the Delaware on the

first stage of her long voyage to California.

On the Shubrick George had an exciting experience. He
was very nearly shipwrecked. On Christmas Day the

vessel ran into a violent squall near Cape Hatteras. Heavy
seas stove in the bulwarks, and the captain began to fear

that the ship would founder. He gave orders to lighten

her, and George and a negro deck-hand were set to work

pitching sacks of coal overboard, the captain feverishly

exhorting them through his speaking trumpet. After

thirty tons of coal had been got rid of in this way, the

Shubrick was able to make her way to St. Thomas in the

West Indies, where she put in to refuel and relit.

In the Straits of Magellan the ship met with more bad
weather. The headwinds were so strong that the coal

supply became exhausted and the crew had to land and cut

wood for fuel.

" We ran into a little harbour in the strait," George wrote

home,
" and came upon a schooner which belonged to English

missionaries with whom we exchanged letters. The mission-
aries were praying and working \\ith the native Terra del

Fuegians. We saw a number of these natives and they were
not at all attractive. 1 heard afterwards that the Patagonians
killed and ate these missionaries."

From Magellan the Shubrick crept slowly up the coast of

South America and reached its destination after a five

month's voyage. On May 27, 1858, the vessel steamed

through the Golden Gates, and George gazed, as a young
Scotsman twenty year^ later was to gaze, on

"
the fine

bulk of Talmapais looking down on San Francisco like

Arthur's Seat on Edinburgh."
1

1 K. L. Stcvcubou, Across the Plains (Pentland Edition), p. 160.



CHAPTER 111

CALIFORNIA

THE next twenty years of George's life were spent in the

seething, bubbling cauldron of California!! society. He
grew from youth to manhood in one of the most singular
communities that the world has known. The invasion of

the
'

forty-niners
"

wrought a terrible transformation in

the sleepy California of Mexican days. Its primitive

Spanish population, living under the easy sway of a handful

of monks and hidal^oes, was swept aside by the savage
onrush of a horde of cosmopolitan adventurers. The city
of St. Francis became the city of Mammon. The soil dedi-

cated to the cult of poverty became the home of the most
ferocious egotism. A whole population was driven literally

crazy with the lust for gold. The yellow metal became the

Californian's god. He tore it from the bowels of the earth.

He wrested it by force or guile from his fellow-men. He
spent his days and nights in a perpetual whirl of excite-

ment now intoxicated to madness by the hope of gain,
now plunged into despair when fortune eluded him. The

gambling fever had every one in its grip. It tainted all the

operations of commerce and industry. The prosaic methods
of acquiring wealth were held in universal contempt. The
Califorman 's one dream was to

"
strike it lucky," to find

a rich vein of ore, to make a successful deal in land or

commodities. Nowhere was there a keener dpsire to ap-

propriate the rewards of labour without effort. Nowhere
was the goddess of chance worshipped with more frantic

devotion. San Francisco was little more than a huge
gambling hell.

In this morbid atmosphere the virtues which hold men

together in societies withered and died. Human relation-
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ships dissolved in a whirlpool of greed and lust, and man,
reduced to the level of the beast, preyed on his fellow-man.
It is hard to imagine a more unfavourable soil -for the
nurture of an idealist. Yet it was in this uncongenial
environment that Henry George evolved and matured his

social gospel.
No inkling of what the future held for him, however,

was in the mind of the lad who disembarked on San Fran-
cisco wharf that summer afternoon of 1858. He had come
to California to seek his fortune, and his sole preoccupation
was to seize the chances offered by this golden land of

opportunity. As yet his plans were vague, lie had

thoughts of pushing on to Oregon. But for this he must
secure his freedom. When he joined the Shubrick he had

signed articles which bound him to serve for twelve months,
and his year of service did not expire till November. George
solved this problem in simple fashion. He took French
leave. In plain language, he deserted. His cousin, Jim
George, offered him the shelter of his house, and Henry
lived quietly there until the danger oi arrest \\as past. In

point of fact, he need not have worried. Several officers

and men of the Shubrick deserted to the goldficlds, but

by some accident George's departure was not noticed, and
his name appeared on the ship's roll as having served out
his full term.

When it was safe to venture abroad George explored
the sights of San Francisco in company with a young
Yankee, George Wilbur, whose acquaintance he had made.

By 1858 the city had emerged from the first hectic period
in its history. Two years before, the Vigilantes had organ-
ized the better elements of the population and established

a measure of order. Life became tolerable for decent

citizens. But the tradition of lawlessness died hard.

Desperadoe^, armed to the teeth, still roamed the streets;

ex-convicts from Botany Bay preyed on their victims in

dark lanes and side-alleys ; shady Southern politicians

brought with them their peculiar code of honour and
insisted on settling their quarrels like gentlemen. Duels
and shootings-up were of daily occurrence. Still the law-

abiding part of the population had unmistakably got the
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upper hand. Architecturally, too, the city had made

progress. The
"
cloth and paper

"
shanties of the pioneers

were disappearing ;
substantial wooden buildings were

being erected ;
and the community was acquiring some of

the conveniences of civilized life. The streets rose, tier

upon tier, from the waters of the bay, and through them
moved a cheerful, colourful, cosmopolitan throng. The
bearded American miner with his red shirt and high boots

rubbed shoulders with the inscrutable Chinaman in his

blue calico breeches and wide wickerwork hat. The Mexi-

can lady in her graceful reboso 1

swept haughtily past the

ogling French dandy, dressed in the latest Parisian fashion.

Every clime under heaven had sent its representatives to the

city of gold. In some streets
"
the proverbs of Sancho

Panza were still spoken in the language of Cervantes
"

(Bret Harte). In others the air was heavy with the per-
fumed incense of the Oriental joss-house. Over all lay the

golden sunshine of California, tempered by the cool breezes

from the Pacific, while in the blue distance towered the

lofty Sierras, beneath whose snowy summits an army of

miners slaved to produce the yellow dust which was the

basis of all this stirring, multifarious life.

George wrote home that San Francisco was "
a dashing

place, rather faster than Philadelphia" ! But his mind
was fixed on Oregon, and he waited impatiently for a letter

from the Currys. No letter came, and the lad was left

kicking his heels in San Francisco and consuming his small

store of savings. Ultimately Mrs. Curry wrote that

business was dull in the North-west and the chances of

employment small. She recommended the lad to stay
where he was. This was chilling news. No opportunity
of work had presented itself in San Francisco, and George's

supply of money was almost exhausted. At this juncture
rumours spread that gold had been discovered on the

Fraser River, just over the Canadian border. At once

there was a wild stampede from the Californian diggings.

Henry's cousin, Jim George, determined to profit by the

rush. He went to Victoria, Vancouver, the jumping-off

place for the diggings, and opened a miners' supply store.

1 A kind of mantilla.
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Already this little town was swarming with ten thousand

minors Jiving in tents and shacks. Henry, having nothing
else ill view, derided to follow his cousin. Once more his

seaman's training came in useful. He was able to work his

way to Victoria on a topsail schooner. His intention was
to try his luck at the diggings, but when he arrived he

found that the
"

terrible Fraser
"
had come down in flood

and brought all mining operations to a standstill. Till the

waters fell there was no point in going farther. Henry
gladly accepted a post as assistant in Jim George's store.

For the next two months Henry roughed it in traditional

western fashion. The store was a little wooden hut near

the harbour. A pinned notice invited customers who came
outside the regular hours to

"
give the door a kick." Henry

slept in the shop, and did all his own cooking and washing.
To one of his sisters he wrote :

" You innocently ask whether I made my own bed at

Victoria. Why, bless you, my dear little sister, I had none to

make ! Part of the tune I slept rolled up in my blanket on
the counter, or on a pile of flour, and afterwards 1 had a straw
mattress on some boards. The only difference between my
sleeping and my waking costumes was that during the day I

wore both boots and cap, and at night dispensed with them."

The store was a convenient refuge, but George's fiery

temper robbed him of this sanctuary. He quarrelled with

Jim George, the fault, as he afterwards admitted, being
on his side. Leaving the store, he took up his quarters in

a tent, having as companion his friend Wilbur, who had
also come to try his fortune at the diggings but was now

driving a water-cart for a living. Life under canvas was a

trying experience in the depths of a Canadian winter, and

Henry's resolution began to ebb. Depressing news came
down from the diggings. Miners arrived back in Victoria

destitute and exhausted, bringing with them gloomy tales

of disaster. Henry began to think (a surmise which ulti-

mately proved correct) that the accounts of gold discoveries

had been grossly exaggerated, and he resolved to go back
to San Francisco. As he had no money to pay his fare,

Wilbur lent him some and saw him on the boat.
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" He had no coat," Wilbur related afterwards,

"
so I gave

him mine. An old fellow named Wolf peddled pics among the

tents, and thinking that Henry would enjoy these more than
the food he would get aboard the ship, we bought six of them
and drew the blanket over them so that nobody would see
them and steal them. He wrote me from San Francisco when
he got down Unit the iirst night out he was so tired that he
threw himself down on his bunk without undressing and that
he did not think of the pies until the morning, when he found
he had been lying on top of them all night."

Back in San Francisco the search for work proved as

fruitless as before, and Henry had almost made up his

rnii id to sign on again as a seaman when by good luck he
ran across a printer whom he had known in Philadelphia.
This friend secured him a printing job which kept him going
for several months. Then business became dull, and he
was once more on the street. Resolved to stick at nothing,
he became a weigher in a rice mill. But even this gave out
in the early summer of 1859. In a fit of desperation the

lad started to walk to the California!! goldnelds. It was
a rash and foolish undertaking. Before he had gone far

he had to give up through sheer want of food, and make
his way as best he could back to San Francisco.

At this desperate crisis of his fortunes his Philadelphia

printer friend came again to his rescue and got him a

compositor's place on a weekly paper, the Home Journal.
This was the steadiest job Henry had had since lie eaine

to California. It lasted for over a year. At first he had
to work as an apprentice, but when he came of age in

September 1860 he drew journeyman's wages, and shortly
afterwards was promoted foreman at $30 "a week. After

the bufferings of the last two years George was glad to settle

down. His hard experience had cooled his ambition. He
gave up his dreams of making a fortune and -accepted the

position of wage-earner as his permanent lot. About this

time he joined the local printers' trade union, honorary
membership of which he retained till the end of his life.

During this period the young man roomed in various

quarters of San Francisco. When he came back from the

Fraser he stayed at a temperance hotel, the
" What Cheer
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House," which had a library of several hundred volumes.

George browsed among this collection and made his first

acquaintance with some of the great classics of English
and American literature. He came across a copy of Adam
Smith's Wealth of Nations, but contented himself with

inspecting the outside of the book. His interest in economics
was not yet aroused. After he left the

" What Cheer
House

"
lie kept up his general reading. Wilbur, who was

now back from Vancouver, and with whom he shared a

lodging, relates :

"
Very soon after our acquaintance I discovered that he was

studious and eager to acquire knowledge, and when we came
to room together, I frequently woke up at night to imd him
rending or writing. If I said

' Good heavens," Harry, what's
the matter? Are you sick?' he'd tell me to go to sleep or
invite me to get dressed and go out for a walk with him. A
spin round for a few blocks would do and then we'd get to bed
again, i never saw such a restless human being."

About this time George took a step, the importance of

which his family enormously exaggerated. He joined a
Methodist congregation. His mother at once leapt to the

conclusion that he had undergone the process of conversion.

" Good news, good news !

"
she wrote ecstatically.

" Oh
how much better the Lord has been to us than we deserved !

... I now desire to s.iy
'

Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all

that is within me, bless His holy name. For thou hast de-
livered the soul of my child from death and his feet from

falling.'
"

Mrs. George was under a complete misapprehension. Henry
had joined the church mainly because some friends belonged
to it and invited him to become a member. Tempera-
mentally, he had little sympathy with the evangelicalism
of his parents, and it is practically certain that he never at

any time went through the religious experience of con-

version. Yet he was not irreligious by nature. After a

period of youthful scepticism he worked out for himself a
creed of his own, a kind of emotional Theism, to which he

'

adhered for the rest of his life. He was not an orthodox
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Christian. He once said that his religious views were those
of Jefferson, and Jefferson was not a believer in the Trinity.
In George's simple credo, the two main items were the
Fatherhood of God and the immortality of the soul. Yet,
more so than in the case of most professing Christians, his

religion was an active force in his life and a dynamic of his

thought. When he came to work out his social and
economic theories, he took as his starting-point the two

great religious doctrines which he had come to hold with
all the fervour of his passionate nature the belief in a
benevolent Creator and the hope of a life after death.

Despite his unorthodoxy, his approach to social problems
was very much that of the English Christian Socialists.

Meanwhile fate had become unkind to him again. The
Home Journal came to an end, and George lost his regular

job. He was reduced to doing occasional work for news-

papers
"
subbing," it was called. To escape from this

precarious position he formed a plan to buy up a moribund

newspaper called the Evening Journal. He entered into a

partnership with five other unemployed printers. They
pooled their small savings and purchased the plant and

goodwill of the newspaper at a cheap rate. The partners
decided to gather the news themselves and do the printing
with their own hands. Ten years earlier such a scheme

might have had a chance of success, but in the eighteen-
sixties the day of the small man in newspaper production
was practically over. George and his friends toiled like

galley slaves.
"

I worked," said George afterwards,
"
until

my clothes were in rags and the toes of my shoes were out.

I slept in the office and did the best 1 could to economize,
but finally I ran in debt thirty dollars for my board bill."

No sacrifices were of the least avail. In October 1861 the

tottering enterprise received a fatal blow when the trans-

continental telegraph line was completed. The Journal
could not afford to buy telegraphic news. George became
convinced that the struggle was hopeless and withdrew
from the business, sacrificing the little money he had put
into it. He went back to

"
subbing," at which he could

always earn a little.

While the young man was waging this hard battle with
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circumstance, great events were taking place in the political

sphere. The slavery question at last split the nation in

twain. In November 1860 Abraham Lincoln was elected

President, George, who had just come of age, recording his

first vote for him. The secession of the Slave States

followed, and the whole series of stormy events which set

North and South in arms against each 'other. Like most

Califoniians, George enthusiastically embraced the cause

of the North. If he had still been" living in Philadelphia
he would have undoubtedly enlisted in the Union army.
But in the days before the transcontinental railway, San
Francisco was farther from New York than New York from
London. California, indeed, scarcely formed part of the

American political system. As a state she supported the

North, but she could render no direct military aid to the
federal government. If a Californian wished to strike an
active blow in defence of the Union, he had first to travel

east at his own expense. In George's case this was utterly
out of the question, and so he was condemned to remain
a spectator during one of the most stirring periods in his

country's history. He did not relish his forced inactivity.

"
I cannot help fooling regret," he wrote home,

"
that the

contest will be over and the victories won without my having
taken the slightest part in it. If 1 am East after the war is

ended, I will feel abashed among its heroes."

In the meantime fate summoned him to face a crisis in

his own life.
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CHAPTER IV

RUNAWAY MARRIAGE

WHILE George was still foreman on the Home Journal his

friend Wilbur introduced him to Annie Fox, a young girl

of seventeen. The friendship between the two speedily

ripened into a warmer sentiment, and they became un-

officially engaged. For a time their courtship pursued its

placid course. They took quiet walks together ; they
exchanged books

; they discussed their favourite authors.

A popular publication of the time was Charles Dana's
Household Book of Poetry, a huge volume containing extracts

from the best English poets. The young couple secured

this, pored over it together, and memorized their favourite

poems. The afi'ection of the warm-hearted intelligent girl

was a precious consolation to George in his strenuous battle

with hard circumstance. But the course of his love was
not destined to run smoothly. The relatives of the lady
felt small enthusiasm for the aggressive little printer.
Annie Fox was an orphan. Her father was a British officer

who married her mother in Australia. The marriage was
not happy, and after two children had been born the

couple separated. The father was never heard of again.
The mother brought her two girls to her own father's house
in San Francisco, where she died shoitly afterwards.

Annie lived first with her grandmother arid then with an

aunt, a Mrs. Flintoff, but her chief guardi-m was her

maternal uncle, Matthew M'Closkey, one of the San Fran-
cisco pioneers, who had made a comfortable fortune from

speculation in real estate. The M'Closkeys were Roman
Catholics, and Annie was brought up in that faith. She
received most of her education at a convent school in Los

Angeles, and her sister became a nun.
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Unfortunately for George's chances of making a good
impression on his sweetheart's family, his fortunes during
his courtship wore at an extremely low ebb. He was

engaged in his hopeless struggle to make the Evening

Journal a paying proposition. Annie was aware of his

desperate financial condition. One day she paid a visit to

the printing office of the Journal. George showed her

round, and then pointing to a kind of folding cot with
mattress and grey blankets, announced that this was his

bed. The young* girl could not help exclaiming,
"

I hope
your mother docs not know of this." His poverty made
no difference to her, but naturally her guardians regarded
the matter in another light. Matthew M'Closkey, a pros-

perous self-made man, looked with disdain on this thread-

bare suitor. Nor was his distaste diminished by the young
fellow's opinionativeness and the tactlessness with which
he contradicted his elders in argument. One day M'Closkey
took the opportunity to tell him that until he could show
more visible signs of ability to maintain a wife, he must
make his visits to Miss Fox less frequent. This was just
the sort of situation which George's temper made him

totally unable to handle. Stung to the quick by the insult,

he retorted angrily ,
a heated argument followed and the

two men almost came to blows. The irate guardian forbade

George ever to see Miss Fox again.

Despite this prohibition the lovers met next day. It was
December 3, iSoi, a momentous date in the lives of both.

Annie was very depressed and spoke of going to Los

Angeles to teacli in a school there. George demurred.
"

If

you go/' he said,
"

I'll Jiot see you again/' Then, obeying
a sudden impulse, he drew a coin from his pocket.

"
Annie,"

he said,
"
that is all the money I have in the world. Will

you marry me ?
"

It was not an attractive prospect for

the young girl, but she bravely replied,
"

If you are willing
tb undertake the responsibilities oi marriage 1 will marry
you." In this inconsiderate fashion did these two foolish

young people take the most important decision of their

lives.

Once marriage was decided on, George, with his usual

impetuosity, determined that there should be no delay.
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The marriage was to take place that very night, and Annie
was to elope from her home. In great excitement the

bridegroom ran off to borrow money and clothes, to arrange
for rooms, and to secure a clergyman. No marriage licence

was then required in California, so there was no legal
obstacle to the immediate performance of the ceremony.
At nightfall a carnage called at the Flint off house. In it

was Isaac Trump, one of George's Shubrick friends. By
arrangement he inquired for

"
Miss Brown," and Annie

appeared carrying a huge package which Trump thought
must contain important valuables, but which really con-

sisted of all the books of poetry which she and George had
read together. This was the precious freight with which
she took her flight. Some distance from the house the

carriage picked up George, and the party adjourned for

supper to a miners' restaurant, proceeding afterwards on
foot to the Methodist Bethel, where the marriage was to

take place. It was a bright moonlight night, but the

streets were wet with rain. Whenever they came to a

pool George gallantly lifted his bride in his arms and carried

her across. At the church a small party of friends was

waiting. Annie would have preferred to be married in a

Catholic church, but for this George's impatience left no
time. However, the minister obligingly read the Episco-

palian marriage service, which, he explained, more nearly

approached the Catholic than the one he was accustomed to

use. Isaac Trump was one of the witnesses. When the

clergyman asked him his name he replied promptly, "I.

Trump."
"

I perceive you do," said the puzzled parson,"
but please tell me your name." When the ceremony was

over George walked off with his wife to the cheap boarding-
house where he had taken a room for the night. There was
no opportunity for a honeymoon. George was

"
subbing/'

and the next morning at live o'clock he had to Ago out and
look for work. Fortunately he got a job for the day, and
another in the evening which kept him busy till the early
hours of the following morning. The money he earned

paid his board-bill, but Annie, left solitary in the dismal

surroundings of a third-rate boarding-house, must have
found the first day of her married life bleak indeed.
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George was twenty-two at the time of his marriage, and
his wife eighteen. Few unions could have held out smaller

prospects of happiness. It was entered on with complete
disregard of all worldly considerations, and dearly did the

young pair pay for their rashness. The first few years of

their married life were a long battle against poverty, not

the genteel poverty which is behindhand with its bills, but

the grim destitution which docs not know where to turn

for a meal. The responsibility for this unfortunate situa-

tion was George's. It was he who insisted on the hasty
marriage, filled with blind rage against M'Closkey and

burning to pay him out. We can sympathize with the

young man's lacerated feelings, but he had no right to

secure balm for his wound at the expense of a young girl's

happiness. Unfortunately, George was not without a

share of the egotism of genius, lie was not deliberately

selfish, but he was too engrossed in himself to take a proper
view of the rights of others. Of all the youthful follies

his headstrong nature led him to commit, his marriage was
the least defensible. The only person who comes out of

the transaction with any credit is Mrs. George. She
uttered no word oi reproach and bore without a murmur
the unaccustomed hardships of her lot. Though brought
up in comparative luxury and having never known what
it was to work for her living, she bravely faced the realities

of the situation and tried by sewing and other means to

augment the slender family income. But for her wis-

dom, patience, and courage the little household would
have foundered miserably in the storms of the next few

years.
A few days after his marriage George was offered a job

on a Sacramento newspaper, and the young couple betook
themselves to the Californian capital. The town lay sur-

rounded by, gardens and cornfields at the junction of two

great rivers which periodically overflowed their banks.
Soon after their arrival the Georges had an experience of

the terrible floods for which the district is notorious. The
Sacramento burst its banks and poured its waters in a

foaming torrent through the streets. George hurried home
to warn his wife. Already the water had penetrated the
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lower rooms of their boarding-house, and they and the

other guests had to escape on an improvised bridge of

chairs. For weeks the lower parts of the town remained

submerged. The Georges lived in the upper storey of

their boarding-house, and George made his way daily to his

printing-office over the roofs of the neighbouring houses.

The community suffered the extremity of discomfort.

Wash and bath tubs had to be used as rafts. Food and
fuel ran short. The supply of liquor became exhausted
a severe privation to the sociable Californ kins. But as the

summer drew on the waters subsided and life became more

agreeable. To his family George wrote :

" We are now living in one of the pleasantest parts of the
towr a square from the State Capitol and surrounded by
trees of all kinds arid the largest growth, and roses in greater
profusion than I ever saw before. ... A short distance from
the house is the slough formed by the backwater of the
American River which unites with the Sacramento at this

point a beautiful sheet of water on which we have a boat,
and over which uc frequently sail. . . . Though I have a

great deal of time on my hands, I do not think" it is wholly
lost. I employ it m the development of either body or mind,
in rowing or swimming or in reading. Marriage has certainly
benefited me by giving a more contented and earnest frame
of mind, and will help me to do my best in

'

\\hatever station

it pleases God to call me.'
"

Work on the newspaper was rather irregular. It de-

pended on the transmission of news from the East. If the

news did not come the paper did not appear. George had
thus long spells of leisure. But when work was to be had
he did not spare himself. Explaining his omission to write

home for several weeks, he told his sisters :

"
I have been working steadily and literally nearly all the

time. . . . Had not my necessities been so ftn-at, 1 would nol
have worked as I have during that time, for no one can do so
for any time and retain good health."

During periods of slackness he turned his hand to any-
thing that offered. This brought him across the path of a
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famous figure. Mark Twain came to Sacramento to lecture,

and George was employed to take the tickets at the hall

door.

In November 1862 the first child of the marriage was
born, a boy, called Henry after his father. By this time
the Georges had given up

"
rooming

"
and started house-

keeping. But whether from temperament or want of

means, they seldom stayed long in one house.
" We

didn't clean house," said George afterwards;
" we moved

instead." For a time work on the paper was good, and

George actually saved a little money, a rare thing for him.

But he invested it in worthless mining shares and lost

every cent. Not content with committing one folly, he

proceeded to quarrel with his foreman and lost his job.
In January 1864 the family was back in San Francisco

without any means of livelihood. George fell back on
"
subbing," but work was so scarce that he was driven to

try selling wringers on commission. Then Isaac Trump
approached him with a proposal. The Evening Journal,

George's old paper, had at last gone under, and there was
a quantity of plant and type which could be acquired cheap.

Trump's idea was to buy it and start a small job-printing
office. George agreed and managed to rai^e the .small sum
which was his share of the capital. Another printer joined
in, and the enterprise was launched. But George was never
destined to be a successful business man. It was the story
of the Evening Journal over again. The partners started

their venture at a nio.st inauspicious moment. A prolonged
drought and a falling-off in the gold supply had spread
depression through the state. Trade was bad and orders

impossible to get. The partners slaved like niggers ; they
lived on 25 cents a day ; they bartered printing lor meat,
milk, and firewood. Nothing was of the slightest use. The
business wejit steadily downhill. Speaking of this period,

George said afterwards :

"
I came near starving to death, and at one time I was so

close to it that 1 think 1 should have done so but for the job
of printing a few cards whuh enabled us to buy a little corn
meal. In this darkest tune in my life my second child was
born .

' '
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The baby, a boy called Richard, came on a bleak January
morning in 1865. As soon as the doctor saw him he said,
"
Don't stop to wash the child ;

he is starving. Feed
him." George overheard this remark and left the house

in a desperate frame of mind.

"
I walked along the street," he related afterwards,

" and
made up my mind to get money from ihe first man whose

appearance might indicate that he had it to give. I stopped
a man a stranger and told him I wanted five dollars. He
asked me %\hat 1 wanted it for. I told him that my wife was
confined and that I had nothing to give her to eat. He gave
me the money. If he had not, 1 think I was desperate enough
to have killed him."

This was the lowest point touched by the family fortunes.

Shortly afterwards things began to mend. A cheaper house
was secured, and Mrs. George was able to meet part of the

rent by sewing for the landlady. George extricated himself

from the ill-fated partnership with Trump and went back
to

"
subbing." In a little diary which he commenced at

this time he surveyed his position and made good resolu-

tions for the future.

"
Feb. 17, 1865. I am starting out afresh, very much

crippled and embarrassed, owing over 200 dollars. I have
been unsuccessful in everything. 1 wish to profit by my
experience and to cultivate those qualities necessary to success
in which 1 have been lacking. 1 have not saved as much as I

ought and am resolved to practice a rigid economy until I have

something ahead.

1. To make every cent I can.

2. To spend nothing unnecessarily.
3. To put something by each week, if it is only a five cent

piece borrowed for the purpose.
4. Not to run into debt if it can be avoided.

1. To endeavour to make an acquaintance drid friend of

every one with whom I am brought in contact.

2. To stay at home less and be more social.

3. To strive to think consecutively and decide quickly."

These resolutions in the Benjamin Franklin manner had a

tonic effect on the drooping spirits of the young compositor
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and nerved him to take up once more his heavy burden.

His constancy was rewarded. By the spring of 1865 he

had managed to get his head above water. Work became
more plentiful and wages were good. The grim spectre of

want was laid for a time. Most important of all, George
had discovered a new way of adding to his resources. He
had begun to write for the press.



CHAPTER V

JOURNALISM AND TOUTICS

SINCE his youth George had had an itch for scribbling, but
hitherto his literary instincts had found no outlet except in

letter-writing and the keeping of innumerable diaries.

Now he resolved to put his turn for writing to a more

regular and proiitable use. His career as a professional
writer may be said to date from the Saturday afternoon

when he filled in the time waiting for his dinner by com-

posing a little essay on "The Profitable Emploj'ment of

Time." This youthful effort has survived. It begins with

lamentations over the writer's wasted opportunities :

" The hours which 1 have idled away, though made miserable

by the consciousness of accomplishing nothing, had been
sufficient to make me master of almost any tommon branch
of study. If, for instance I had applied myself to the practice
of bookkeeping and arithmetic 1 might no\\ have been an

expert in those things ; or I might have had the dictionary at

my fingers' ends
;

been a practised and perhaps an able
writer

;
a much better printer ;

or been able to read and u rite

French, Spanish or any other modern language to which I

might have directed my attention
;
and the mastery of any of

these things now would give me an additional appreciable
power, and means by which to work to my end, not to speak
of that which would have been gained by exercise and good
mental habits."

But the essay ends on a more hopeful note.

" To sum up for the present, though this essay has hardly
taken the direction and shape \vhich at the outset I intended,
it is evident to me that I have not employed the time and means
at my command faithfully and advantageouslv as 1 might have
done, and consequently that I have myself to blame for at
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least a part of my non-success. And this being true of the

past, in the future like results will flow from like causes. I will

therefore try (though as 1 know from experience, it is much
easier to form good resolutions than to faithfully carry them

out) to employ my mind in acquiring useful information or

practice, when 1 have nothing leading more directly to my end
and claiming my attention. When practicable, or when I

cannot decide upon anything else, 1 will endeavour to acquire
facility and elegance in the expression of my thought by
writing essays or other matters which I will preserve for

future comparison. And in this practice it will be well to aim
at mechanical neatness and grace, as well as at proper and

polished language."

To this determination George steadfastly adhered. Two
days after he had written this essay he sent a long letter to

the editor of a newly established 'trade union paper, and

shortly afterwards a sketch of his, called "A Plea for the

Supernatural," appeared in the Califorman, a literary weekly
which numbered Bret Harte and Mark Twain among its

contributors. Following upon this a magnificent journal-
istic opportunity presented itself. On April 14, 1865, the

news was Hashed across the wires that President Lincoln
had been shot in Ford's Theatre, Washington. The excite-

ment in San Francisco, as in all American cities, rose to

fever-heat. Next day George lent a hand in wrecking the

olfices of certain newspapers suspected of Southern

sympathies, and then went home to write a short article

on the tragedy. He sent it to the Alta California, the

paper on which he happened to be setting type at the

time, and it appeared with a note stating that it was the

work of a compositor in the printing office. It was headed
"
Sic Semper 'lyrannis," the words shouted by the assassin

when he leapt on the stage after firing the fatal shot.

To-day, its bombastic, inllaU'd style reads strangely, but
at the tin;e the turgid rhetoric awoke a sympathetic
response in the minds of its excited readers. The last

paragraph will give some idea, of its quality :

"
Sic semper tyrainiis ! Blazoned on the shield of a noble

state l
by the giants of the young republic, their degenerate

1
Vn,.:ima.
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sons shall learn its meaning ! The murderer's shout as Lin-
coln fell, it will be taken up by a million voices. Thus shall

perish all who wickedly raise their hands to shed the blood of

the defenders of the oppressed, and who strive by wickedness
and cruelty to preserve and perpetuate \vrong. Their names
shall become a hissing and :i reproach among men as long as
the past shall be remembered

;
and the great sin in whose

support they spared no crime is numbered henceforth with the

things that were. Sic semper tyranms ! Amen."

The article provoked much appreciative comment, and

George followed it up with another on the character of

Lincoln, which was printed as an editorial. Pleased with
the young compositor's work, the editor commissioned him
to write an account of the mourning decorations for the dead
President. This was the first regular piece of journalistic
work that George had received, and it seemed to bring him
to the threshold of a new career. At last the clouds were

lifting, and the young man saw before him a way of escape
from the (Tamping environment of the composing room.
Yet it is characteristic of George's utter lack of worldly
wisdom that just at the moment when his prospects were

brightening, he was prepared to throw all his chances away
in the pursuit of a hare-brained adventure. ATI expedition
was being organized in Sari Francisco to carry aid to the

Mexican patriots fighting Napoleon III. and his puppet
the Emperor Maximilian. The affairs of Mexico were no

earthly concern of George's, yet he made up his mind to

join the expedition, though it meant leaving his wife and
children without any visible means of support. It says
much for Mrs. George's loyalty that she consented to this

crazy proposal. Fortunately, it came to nothing. An old

ship was brought into San Francisco harbour on which the

conspirators were to embark, but a federal cutter dropped
anchor at the mouth and blocked the way ouf. This was
the end of the enterprise. Among the filibusters were some
of the choicest types of Californian ruffian, and it was

George's opinion that the expedition might easily have

degenerated into a pirate cruise. Indeed, in after years
this episode was made the ground of a charge against George
that he had once been a pirate.
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Towards the end of the year George got the offer of work
on a State printing contract in Sacramento, and spent
another twelve months in the State capital. During this

time he did not neglect his writing. He regularly contrib-

uted letters to the chief Californian papers, and an article

on an incident of the Shubrick voyage was published in

the Philadelphia Saturday Night. Sacramento had a literary

and debating society called the Lyceum. George attended

its meetings and obtained some practice in the art of public

speaking. All this time he was on the Jook-out for a regular

journalistic appointment, and a half promise of a place
"

on the staff of a new newspaper, the Times, drew him back
to San Francisco at the end of T8(>(>. The promise came to

nothing, and George had to be content with a job in the

composing room. But some of his articles were accepted
from time to time and printed in the paper. The editor

of the Times, Noah Brooks, was favourably impressed with

the young man's work. One day he strolled into the com-

posing room to have a look at him. He was shown a slight,

bearded, undersized young man standing on a board to

raise him to the height of his case.
"

I was not impressed
with him," Brooks wrote later,

"
and little dreamed that

there was a man who would one day win great fame as

little dreamed of it as no doubt he did."

After a little spell of waiting the wishcd-for opening
came. George was appointed reporter on the Times at

$30 a week. Then with surprising swiftness unexpected

promotion followed. In June ittb; Brooks resigned, and

George was offered his place as managing editor at $50
a week. Sudden advancements of this kind were common
in Californian journalism in the eighteen-sixties. George
held his new post for nearly a year. It was a comfortable

one. He was making more money than he had ever done

before, and ,he was gaining invaluable experience. But
ttte swell-headed young fellow was not content with this.

He demanded a rise in salary, and when it was refused,

resigned, though he had no alternative work in prospect.
Mrs. George's patience must almost have reached breaking-

( point. George, whose self-confidence had grown with the
'

rapidity of the prophet's gourd, thought he could have
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another newspaper job for the asking. He was sadly

disappointed. Nothing offered except the editorship of a

trumpery
"
rag," which George gave up after a few weeks

after a quarrel with the proprietor. Months elapsed
before he secured regular journalistic work, and his new

post was none of the best. Nugent, proprietor of the San
Francisco Herald, wished to secure admission to the As-
sociated Press, the agency through which most of the
Californian newspapers secured their eastern news. He
commissioned George to go East and conduct the necessary

negotiations. If admission was refused George was to try
to organize an independent news service. The transconti-

'

nental railway was not finished at this time, and George
crossed the plains in a

"
four-horse mud wagon."

"
I spent

many nights," lie related afterwards,
"

sitting at the driver's

side, and I was all the more impressed, therefore, when we
reached the railroad and got a sleeping-car. We had to

sleep two in a berth, however."
After a flying visit to his parents at Philadelphia, George

went on to New York and made formal application to the

Associated Press for the admission of the Herald. This,
after many vexatious delays, was refused, the other Cali-

fornian newspapers being unwilling to share their privileges
with a rival. Thereupon George set about organizing a

private news service. With the assistance of John Hasson,
one of his boyhood friends, he opened a Press bureau, first

at Philadelphia arid then at New York, and made an

arrangement by which he secured access to the special

dispatches of the New York Herald. These he telegraphed
to San Francisco across the wires of the Western Union

Company. Here a new difficulty arose. The rival Cali-

fornian papers persuaded the Western to raise its charges
to the Herald, while lowering them to the other users of

the service. George's fiery nature boiled over gt this unfair

treatment. He had a stormy interview with the vice-

president of the Western.
"

I told him in very plain terms," he wrote to Nugent,
" what

I thought of his company and how this operation would appear
to the public ; that it was meant to crush the

'

Herald
' and

would crush the
'

Herald
'

;
was meant to prevent any future
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opposition to the Associated Press and would do so until a
new line was built ; that they had virtually agreed to give a

monopoly of the news business to the Association for 40,000
dollars a year less than they were now getting ; that I could
not say what you would do, but that if it was my paper I

would issue my last number on the ist of May, declare that it

was killed by the Western Union Telegraph Company, who
had sold a monopoly to the other papers, till it with the history
of the whole transaction and print an immense edition which
1 would circulate all over the Union."

The vice-president answered with smooth words, but held
out no hope that the company would alter its decision.

Thereupon George resolved to carry out his threat of an

appeal to the public. He drew up a lengthy account of

what had happened, and sent it to the principal newspapers
in the eastern states; then he sat back and waited for

the explosion.
" You will hear thunder all around the

sky," he wrote to a friend,
"
notwithstanding the influence

of 'the Western Union and the; Associated Press." Never
was there a grosser miscalculation. Only one paper of

any importance published George's protest, and the public
remained quite unmoved by the recital of the wrongs of

the Herald. It was George's first disagreeable experience
of the impotence of the written word against the material

force of associated capital. Greatly discouraged and de-

jected, he returned to San Francisco.

There further disappointment awaited him. Nugent,
though he had been so ably served by his energetic lieu-

tenant, gave him a very cool reception, and refused to pay
up some arrears of salary and expenses until threatened
with a legal action. Disgusted with this shabby treatment,

George broke off his connection with the Herald. He
worked at odd jobs for a time, occasionally being driven

back to the Composing room, until he was appointed editor

of a small paper, the Transcript, published at Oakland,
across the bay. While at Oakland an incident occurred
which earned for him some publicity. One of the burning
questions of the hour in California was the problem of

Chinese labour. In this controversy George took the

popular side. Rather surprisingly fur one of his liberal
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views, he favoured the imposition of restrictions on Chinese

immigration. \Yhilc ho was in New York on the business
of the Herald he published a long article on the subject in

the New York Tribune, which caused a mild sensation, both
in the East and the West. In picturesque language George
explained to the New Yorkers the extent to which the
Celestials had penetrated every branch of economic life in

California.

"
Stand, say at Clay and Sansorne Streets, San Francisco,

about six in the afternoon and you will see long lines of China-
men coming from American workshops. Pass up Jackson,
Pacific or Dupont Streets into their quarter, and you may see
them at work on their own account. Beside the stall where
the Chinese butcher carves his varnished hog or makes mince-
meat of stewed fowl with a cleaver such as was used by his

fathers long before our Saviour sent the Devil into the swine,

you may see Chinamen running sewing-machines, rolling cigars
or working up tin with the latest Yankee appliances. In front
of the store window in which great clumsy paper clogs and
glistening anklets arc displayed, and through which you may
watch the bookkeeper casting up his accounts on an abacus
and entering them writh a brush from right to left in his ledger,
the Chinese cobbler sits half-soling and'

'

heel-tapping
' '

Meli-
can

'

boots. Underneath the liuddhist temple, a disciple of

Confucius mends the time-pieces oi the American Clock

Company and repairs Waltham watches. In the Mail Steam-
ship Company's office,, the Chinese clerk will answer your
inquiries in the best of English. And in one of the principal
drug-stores of Sacramento a Chinaman will put up a pre-
scription for you, or if your taste runs in that way, in a saloon
near by, a Chinaman will concoct lor you a mint julep or

whisky-cocktail ; while wherever y<m go, in hotel or boarding-
house, it is more than probable that hands better used to the

chop-stick than the fork prepared the food you eat, let it be
called by what high-sounding French phrase it may."

This invasion of cheap yellow labour, George insisted,
must of necessity bring down the level of wages on the
Pacific Slope.

"
It requires no argument to show that to take five dollars

a day from five men and to divide it again between them and
two more, would be a losing operation to the five."
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George was here appealing to the wages-fund theory of the

orthodox economists, according to which the amount of

capital earmarked for the payment of wages at any time
was a fixed amount, and any addition to the number of

workers among whom it had to be divided would necessarily

bring down the general rate.

Finally he dwelt at length on the threat to American
civilization if so utterly alien a race were allowed to settle

in large numbers in the United States.

" The Mongolians who are now coming among us on the
)ther side of the continent differ from our own race by as

strongly marked characteristics as do the negroes, while they
will not so readily fall into our ways as the negroes. . . . The
negro when brought to our country was a simple barbarian
with nothing to unlearn

;
the Chinese have a civilization and

history of their own ; a vanity which causes them to look
down on all other races, habits of thought rendered permanent
by being stamped upon countless generations. From present
appearances we shall have a permanent Chinese population
... a population born in China, reared in China, expecting
to return to China, living while here in a little China of its

own, and without the slightest attachment to the country
utter heathens, treacherous, sensual, cowardly and cruel."

This article gave great satisfaction to the anti-Chinese

party in California. It was reprinted in several papers,
and the Mechanics State Council, a working-class body,
issued it as a separate pamphlet. George ventured to send
a copy to John Stuart Mill, the leading economist at that

time of the English-speaking world, with whose standard
work he had made a cursory acquaintance while writing
the article. 1

Mill, writing from Avignon, courteously
acknowledged the communication.

.

"
Concerning the purely economic view of the subject, I

entirely agree with you," he wrote. . . . "That the Chinese

immigration if it attains great dimensions, must be economi-

cally injurious to the mass of the present population ; that it

1 "
I went to the Philadelphia library," said George,

"
looked over John

Stuart Mill's Political Economy, aud accepting his views without question,
based my article upon it."
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must diminish their wages and reduce them to a lower stage
of physical comfort and well-being, I have no manner of

doubt. . . .

"
But," he went on, with the facile optimism of the nine-

teenth-century liberal,
"
there is much also to be said on the

other side. Is it justifiable to assume that the character and
habits of the Chinese are insusceptible of improvement ? The
institutions of the United States are the most potent means
that have yet existed for spreading the most important elements
of civilization down to the poorest and most ignorant of the

labouring masses. If every Chinese child were compulsorily
brought under your school system, or under a still more
effective one if possible, and kept under it for a sufficients

number of years, would not the Chinese population be in time
raised to the level of the American ?

"

When this letter arrived George was editing the

Transcript at Oakland. He immediately published it

with an editorial underlining the admissions of the English
economist, but paying a warm tribute to him as a writer

and a philosopher. Mill's reputation was then at its height,
and the respect with which he treated the arguments of

the obscure Californian journalist was a useful advertise-

ment for George and helped to strengthen his position in

the newspaper world of the Pacific coast.

The publicity he acquired was profitable to him in

another way. It introduced him to the stage of politics.
The Democratic leaders in the State fixed their eyes on him
as a likely recruit. Since his adolescence George had been
a Republican. He had been a supporter of Lincoln and had
voted for General Grant at the election of 1868. But the

rapid deterioration of the Republican Party after the Civil

War and its degeneration into a tool of big business had

disgusted him, and he was now ready to welcome advances
from the opposite political camp. Thus when the managers
of the Democratic caucus in California offered him the

editorship of the Sacramento Reporter, the chief party
organ in the State, he at once accepted, and moved for the
third time to the State capital to take up his new duties.

The leader of the Californian Democrats was Governor

Haight, a man of character and ability, and like George, a

converted Republican. The State elections were drawing
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near, and Haight determined to make the railway question
the chief point in the Democratic programme. This was a

subject in which George had for long taken a keen interest.

Since he came to California he had followed closely the

growth of the great railway systems which were linking

up the Pacific with the East. He had stood in the crowd
at Sacramento in 1863 when the first shovelful of earth

was turned in the construction of the Central Pacific. He
had joined in the national rejoicings in 1869 when the

Central Pacific joined up with the Union Pacific at Ogden,
Utah, and the dream of a transcontinental railway was at

last realized. But all the time he was acutely conscious

of some of the drawbacks associated with the new form of

transport. In an early article,
" What the Railroad will

bring Us," he had predicted a fall in wages as a result of

uniting California with the East. And while in New York
in 1869 he had attacked Leland Stanford and other railway
barons in the columns of the Tribune :

"
So far as cheapening the cost of transportation is concerned,

the Pacific Railroad has as yet been of no advantage to the

people of the Pacific: coast, who have to pay just as much as,

and in some case-, more than, when they relied on horse or

ox flesh. There would be some excuse for this if the road had
been constructed by private means ;

but it has been and is

being built literally and absolutely by the money of the

people, receiving liberal aid from cities, counties and State of

California, as well as the immense gratuity of the general

government. . . .

" But minor grievances sink into insignificance when the

enormous political po\\er which these great Pai ific Railroad

corporations can wield is considered. The Central Pacific can
dictate to California, Nevada and Utah, and the Union Pacific

to the states and territories through which it passes more

completely than the Cainden and Arnboy dictated to New
Jersey, and each or both will be able to exert an almost

irresistible pressure upon Congress in any manner in which
their interests are involved. 1 don't know about the Union
Pacific, but the Central already influences conventions,

manages legislatures, and has its representatives in both
Houses at Washington. Arid it is already buying up other

corporations and bids fair to own the whole railroad system
of the Pacific."
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The irony of the situation, as George pointed out, was that
the railways had really been built by the public that was
being fleeced. The companies had received enormous
subsidies, 16,000 to 48,000 dollars for every mile of track,
as well as thousands of acres of free land on each side of

the railway line. Yet in return for all this generosity they
had set themselves systematically to bleed the community.
It was one of the most disgraceful ramps in American

history.
The Democrats proposed, if returned, to curb the power

of the railway barons, to reduce the swollen amount of their

dotations from the
public purse, and to give railway users

some protection against exploitation. The case against the

companies was so overwhelming that the party managers
looked forward confidently to a sweeping electoral victory.

George threw himself enthusiastically into the campaign.
He wrote powerful editorials in the Reporter ; he published
a pamphlet on the railway question which was circulated

as a party manifesto
;

lie stood as candidate for the State

legislature in one of the San Francisco districts. But

against the colossus of the Central Pacific the flood of

reason and argument broke helplessly. With unlimited

powers of corruption at their command, the directors faced
the contest without anxiety. The elections took place in

the autumn of 1871. On the morning of the polling day
George left his house in high spirits, anticipating a glorious

triumph for his party. He returned in the evening looking

slightly dashed, but with a twinkle of amusement in his

eye. His wife asked how the results had gone.
"
Why,"

he replied almost with a shout,
"
we haven't even elected

a constable !

"
The completeness of the disaster appealed

to his sense of humour. But it was no laughing matter for

him. Not only had his political ambitions received a de-

cisive check. He had lost his means of livelihood as well.

Following its usual methods, the Central Pacific had stepped
in and bought up the Sacramento Reporter. George, who
indignantly refused to conform to the new policy of the

paper, was promptly sacked. Once more he had learned

how impotent is the pen of the mere journalist against the

grosser weapons wielded by the power of capital.
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CHAPTER VI

THE GREAT DISCOVERY

WE now approach the period when George's thought or

social questions begins to mature and clarify. The drcarr

that had haunted his boyhood, the dream of great wealth

rapidly acquired, had long since dissolved in the chill}

atmosphere of real life. Short cuts to riches, he no\\

realized, were not for him. He was not of the stuff oj

which millionaires are made. Probably this discovery

strengthened his disposition to look with critical eyes or

the system which distributed the good things of this life

so unequally. Since his boyhood the great paradox oJ

modern society had always been present to his mind. Why
should deepening destitution follow every improvement in

wealth production ? Why should progress always be accom-

panied by poverty ? Why should wealth and want go hand
in hand? At intervals apparently trivial incidents had

pressed these questions on his attention. He could recall

the old printer in Philadelphia who told him that wages
were always high in new countries and low in old ones.

The boy had challenged this assertion as contrary to com-

mon sense, but on investigation had been compelled to

admit its truth, though neither he nor his informant could

think of any reason for it. Again, when he was on the

schooner op his way to the Fraser River, he got into a

discussion with some miners about Chinese immigrants.

"
I ventured to ask what harm thuv were doing here, if, as

these miners said, they were only working the cheap diggings.
' No harm now,' said an old miner,

'

but wages will not always
be so high as they are to-day in California. As the country
grows, as people come in, wages will go down, and some time
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or other, white men will be glad to get those diggings that the

Chinamen are now working."

These words rushed into his mind when he was sitting one

evening in the gallery of the theatre in San Francisco. A
new drop curtain had just fallen on which was painted what
was then an unrealized dream the overland express com-

ing into San Francisco. The audience sprang to their feet

and cheered. George shouted with the rest, but then he

began to reflect.

" What good is it going to be to men like me to those who
have nothing but their labour ? I saw that thought grow and

grow. We were all all of us, rich arid poor hoping for the

development of California, proud of her future greatness, look-

ing forward to the time when this great empire of the west
would count her population by millions. And underneath
it all came to me what that miner on the topsail schooner

going up to Fraser River had said.
' As the country grows, as

people come in, wages will go down.'
"

Some of these misgivings were expressed by George in the

article already referred to,
" What the Railroad will bring

Us." Yet, though lie clearly realized the- problem, the solu-

tion completely baffled him, until one momentous afternoon

an idea flashed into his mind like an inspiration from on

high. It was while he was editing the 'Iranscript at Oak-
land. He had taken up riding, and had gone off for a

canter on his little tan-coloured mustang. What followed

can be related in his own words :

" Absorbed in my thoughts, I had driven the horse into the
hills until he panted. Stopping for breath, 1 asked a passing
teamster for want of something better to say, what land was
worth there. He pointed to some cows grazing so far off that

they looked like niii e and said,
'

I don't know exactly, but
there is a man over there who will sell some land for a thousand'
dollars an acre.' Like a flash it came upon me that there was
the reason of advancing poverty with advancing wealth. With
the growth of population, land grows in value, and the men who
work it must pay more for the privilege. I turned back,
amidst quiet thought, to the perception that then came to me,
and has been with me ever since."
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It may seem a little surprising that this discovery should
have been so long delayed. In California, as in all new
countries, questions connected with the land were of the

deepest interest to the community. They formed the staple
of politics, and bulked largely in public discussion. Nearly
all the great fortunes in the State had been acquired by
gambling in land values. When George took his momentous
ride over the hills the proposal to extend the Central Pacific

line to Oakland had started a land boom in the neighbour-
hood. It was only one of many in the history of the State.

Of ways of making money in California, the least sure,
'

despite current belief, was gold mining. The exorbitant

charges made for the necessaries of life" in the mining dis-

tricts ate away the successful miner's gains. The safest

and most certain was land speculation. Every influx of

population pushed land values higher. In the early days
of San Francisco the arrival of a ship in the harbour often

doubled the price of lots in the centre of the town. The
land speculator had only to hold on long enough to get his

money returned to him a hundredfold. The San Francisco

palaces which covered the aristocratic slopes of Nob Hill

were not built by successful miners. They were the homes
of fortunate dealers in real estate.

For long George remained blind to the significance of

all this. The pattern of social as of physical facts is some-
times hard to discern.

"
There are pictures," wrote George

later in Progress and Povcrtv,
"
which though looked at

again and again, present only a confused labyrinth of lines

or scroll work a landscape, trees or something of the kind
until once the attention is called to the fact that those

things make up a fact or figure. This relation, once recog-

nized, is always afterwards clear." Something of the kind

had happened in his own case. For years he had studied

the facts of. social life without being able to disccn er the

oYder and unity beneath them. Now he realized their

connection with each other, their relation to a single great

principle. The cause of social disharmony stood plainly
revealed to the view. It was the private ownership of land.

For about a couple of years George kept turning this

idea over in his mind. Then in 1871 he resolved to give it
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to the world. While in the thick of the electoral campaign
against the railways he sat down and composed a little

pamphlet entitled Our Land and Land Policy. It was

George's first important publication. It contained the

germs of the philosophy he elaborated later in Progress and

Poverty.
This booklet, which has now a considerable scarcity

value, gave, to begin with, a clear explanation of the

significance of the frontier in American history, a subject
less well understood then than now. In the abundant free

land of the West the American system had a safety-valve
which preserved it from the crises and depressions of the

Old World. But the safety-valve was beginning to jam.
The country was filling up, and soon there would be no

unoccupied kind left. George hazarded the guess that about

1890 all the free land would be gone, a forecast that proved
astonishingly correct. This is the date usually accepted by
American historians as marking the end of the frontier. In
that year the Census Report stated :

"
The unsettled area

has been so broken into by isolated bodies of settlement

that there can hardly be said to be a frontier line." With
the disappearance of free land, George went on to explain,

private ownership of the soil would begin to exert its evil

influence. Already its effects were being felt in the older

settled districts where individuals and corporations (he
was thinking mainly of railway companies) had been allowed

to monopolize hundreds of thousands of acres, depriving
the private citizen of access to the great storehouse of

nature. W^hen landowner and landless man face each other,

only one result can follow. The landless man must pa}'
the landowner for permission to work. The bigger the

population and the keener the demand for the soil, the

higher the price that must be paid for it and the less the

labourer has left over for his own maintenance. Thus rent

and wages always move in opposite directions. In a new

country where land is plentiful and labour scarce, wages
are high and rent is low. The contrary prevails in an old

country where land is scarce and labour is plentiful. Here
we have the key to the great social enigma, the explanation

why progress and poverty are inseparable companions. As
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a country fills up, as the output of wealth increases, a

larger and larger share of the fruits of labour is absorbed

by the landowner. The monopolization of land is the
fundamental cause of low wages, poverty, and unemploy-
ment.
How is this social disease to be cured ? In the remedies

he proposed at this time, George was a little less radical

than he afterwards became. He advocated a tax on land,
but this tax was not to be a single tax, nor was it to absorb
the whole rent of the landowner. At this stage George was
not prepared to condemn private property in land outright.
Without it, he believed the soil could not be exploited

properly. But what he did denounce was land monopoly.
The ownership of the soil must be diffused, not concen-
trated. It must be in the hands of a large number of small

owners, not a small number of large owners. Taxes on
land would promote this. They would kill land speculation
and help to break up large landed properties. Incidentally,

they would relieve trade and industry from part of the

burden which the State placed on them. But that was less

important than their effect in diffusing land ownership and

giving the mass of the community free access to the soil.

Free land would raise wages, reduce poverty, and banish

unemployment.
How far is George's thesis original ? This question,

around which considerable controversy has raged, can be

briefly disposed of. In the sense of being entirely new,
neither George's diagnosis nor his remedy is original. The

charge that land monopoly was the root cause of povei i.y

and the proposal to cure it by land taxation had been

made by many earlier social thinkers. It is only necessary
to mention the French Physiocrats, the German Boden-

reformers, and English writers like Thomas Spence, William

Ogilvie, and Patrick Dove. But in the sense that it was
arrived at by independent thinking, without indebtedness

to any forerunner, George's thesis is his own. At this time

he had done little reading in economics, and he had certainly
never studied the obscure writers whom he was afterwards

accused of plagiarizing. As he himself said,
"

I was led to

think a good deal before I had a chance to do much read-
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ing/' In a further sense, George's claim to originality may
be sustained. He was the first to popularize the notion that
the land was the source of our social evils. In the writings
of his predecessors this idea was expressed, but it was buried
beneath masses of tedious verbiage. George placed it in the
clear light of day and revealed its significance to the world.

Rather unfairly, the charge of plagiarism followed him all

his life. He met it invariably with the same answer. If

other thinkers had arrived by a different road at the same
conclusion as himself, that was only additional testimony
to its truth. Thus when shortly after the publication of

Our Land and Land Policy a lawyer friend met him in the
street and told him that his ideas had been anticipated by
the French Physiocrats, he was not in the least discon-

certed. He accepted it as a piece of encouraging news.

"
I forget many things," he wrote afterwards,

"
but the

place where I heard this, and the tones and attitude of the man
who told me of it, are photographed on my memory. For when
you have seen a truth that those around you do not see, it is

one of the deepest of pleasures to hear of others who have
seen it. This is true even though those others wrerc dead years
before you were born."

Our Land and Land Policy did not attract much attention.

About a thousand copies were sold ; but the reviewers
were coldly critical, and the public showed no enthusiasm
for the new social philosophy. George decided that the
work must be done over again when he could find time to

survey the problem more thoroughly. For the moment,
the necessity of earning his daily bread left him no leisure

for connected thought on social problems.
Journalism was now George's proiession, so far as ho

had one, and at the end of 1871 he launched what was

probably the most successful of his many journalistic
ventures. With the aid of two printer friends he established

a little evening newspaper, the San Francisco Evening Post.

It was quite a small affair, a single sheet of four pages. But
it sold for a cent, which was a novelty in San Francisco,
and it specialized in spicy comment on current affairs.

The Post made a point of exposing every public scandal
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and voicing every popular grievance. The venality of

politicians, the graft of municipal administrators, the

corruption of the police, the mismanagement of public
institutions, the flagrant vice of the Chinese quarter all

these supplied George with plentiful material for pungent
editorials. The Post tirelessly lashed the legal authorities

who connived at breaches of the law, and the powerful or

wealthy criminals whom the laxity of the police allowed to

escape just punishment. On one occasion it succeeded in

bringing to justice a captain and mate by whose brutality
three members of their crew had been driven to commit
suicide. It gave George peculiar satisfaction to secure

justice for the common sailor, of whose sufferings he knew
something at first hand.

All this was not without risk. In San Francisco men
carried arms, and the hired assassin still plied his trade.

The journalist who attacked public abuses went with his

life in his hands.
" One editor was shot dead while 1 was

there," wrote Robert Louis Stevenson in 1879.
"
Another

walked the streets accompanied by a bravo, his guardian
angel." George disdained such protection. Unarmed, he

penetrated into yn industrial school with an evil reputation.
The superintendent, a great hulking brute, was waiting
for him at the gate with a pistol. George coolly stared the

ruffian in the eyes and pushed past. Another time, in his

office, he struck a man twice his size, the Iriend of a wealthy
murderer whom the Post was advising the mob to lynch.

Again, in a cafe, a friend of the chief of police, who^e de-

linquencies George was exposing, drew a revolver on him,
but fortunately a bystander struck up the barrel and the

shot which might have cut short a useful career was never

iircd.

All this notoriety helped to increase the circulation of

the Post, an/l it was gradually increased to the size of a

ifbrmal newspaper. Its finances, however, were still pre-

carious, and outside aid had to be invoked. A Nevada

senator, Jones by name, was persuaded to put $48,000
into the enterprise. At once the .sanguine editor began

making plans for a morning daily and an illustrated Sunday
'

newspaper. But all these schemes were knocked on the
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head when Jones suddenly demanded his money back. The
Post was in no position to pay, and the only solution was to

surrender the paper in satisfaction of the debt. George,

hot-tempered as usual, proposed scuttling the Post rather

than let Jones have it, but he was overruled by his more
cautious partners. At the close of 1875 he found himself
once more at a loose end.

At this juncture his political connection came in useful.

He had retained his membership of the Democratic Party,
had served as a member of the Californian delegation at

the National Convention at Baltimore, and had done much
to secure the return of the Democratic candidate for the

governorship at the Californian State elections of 1875.
This gave him a claim on the good offices of the party, and
when his connection with the Post came to an end he

applied to the new governor for some public: office which
would leave him leisure for thinking and writing. His

request was granted. In January 1876 he was appointed
State Inspector of Gas Meters.

This rather curious office had been instituted for the

protection of gas consumers. It was the inspector's duty
to test all gas meters throughout the State and see that

they registered properly. The procedure was simple. A
measured quantity of air was forced through each meter,
and a small brass seal was affixed to those that satisfied

the test. The inspector received no regular salary, but he

charged a small fee for each meter tested. During the next
few years George travelled a good deal up and down the
State in discharge of his duties.

For some time his family life had been interrupted.
When he went East on Nugent 's business he sent his wife

and children to his parents in Philadelphia, and there they
remained until the improvement in his material circum-
stances following the success of the Post allqwed him to

bring them back to California. This was not until 1873.
A daughter, Jennie, had been born in 1867 ; the youngest
child, Anna, was born ten years later. Back in San Fran-
cisco the Georges moved from house to house, the nomadic
habit being deeply ingrained in them. Want, it must be

confessed, was never far away from this unfortunate
'
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family. For this the careless temperament of the father

must 'bear the chief blame. George simply did not know the

meaning of economy. Whenever he found himself in

possession of a little surplus cash he could not keep it.

He would
"
blow

"
it on some luxury like horse riding, or

put it into mining shares with the usual result. Thus there

was never much comfort in the George home. The family
house was pen orally an inconvenient one. The rooms were

only partially furnished. Mrs. George had to do the house-

work with her own hands. The children enjoyed few of the

advantages of a middle-class home. They were educated
at free schools and taken away at an early age. Neverthe-
less no murmur of complaint ever reached ihe ears of the
head of the household. Like many a wilful son, George was
a stern father, and the family discipline was perfect." From either parent," records the eldest son,

"
a request

was a command, with corporal punishment swiftly follow-

ing delay or delinquency." Over his wife George had long
since established a complete ascendancy. There is a re-

vealing sentence in one of his letters to her which sheds a

flood of light on their relations :

"
I always have felt towards you a good deal as Abclard

must have felt Awards Ileloisc as though you were my pupil
as well as my wife."

Yet despite his hot temper and authoritarian disposition

George knew how to secure the affection of his dependents.
Such men usually do. To his wife, when away from home,
he wrote tender little love letters, with sentiments like the

following :

" You arc to me prettier, more loving and more tempting
than when you were a little delicate slip of a girl."

And with his children he practised all the arts that endear

grown-ups to youngsters.

"
There was an utter absence of anything that was stiff or

pompous," writes his son.
" He could work with his boys

over a toy boat in the yard, and then go and help sail it
;
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unbend to his older girl and talk doll and party until her eyes
shone

; sing and
'

coo '

to the new baby and call her
'

Sun-
shine.'

"

In the evenings he read aloud to the family, especially

poetry, for which he and his wife had retained a taste since

their courtship days. The children were encouraged to

listen, and for this purpose they were excused home lessons,

George holding that the regular school hours were long
enough. If visitors came, the children were allowed to sit

up and listen to the general conversation. The son-biog-

rapher records the result with obvious satisfaction :

" The children might constantly fail in the school lessons

they were expected to study at home, but if asked could recite
from Tennyson, Browning or Macaulay, had heard of the buried
cities of Egypt and Yucatan, and in their own way could talk
about the rotation of crops, the forms of water or the nebular

hypothesis."

During these years George continued loyal to the Demo-
cratic Party, and placed his services at its dispo.sal when-
ever needed, lie worked actively for Tilden, the Demo-
cratic candidate at the presidential election of 1X76. This
seems to have been the first time when he succeeded in

impressing his fellow-citizens with his powers of speech.
The Democratic caucus recognized his abilities as an orator,
chose him to stump the State, and circulated one of his

speeches as a campaign document. Tilden was beaten by
a small majority, but George was perfectly satisfied with
his own achievements in the fight. To his mother he
wrote :

"
Personally what I accomplished was very gratifying. 1

have shoun that I could make, myself felt without a news-

paper and shown that 1 possessed other ability 'than that of
the pen. T always felt that 1 possessed the requisites for a
first class speaker. If I live I shall make myself known, even
in Philadelphia. I aim high."

Obviously his ambition was spreading its wings.
About this time his fellow-citizens began to take a little
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more notice of him, and he was chosen to officiate at one
or two public functions in San Francisco, His growing
reputation as a speaker led to his being selected as orator

at the Independence Day celebrations of 1877. George
delivered a striking address on

"
The American Republic,"

concluding with a dithyramb in praise of liberty, of which
he thought so highly that he reproduced most of it in

Progress and Poverty (bk. x., chap. 5). It has since been

reprinted in several American prose anthologies. But the

large audience packed into the San Francisco theatre on a

sultry July afternoon was in no mood to appreciate George's
-rhetorical periods. They found the speech too long, and
a jaded reporter took his revenge next day by stating

caustically :

"
The gas measurer kindly spoke for several

hours on the goddess of liberty and other school-reader

topics." An equal failure to impress his audience attended

George's efforts to explain to the teachers and students

of the University of California the true nature of political

economy. There was a proposal about this time to

establish a chair of economics, and George's name was
mentioned as a possible nominee, his previous studies and

writings making him probably as well qualified to teach

the subject as any one else on the Pacific coast. He was
invited to lecture before the University at Berkeley. But
what chances he had he completely destroyed by the line

he took in his address. Not content with attacking the

orthodox economists for their verbal hair-splitting and their

indifference to social problems, he went on to criticize the

education usually given in universities.

" A monkey with a microscope, a mule packing a library,
are fit emblems of the men and unfortunately they are plenty
who pass through the whole educational machinery and come

out but learned fools crammed with knowledge which they
cannot use.''

This criticism may have been just, but it was neither the

time nor the place to give it expiossion, and it is not sur-

prising that George did not get the appointment. He was

disappointed. He told his wife that there was no title in
' the world he cared to have save that of professor. N> little
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do men sometimes realize their proper vocation. But he

soon got over his disappointment, and addressed himself

to the long-delayed task of developing the ideas he had
sketched in Our Land and Land Policy. On September 18,

1877, his diary contains the brief but significant entry :

" Commenced Progress and Poverty."



CHAPTER VII

"
PROGRESS AND POVERTY

"

THE writing of Progress and Poverty occupied George during
'the eighteen months from September 1877 to March 1879.
The external incidents of his life during this period were
few and unimportant. He lectured from time to time.
He addressed the Young Men's Hebrew Association on
"
Moses," painting a glowing picture of the great Jewish

lawgiver, and eulogizing his provision for a jubilee redis-

tribution of land which cut at the root of monopoly. This
later became one of his most popular lectures, and was

frequently redeiivered in after years. He also attended
the meetings of the Land Reform League, which had been
founded by a small group of journalists and lawyers
interested in his ideas and anxious to spread a knowledge
of them. Under the auspices of the League, George spoke
in the Metropolitan Temple on

"
Why Work is Scarce,

Wages Low, and Labour Restless." 'Die meeting was
intended to be the hrst of a series in favour of land reform.

But the great hall was half empty, and the enthusiasm of

the audience tepid. The press treated the movement with

contempt, and the campaign fizzled out.

In 1879 George made another excursion into the political
field. The Californian legislature had decided on a re-

vision of the State constitution. George offered himself as

& candidate to the special convention to be elected for

this purpose. This time his chances were good. He had
the Democratic nomination. And his anti-Chinese articles

commended him to the Californian Working-men's Party,
whose leader Dennis Kearney, drayman and demagogue,
was then at the height of his influence. George, however,
took a high line regarding the independence of candidates,
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and when asked at a meeting whether he subscribed to the

programme of the Working-men's Party, shouted an

indignant
"
No." His reply was received with a storm of

hisses. Kearney at once struck him off his list of candidates

and his chances were gone. A little more pliability would
have saved him. Nearly all Kearney's men were elected.

But George was constitutionally indisposed to compromise.
He went to the poll and did better than the other Demo-
cratic candidates. But he was not elected.

A light purse, says the Arabian proverb, makes a heavy
heart, and George's despondency at this time was deepened
by financial troubles. The income from the gas inspector-*

ship had fallen away to nothing. George had tested nearly
all the available gas meters in California. Writing and

lecturing brought in a little, but not sufficient to meet the

deficit in the household budget. George was driven to

borrow from his friends. He started the year 1878 in debt

to the tune of 8450, and shortly afterwards was compelled
to pawn his watch to raise some ready money. In these

distressing circumstances, harassed by duns and tormented

by worldly cares, George wrote the book that made him
famous.
Most of it was composed in a house in First Street, near

the harbour. For his study George had a comfortable

three-windowed room with a fine view of the bay. Furniture

as usual was scarce, but the walls were lined with the eight
hundred volumes he had managed to collect since his

marriage. Here day after day he wrestled with the diffi-

culties of the written word. His son lias left a pleasant

picture of him at work :

"
Entering his library, one might witness the author, slightly

inclined over an ample* table in the centre of the room, writing
on his book. Perhaps wearing a little house jacket, he sat,

one hand holding the paper, the other moving a so It gold pen
over it. And as he roused at sound of your entrance ana
turned and sank back, with one arm still on the table, the
other thrown over the back of his chair, he raised a countenance
not to be forgotten a slight smile on the lips, a glow in the

cheeks, tense thought in the brow and a gleam in the deep
blue eyes that looked straight through and beyond you, as if

to rest on the world of visions of the pure in heart."
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To one of George's nervous temperament, prolonged
sedentary labour was a trial. But by sheer force of will he

kept himself at his task. He rose each morning at seven
and had a cold bath. After breakfast he smoked a cigar,
scanned the newspapers, and read some poetry to refresh

his mind. Then he retired to his study and applied himself
to the labours of the day. Most of his reading and thinking
he did reclining on a couch, a favourite position of his, but
sometimes under the stress of intellectual excitement he
would jump to liis feet and pace up and down the room.
As a reader, he practised the art of skimming, so invaluable

to the intellectual worker, and in this way he was able to

tear the heart out of many volumes. Fur the first time he
went systematically through the classics of the orthodox

political economy, and made himself familiar with the great

principles of the science. The labour of composition cost

him much effort. He found it hard to shake oil the de-

sultory habits of the journalist. But as a. writer he did not

spare himself. Unremittingly he applied the labour of the

file. He polished and repolished. He wrote and rewrote.

Portions of the manuscript were circulated among the

members of the Land Reform League, and their criticisms

were carefully weighed and considered. For help of this

kind George was indebted most of all to his closest friend

in California, Dr. Edward Taylor, a lawyer whose acquaint-
ance he had made during the Haight campaign. Taylor
read all the manuscript, and all the proofs when the book
was printed. On the flyleaf of his complimentary copy

George wrote that it was presented
"

in token of feelings

which it could but poorly symbolize were it covered with

gold and crusted with diamonds."
As the work progressed George became convinced that he

was writing a book that would make history. He had

always regarded his task as a religious mission. Years

before, he had resolved to dedicate himself to the service

of mankind.
"
Once," he wrote in an intimate letter,

"
in daylight and in

a city street, there came to me a thought, a vision, a call-

give it what name you please. But every nerve quivered.
And there and then I made a vow. Through evil and through
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good, whatever I have done and whatever I have left undone,
to that I have been true. It was that that impelled me to
write Progress and Poverty.''

The incident to which George referred occurred in New
York in 1869. His conversion was as sudden as that of

St. Paul's on the road to Damascus, and like the great

apostle he was not disobedient to the heavenly vision. He
felt he had a truth to reveal, a gospel to preach, a way of

salvation to make plain. It had been reserved for him to

lead his fellow-men out of economic bondage, and in Progress
and Poverty he was tracing the route to the Promised Land.
The thought went to his brain. In a mood of growing
exaltation he brought the work to a conclusion, and when
it was finished his excitement was almost uncontrollable.

On a March evening, at midnight, he wrote the last lines

in the solitude of his study. Deep waves of emotion

swept over him, till at last his nerves snapped beneath
the strain. Throwing himself on his knees, he buried his

head in his hands, and the grown man sobbed and wept
like a child.

The issue of George's travail was that rare thing in the

publishing world, an economic best-seller. vSince its publi-
cation over two million copies of Progress and Poverly have
been sold, and it has been translated into at least a dozen

languages. It owed this unprecedented success to the

vigour of its style, the clearness of its exposition, and the
attractiveness of its message. The "

rhetorical con-

fectionery
"
which Huxley declared to be the chief blemish

of the book did not detract from its popularity. George,
it is true, carried into his writing some of the tricks and
artifices of the public speaker. Like Burke, he was an
orator with a pen in his hand. His purple passages are
better suited to the platform than to the cqld pages of

print. But the majority of his readers were not sufficiently
instructed to detect these lapses from taste, or if they did,

readily forgave them in consideration of the ease and

lucidity with which George made plain the abstruse truths
of economics. In this respect Progress and Poverty set a
new fashion. It was one of the earliest and best popu-

'
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larizers of political economy. It made the dismal science

interesting, rescued it from the charge of being a mere

gospel of despair, and brought it from the study and
the lecture-room into the street and the market-place.
George's services in this connection have rarely received
from professional economists the recognition which they
deserve.

At the same time, Progress and Poverty has its faults.

The order of exposition leaves something to be desired.

Somewhat pedantically, George set off by considering and

refuting explanations of poverty opposed to his own. Thus
the impatient reader is led through page after page on
Malthusianism and the Wages Fund Theory before he
reaches the kernel of the book and learns what George is

really after. This was running a serious risk. So few
authors are read after their first chapter. A more prudent
writer would have put the original part of the book under
the reader's nose, and not left him to discover it after a

weary journey through a wilderness strewn with the bones
of dead economic theories.

Another defect of the book is its length. The vice of

George's stylo was prolixity. He did not always realize

the difference between the written and the spoken word.

Moreover, he had the rationalist's ambition to leave noth-

ing unexplained.
"
The art of writing/' said Montesquieu,

"
is to skip the intermediate ideas." George never acquired

the invaluable tact of omission. The book contains much
irrelevant matter. It was hardly necessary to introduce

:hapters on the theory of human progress and the ethics

:>f conduct into what was primarily an economic treatise.

He had given his readers quite enough to think about

without bemusing them with these hoary problems.
The object of ^Progress and Poverty was to prove, by an

ippeal to,the principles of economic science, the thesis

already asserted in Our Land and Land Policy ; namely,
that

"
land being necessary to labour and being reduced to

private ownership, every increase in the productive power
:>f labour increases rent the price that labour must pay
for the opportunity to utilize its powers ; thus all the

idvantages gained by the march of progress go to the
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owners of land, and wages do not increase.'
1 1 This con-

tention had been little more than stated in Our Land and
Land Policy. It was now to be buttressed by an exposition
of the laws of political economy. The real significance of

these laws had escaped the professional economists. They,

simple men, had believed that their science justified the

existing order. They were to be roughly disillusioned.

Like Marx, George turned the guns of the classical economy
on the fortress they were supposed to defend. Like Marx,
he marched against the established order over the imposing
bridge of the Ricardian economics. And like Marx, he

found that the weapons which he wrested from the

champions of capitalism broke in his hands.

The theory of Progress and Poverty takes as its starting-

point the Ricardian law of rent, according to which
"
the

rent of land is determined by the excess of its produce over

that which the same application can secure from the least

productive land in use." 2 Thus if in .1 country there

are two qualities of land, A and B, and if it costs 2os. to

raise a bushel of wheat on B and only 15$. on A, then

farms on A will earn a surplus of 5s. a bushel. But the

farmers will not be allowed to retain thK It will be

collared by the landowner. If there is competition for

farms on A land, then fanners bidding against each other

will offer higher and higher rents until the \vhole surplus
has been transferred to the landlord. According to Ricardo,
the surplus is the rent. If an acre of A land produces
20 bushels of wheat, then the rent is 5 per acre. B land

pays no rent, because it earns no surplus. Ricardo was

wrong here, but George did not detect the error. To his

own undoing, he followed blindly in the footsteps of the

classical economist. Rent, then, is determined by the

margin of cultivation. If population increases in our

hypothetical country and inferior land C has to l>e ploughed t

up, where it costs 255. to raise a bushel of wheat, then the'

price must rise to 258. and B land will earn a surplus of

5s. a bushel, while the surplus on A land will rise to los. a

bushel. Thus increasing population pushes out the margin
1
Progress and Poverty (52nd Anniversary Edition), p. 201.

1
Ibid., p. 121.
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of cultivation and swells the rent of the landowner. This,
said George, has

"
the self-evident character of a geometric

axiom." *

Next, parting company here with Ricardo, George tried

to prove that the margin of cultivation fixed not only rent

but wages, profits, and interest as well; in other words,
it determined the distribution of the whole national income.

First, as regards wages. The labourer's remuneration is

fixed by what he can earn on land to which he has access

without paying rent
;

that is, on land on the margin of

cultivation. As the margin extends to inferior lands, wages
must fall. They therefore move in the opposite direction

to rent. The labourer in a modern indu.--.rial community
may well ask where is the free land to which he has access.

To George the unreality of this hypothesis was concealed

by the fact that in the America of 'his time land could still

be had for nothing if the industrial worker was prepared
to travel some hundreds or thousands of miles to it from
his factory. Next, as regards profits. George solved this

problem in a simple way. Profits are merely the em-

ployer's wages, his wages of superintendence. They differ

in degree but not in kind from the worker's earnings, and

therefore, like them, they are determined by the margin of

cultivation. In this summary fashion he reconciled the

interests of capital and labour, and disposed of the theory
of the class war. The question of interest was a harder

nut to crack. George's explanation of it is one of the most

curious pieces of reasoning in the book. Briefly, his theory
is that interest is paid because some forms of wealth have

reproductive power. If 1 buy a herd of cattle, 1 will prob-

ably have more cattle after twelve months than when T

began. But if 1 buy a steam hammer it will not produce a

brood of little steam hammers. Why then should capital

invested in, steam hammers earn interest ? Because, says

George, wealth is interchangeable. If I have 1,000, 1 can

buy either steam hammers or cattle, but I will not buy
steam hammers unless 1 can get as big a return on my
money as if 1 had bought cattle. Therefore the owners of

reproductive capital must sacrifice some of their surplus in

1
Progress and Poverty (52nd Anniversary Edition), p. IZL.
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order that the owners of dead capital may receive an
income. Why ? George does not explain, except to say
that in some mysterious way there is a general averaging
out of benefits so that the owners of reproductive capital

get less than they should and the owners of dead capital

get more. Apparently, this takes place like the averaging
out of profits in Marx's theory

"
behind the backs of the

producers." George does not condescend to details. But
he regards this as a satisfactory explanation why all kinds
of capital, unproductive as well as reproductive, earn
interest. He does not stop here. Capital, he alleges, is the

product of labour. It is stored up labour, so to speak .

And so interest is just another form of wages, and like

wages, is determined by the margin of cultivation.

George, then, lias done what he set out to do. He has

proved the identity of interest of labourers, employers,
and capitalists. Their remuneration is in every case a
reward of effort, and in every case they are robbed by the

landowner.

" The wealth produced in every community is divided into
two parts by what may be called the rent line, which is fixed

by the margin of cultivation, or the return which labour and
capital could obtain from such natural opportunities as are free

to them without the payment of rent. From the part of the

produce below this line, wages and interest must be paid. All
that is above goes to the owners of land." l

It follows that, as population increases and the margin of

cultivation shoots out, rent rises but wages, profits, and
interest fall. Labour and capital are not antagonists.

They are partners in affliction.

" The Boston collar manufacturer who pays his girls two
cents an hour may commiserate their condition^ but he, as

they, is governed by the law of competition, and cannot pay
'

-

more and carry on his business." 2

It is the landlord not the capitalist who is the enemy.

1

Progress and Poverty (sand Anniversary Edition), pp. 123-24. ,

1
Ibid., pp. 253-54.
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The nineteenth century was an age of invention. Did
improvements in production and the cheapening of goods
not ease the lot of the labourer ? George says

" No." In-

ventions merely increase the demand for land and send up
rent. It is true that, theoretically, the extension of the

margin may sometimes be less than the increase in pro-
ductive power, and in that case the benefits of improvement
will be shared between landowner and labourer. But this

will seldom happen because of land speculation. Specu-
lators hold up land for a rise, and thus the margin of

cultivation is carried past good land to inferior land.

-Rents are artificially raised and wages artificially decreased.

Incidentally, this is the cause of indusiiial depressions.

Employers and labourers, disgusted by the fall in their

remuneration, cease to produce, and the depression does not

lift until the normal rent line and the speculative rent line

come together again.

George's analysis is now complete. The cause of poverty
is rent, which sucks up like a sponge the wealth produced
by the industrious classes.

"
It is not from the produce of the past that rent is drawn ;

it is from the produce of the present. It is a toll levied on
labour constantly and continuously. Every blow of the

hammer, every stroke of the pick, every thrust of the shuttle,

every throb of the steam-engine, pay it tribute. It levies

upon the earnings of the men who, deep underground, risk

their lives, and oi those who over white surges hang to reeling
masts ; it claims the just reward of the capitalist and the

fruits of the inventor's patient effort ;
it takes little children

from play and from school, and compels them to work before

their bones are hard or their muscles arc hrm ;
it robs the

shivering of warmth
;
the hungry of food ; the sick of medicine ;

the anxious of peace. It debases and embrutes and embitters.

It crowds families of eight and ten into a single squalid room ;

it herds
lil^e

swine agricultural gangs of boys and girls ; it

fills the giri palace and groggery with those who have no
comfort in their homes ;

it makes lads who might be useful

men candidates for prisons and penitentiaries ;
it nils brothels

with girls who might have known the pure joy of motherhood ;

it sends greed and all evil passions prowling through society
as a hard winter drives the wolves to the abodes of men ; it

darkens faith in the human soul, and across the reflection of a
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just and merciful Creator draws the veil of a hard and blind
and cruel fate." 1

Having discovered the cause of poverty, the remedy is

obvious.

"
Poverty deepens as wealth increases, mid wages are forced

down while productive power grows, because land, which is

the source of all wealth and the field of all labour, is

monopolized. To extirpate poverty, to make \\agcs what

justice commands they should be, the full earnings of the

labourer, we must therefore substitute for the individual

ownership of land a common ownership. Nothing else \\iU

go to the cause of the evil in nothing else is there the slightest

hope."
2

How is this remedy to be applied ? To begin with, are

the dispossessed landowners to be compensated ?
"
No,"

said George, and that for two reasons. First, private

property in land is a social evil comparable to slavery and
has no moral claim to compensation. Second, to indemnify
the landowner would mean perpetuating the evil which it

is sought to abolish.

" To buy up individual property rights would merely be to

give the landholders in another form a claim ot the same
kind and amount that their possession of land now gives
them; it would be to raise for them by tax, it ion the same
proportion of the earnings of labour and capital that they
are now enabled to appropriate by rent." 3

In George's view the landlords absorb all the surplus
wealth of society. It would therefore be clearly impracti-
cable to compensate them in the proper sense of the word
without perpetuating the spoliation of the other classes

of society.
One practical difficulty is thus cleared out of the way.

The expropriation of the landlords will cost the State

nothing. Now we approach the most original and ingeni-
ous part of George's scheme. The destruction of private

1 Progress and Poverty (52nd Anniversary Edition), p. 2$<).
1
Ibid., p. 234.

*
Ibid., p. 256.
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property in land had hitherto seemed necessarily to involve

some scheme of land nationalization, with a State depart-
ment managing the land and a host of administrative diffi-

culties. Nothing of this would be necessary, said George.
Let the government levy a hundred per cent.' tax upon rent,

and the landowners' sponge would be squeezed dry into the

coffers of the State. The wealth of which society is unjustly

deprived would be restored to it. Such a tax would yield
so large a revenue that other taxes could he dispensed with.

It would then become a single tax, payable only by land-

owners, and trade and industry would be relieved from

heavy burden. Exploitation would become impossible.
There would be no opportunity to draw an income without

working for it. Poverty and social injustice would disap-

pear from modern civilization.

Where is the weak link in this chain of reasoning ? It

is in the assumption that land is the only form of wealth

that can be monopolized. What about capital ? Capital
is scarce as well as land, and the capitalist is a monopolist.
Interest is the toll that he levies on producers. The em-

ployer too is a monopolist, because he owns or controls that

scarce commodity, capital, without which modern industry
could not be earned on. His profits represent more than

the wages of superintendence. If they did not, few em-

ployers would care to continue in business. The pre-

sumption that labour and capital have exactly the same

interests is utteiiy false, as the records of industrial war-

fare abundantly" piove. The rcductio ad absurdurn of

George's theory, of course, is the conclusion to which it

logically leads, "that only landowners can become rich men.

What of the Vandi-rbilts, Carnegies, and Rockefellers?

What of the millions made out of steel and oil, railways and

steamships? George could hardly deny that there weie

sources of great fortune s other than land. He remembered

how the California!! railways had bled the community. But

lie assumed that such monopolistic enterprises were few

and could be taken over easily by the State. He did not

realize that he was living in a society honeycombed with

monopoly. He did not foresee that the trusts were about

to become the masters oi America.
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George's diagnosis and remedy are both far too simplist.
But it was their simplicity which made them so captivating.
The establishment of social justice seems to most people a

formidable, almost an impossible task. George made it a

mere matter of taxational reform. The social machine
need not be taken to pieces and put together again. All

that was necessary was a little tinkering, like the pulling
over of a lever or the adjustment of a carburettor. By a

simple fiscal device, all the benefits ot socialism could be
obtained without bloodshed, without civil tumult, without
the risks that attend the uprooting of superannuated social

systems.

"
Destroy this monopoly (in land)," said George,

" and

competition could only exist to accomplish the end which

co-operation aims at to give to each what he fairly earns.

Destroy this monopoly and industry must become a co-opera-
tion of equals."

T

Is it any wonder that such a doctrine made converts ? Is

it any wonder that its author regarded himself as a social

prophet ?

" On the night on which 1 finished the final chapter of

Progress and Poverty," wrote George towards the end of his

life,
"

I felt that the talent entrusted to me had been accounted
for felt more fully satisfied, more deeply grateful than if all

the kingdoms of the earth had been laid at my feet." a

This was the tragedy of George's life. He pursued a
chimera. He thought he saw from afar the shining steeples
of a fair city. He never realized that he was gazing on the
unsubstantial creations of his own brain.

1 Progress and Poverty (52110! Anniversary Edition), p. 227.
1 Prelace to the Science of Political Economy.



CHAPTER VIII

NEW YORK

THE mood of elation in which Progress and Poverty was
finished quickly evaporated when George began to hunt for

a publisher. The first he tried was Appleton of New York.
The manuscript came back with a polite rejection-slip.

" We have read your manuscript on political economy. It
has the merit of being written with great clearness and force,
but is very aggressive. There is verv little to encourage the

publication of any such work at this time, and we feel we must
decline it."

Harper and Scribner were next applied to, but neither
would touch the book. George wrote to the few friends he
had in New York, and they personally interviewed pub-
lisher after publisher, but without success. At this time
there was very little demand in America for works on

political economy, except as university or college text-

books, and obviously Progress and Poverty was not a text-

book. George began to think his book would never see
the light. In despair he resolved to publish it at his own
expense. He had no money, but he had a printer friend,
William Hinton, formerly his partner on the Evening Post.

Hinton consented to set up the book and to take payment
when George was ready. On I7th May the work was
begun, and,George's diary for that day contaj

" ~~~"

" Commenced to set type on book. Sct^

""

myself."
While the book was passing throug

gave the manuscript a thorough revi

order of the chapters, and inserted so|
By the autumn of 1879 the work
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first edition of Progress and Poverty appeared. Five hun-
dred copies were printed off. George sent one of them to

his aged father in Philadelphia, and wrote confidently :

"It is with a deep feeling of gratitude to Our Father in

Heaven that I send you a printed copy of this book. ... It

represents a great deal of work and a good deal of sacrifice,

but now it is done. Tt will not be recognized at first -maybe
not for some time but it will ultimately be considered a great
book, will be published in both hemispheres, and be translated

in different languages
1

. This I know, though neither of us may
ever see it here."

The part of this prophesy which predicted the early

neglect of the book seemed likely to be amply realized.

The reviews in the Californian papers were cool and inap-

preciative, arid tlu> sales were moderate. George's journal-
istic rivals thought it "a damned piece of audacity that

Harry George should write a book at all," and they agreed
with the reviewer of the Alia California who declared that

it would be
"
dropped out of view in a short time as a

blunder of a mind more active than wise." George relates

how General Beale, a large ranch-owner, expressed to him
the intellectual pleasure with which he had read Progress
and Poverty.

"
This he said, he had felt at liberty to enjoy, for to speak

with the freedom of philosophic frankness, lie was certain my
work would never be heard of by those whom 1 wished it to

affect."

On the other hand, courteous notes came from some of the

notabilities to whom George sent presentation copies.

Gladstone acknowledged receipt of the bonk on one of his

postcards. Sir George Grey, the great British proconsul
and land reformer, wrote from New Zealand :

"
I have already read a large part of the book! ... It has .

cheered me much to find that there is so able a man working
in California upon subjects on which I believe the whole future

of mankind now mainly hangs."

One thing the author's edition did achieve. It secured

for the book a New York publisher. Appleton wrote that '
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they would bring out an edition if the plates prepared by
Hinton were placed at their disposal George gladly con-

sented, and after a little delay the New York edition

appeared, with a dedication
"
to those who, seeing the vice

and misery that spring from the unequal distribution of

wealth and privilege, feel the possibility of a higher social

state and would strive for its attainment." Now that the

book was circulating in the East, George's hopes began to

rise, but his optimism was dashed when Appleton reported
that the sales were mediocre, and that they had failed to

persuade any English publisher to buy the English rights.

.This was most disheartening, but George's faith in his work
remained unshaken.

"
Tt is the most important contribution to the science of

political economy yet iiiucle," lie wrote to a friend.
" On their

o\\n ground and with their own weapons, I have utterly broken
down the whole structure of the current political economy.
. . . The professors will first ignore, then pooh-pooh, and then

try to hold the shattered fragments of their theories together ;

but this book opens the discussion along lines on which they
cannot make a successful defence."

Illness and pmertv combined to darken his existence at

this time, lie salicred from biliousness and bladder trouble,

brought on by anxiety and overwork. Financially, he was
in very low water. The sale of the author's edition had not
met the expenses of printing. George was in debt to Hinton
and others. The New York edition was earning very little

in the way of royalties. And for the last two years the

gas inspectorship had brought in practically nothing.
Now, even this slender source of income was cut off. In

January 1880 a Republican governor took oflice and dis-

missed George from his post. An attempt to start a small

weekly paper ended in failure, and George came to the

despairing conclusion that he had exhausted all the means
of earning a livelihood in California. In the circumstances
he began to look East, as formerly he had looked West.
On his former visit to New York he had made a few journal-
istic friendships, and had maintained relations in particular
with John Russell Young of the Tribune and Charles
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Nordhoff of the Herald. To these he now wrote for helj
and advice. Both replied encouragingly, promising to dc

what they could to get him a position on a New York news-

paper, and Young considerately offered to lend him his

fare to New York. After some hesitation George took the

plunge. In the summer of 1880 he burnt his boats and sel

out for the East. He could not take his family with him
he had no money to pay their fare ; and he had to do the

long railway journey in the uncomfortable third-class can
of the Continental express. But the change of scene and
the prospect of a new career restored the buoyancy of his

spirits, and when the train stopped to coal at Winnemucca
he sent back a cheerful letter to a friend :

'

1 am enjoying the trip and am full of hope. The spell is

broken and 1 have taken a new start."

The New York which George entered on an August day
of 1880 was a city of over a million inhabitants, with no
statue of Liberty and no skyscrapers. The elevated rail-

way was only a few years old, and the suspension bridge to

Brooklyn was still in course of construction. Years of

municipal corruption had deprived the second richest city
in the world of many of the ordinary conveniences of life.

The public services were neglected. Over the ill-paved
streets the carriages rocked like ships on a stormy sea,

and along the side-walks domestic ash-barrels scattered

filth and odours till late in the day. The contrast of luxury
and squalor was typical of the Empire City. Wealth and

poverty rubbed shoulders daily in its streets. From the

palatial marble residences of the upper town it was only a
short walk to the teeming tenements of the East Side,
where stalwart Irish policemen, armed with cruel batons,

kept order among a swarming population of aliens. Farther

south, in the business quarter, the pedestrian walked be-

neath meshes of wires over networks of tram-lines, and his

ears were assailed by a hideous medley of noises the

rumble of wheels, the jangling of tram bells, the piercing
shrieks of ferry-boat whistles. Already, twenty years
before 0. Henry gave it the name, New York was Noisy-
vttle on the Hudson. The thunder of its traffic never died.
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The swirl of restless humanity through its streets knew no

pause. Day and night the arteries of
"
million-footed

"

Manhattan throbbed to the feverish beat of its tumultuous
life.

To 0. Henry, New York was Baghdad on the Subway, but

to George, engaged in a deadly wrestle with poverty, it had
none of the glamour of the capital of the caliphs. He
encountered no romantic adventures in its streets. No
mysterious stranger thrust gold into his hand. On the

contrary, he found the problem of earning a livelihood as

difficult as in California. The main object of his journey
East was not realized. Despite the recommendations of

his journalist friends, he failed to obtain a regular position
on a New York paper, and he was reduced to writing pot-

boiling articles for magazines and acting as the jackal of a
local Democratic politician, Abram Hewitt. Hewitt em-

ployed him to prepare a Congressional report on labour

conditions, but George was dissatisfied with the remunera-
tion he received and terminated the engagement abruptly.
Though lie needed the money badly he would not work
for less than he considered himself worth. He was indeed

what the French call a
"
perpendicular

"
personality. The

same rigidity of temperament embroiled him with the local

Democratic caucus, and ruined any prospects he might
have had as a politician. When he arrived in New York
the G arileld-Hancock presidential contest was in full swing.
The local Democrats, hearing of his success as a party
orator in California, invited him to stump the State on
behalf of Hancock. George agreed, but claimed more

liberty of speech than the party managers could allow.

The tariff issue had 1 >een raised, and the Democratic leaders

had decided to hedge. George, however, was an uncom-

promising free trader and refused to conceal his opinions.
At his firs* meeting he treated his audience to sarcastic

comments on the party strategy.

"
I told them," he related afterwards,

"
that 1 had heard

of a high-tariff Democrat, though 1 could not conceive how
there could be such a thing, and I knew there were men who
called themselves revenue-tariff Democrats ; but there was
also another kind of Democrat, and that was a no-tariff

(4,736) 8 1 6
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Democrat, and that what was wanted was to sweep away the
custom houses and custom house officers and have free trade.

Well, the audience applauded, but you ought to have seen the
men on the platform there

; and I went off without a man to
shake my hand. I got that night as I was going to my next

engagement a telegraphic dispatch asking me to go by mid-

night train to New York. The chairman of the committee
met me and begged me riot to make any more speeches."

George did not obey this injunction. His engagement with
the party caucus was at once terminated, but over in

Brooklyn he found a group of independent Democrats who
were in revolt against the party machine. On their plat--
form he made several stirring free trade speeches. Andrew
M'Lean, then on the staff of the Brooklyn Eagle, the organ
of che recalcitrant Democrats, was at one of those meetings.
He had already studied Progress and Poverty and become a
convert to its doctrines, but had never actually seen the

author in the flesh.

" One night," he relates,
"

I dropped into Jefferson Hall
while a mass meeting was being held without knowing pre-
cisely who were to speak. I was tired out with newspaper
and election work and was glad to find a sent out of the way,
and must admit that 1 drowsed during the remarks of some of

our more or less familiar Brooklyn men. Presently a new
voice commenced, and the abrupt, direct, clear-cut sentences,

together with the radical meaning they bore, startled me. I

stood up and looked at the new speaker. He was a short,

sturdy man, with scant hair and full reddish beard. I had
never before seen him. But I could not mistake his style of

speech. I said to myself
' Thou art the man. There most

certainly is the author of that book Progress and Poverty.' I

did no more drowsing, and after the speech was over, 1 went
and introduced myself to Mr. George."

Hancock's straddle on the tariff question did not save him
from defeat, but it disgusted and scandalized George. He
lost interest in party politics, and severed his connection
with the Democratic machine.

"
Yes/' he wrote a year

later,
"
look at the Republican party, and also look at the

Democratic party ! It is pot and kettle. I am done."

(May 25, 1881.)
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Behind all this mental activity was a background of

grinding poverty. Hack journalism brought in little, and
more than once George thought seriously of returning to

the compositor's case. In San Francisco his wife was
driven to take in boarders, and eventually she had to sell

up her furniture and go into rooms. The news caused

George a cruel pang.

"
My pleasant little home, that I was so comfortable in, is

gone, and I am afloat at forty-two, poorer than at twenty-one.
I do not complain, hut there is some bitterness in it."

He was driven once more to appeal to the generosity of his

friends. Returning a loan of $20 to Dr. Taylor, he wrote

(May 12, 1881) :

" You do not know and I cannot readily tell you how much
this little accommodation has been to me. It is not so much
the want of money as the mental effect it produces the morbid
condition. The man who does not understand that, does not
know how it is possible for people to commit suicide."

It was hard during this miserable time to hear of the

success of contemporaries in California who had acquired
the riches which always seemed to elude George. Strolling
one evening down Broadway he ran up against

"
a good

fellow whom I knew years ago in California when he could

not jingle more tl-.m one dollar on another. It is different

now, and he takt^ a wad of bills from his pocket to pay for

the thirty-five cent cigars we light. . . . He tells me about

some big things he has got into, and talks of millions as

though they were marbles." l With this favoured child of

fortune George contracted the men crouching on the benches

of the public squares,
"
from whose sullen deadened faces

the fire of energy :nid the light of hope have gone tramps
and bumn&rs, broken, rotted human driftwood, the pariahs
of society."

2 And more than ever he became convinced

of the glaring injustice of the existing system.
The one drop of comfort during this dreary time was the

growing popularity of Progress and Poverty. Appleton had

1
George, Social 1'roHin^, p. 7*;.

*
Ibid., p. 80.
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brought out a cheap paper edition priced at a dollar which
had gone off well. In January iSSi George could write :

" About the book. At last, it begins to look as though it

had really taken hold. When 1 came East, I found that it

had hardly got started here. And until the last two weeks
in December it went very slow. But then a movement began,
and on the last day of the year every copy of the previous
editions and every copy of the thousand of the cheap edition
were gone, and orders and inquiries came piling in from every
quarter."

Appleton's were now able to sell the English rights. In .

December 1881, Kegari, Paul, Trench and Co. brought out
an English edition which was quickly sold out. A German
translation was prepared by a German-American sympa-
thizer, Gutschow, and published in parts at the end of

1880. And by an arrangement with the proprietors of the

New York Truth and the Chicago Express, the whole of

Progress and Poverty appeared serially in these newspapers
and reached a wide circle of readers.

In the spring of io'8i George published his third book.
It arose out of an article which he had proposed to write

on Irish affairs. Ireland was at this time figuring promi-
nently in the news. Parnell was practising obstruction in

the British Parliament, and the Land League, founded by
Davitt, was waging merciless war against landlords with
the weapon of the boycott. George followed the course of

the Irish agitation with keen interest. He had already met
Davitt, once in San Francisco and again in New York. He
could not but feel sympathy for this pathetic figure, the
victim of agrarian and industrial tyranny ;

the son of the

Mayo peasant who had seen his cabin unroofed before his

eyes ; the Lancashire mill-boy whose arm had been torn

off by the cruel teeth of a spinning machine. D^ivitt, who
all his life had socialistic leanings, was intensely interested

in George's ideas and promised to do what he could to push
the sale of Progress and Poverty in Britain. To George,
Ireland seemed an admirable text on which to preach a
sermon in favour of the single tax. The magazine article

which he started to write gradually swelled into a sixty-
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page pamphlet, and in this form it was published in March
1881 under the title of The Irish Land Question. In later

editions it was called simply The Land Question, and this is

a more appropriate title, because George's contention in

the book is that the Irish agrarian problem was not some-

thing peculiarly Irish. It was only one phase of the uni-

versal land problem of all countries. In point of fact, Irish

land law was slightly more favourable to the tenant than
the land laws of England or the United States. The

misery of the Irish peasant was not the result of English

tyranny, it was an inevitable consequence of private
. property in land. Hence the usual remedies suggested

fixity of tenure, peasant proprietorship, etc. were per-

fectly futile. Nothing would bo of the slightest use except
the taxation of land up to its full rental value. George

appealed to the Land Leaguers to transform their agitation
from a narrow nationalist movement into an international

crusade against landlordism. He entreated them not to

inflame hatred against England but rather to try and
convert Englishmen to their views. Let them advocate
Home Rule, but not complete political independence, the

separation of England and Ireland being as unthinkable as

the separation of the Southern States of America from the

North.
The little book attracted considerable attention. It sold

well and received favourable reviews in the American

papers. Three separate editions appeared in England. One
effect of its popularity was to bring George into touch with
the leaders of the Irish organizations in America. lie was

employed to lecture on behalf of the American Land
League, and set utf on a tour which took him over the

border into Canada. Owing to his mercurial temperament,
his success as a lecturer varied. Sometimes he could sweep
an audience off its feet. At other times, when the fire of

inspiration burned low, he was dull as the dullest. At
Montreal his first lecture was a total failure.

"
Don't know

whether to attribute it to bad physical condition," he wrote
in his diary,

"
or that I cannot get up enthusiasm in going

over the same ground twice. Tis certain that I should
have written it beforehand. Will try to do better to-
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morrow. Feel very bad, but must try to pluck victory
from defeat." Next day he was in better vein.

"
Did

it," he notes.
"
Best ever have done. Astonished and

pleased them all."

On his return to New York he found an import ant pro-

posal awaiting him. Patrick Ford, editor of the Irish

World, the organ of the Irish extremists in America, an

apostle of dynamite, but a believer in land nationalization,
offered to send him to Europe as correspondent of the

paper. He was to get his passage paid and $60 a week.
The offer was a tempting one, but there were reasons why
George could not at first accept it. lie was heavily in .

debt. He owed money both in New York and in California.

During a flying visit to San Francisco he had lectured to a
crowded audience at the Metropolitan Temple, but an

importunate creditor had tried to garnishee the proceeds.

George felt it would be dishonourable to run away from his

liabilities. From this predicament he was rescued by a

wealthy sympathizer, Francis Shaw, father-in-law of the

poet Lowell. Shaw had already purchased a thousand

copies of Progress and Poverty for distribution to public
libraries. Now, learning of George's embarrassment, he
advanced him a loan which enabled him to pay oil the most

pressing claims. This left him free to acct pt Ford's offer.

He decided to take his wife and two girls wit h him. Richard,
the younger son, was sent to school, while Henry, the

elder, was placed in a newspaper office. 'I here was some
talk of sending Henry to Harvard, but his father could not
overcome his prejudice against university education.
"
Going to college," he told the boy,

"
\ou will make life

friendships, but you will come out filled with much that

will have to be unlearned. Going to newspaper work, you
will come in touch with the practical world, will be getting
a profession and learning to make yourself useful.

','
Andrew

M'Lean found the lad a reporter's place on the Brooklyn
Eagle. At the outset of his journalistic career his father

gave him the following rules for good writing :

"
First,

to make short sentences
; second, to avoid adjectives ;

third, to use small words ;
and fourth a general rule not

to attempt
'

fine
'

writing ;
to say as simply and as briefly
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as possible all that should be said and then to stop/'
Excellent rules which George himself unfortunately found
it hard to observe.

Before leaving for Europe he paid a farewell visit to his

parents in Philadelphia, taking his two boys with him. In
the train they overheard him say musingly to himself :

" When I had finished Progress and Poverty I was certain
that I had written a great book and that the time would come
when the truth in it would set the world afire. But I could not
feel confident of seeing in my own lifetime more than perhaps
a hundred persons who would grasp it arid believe in it. Yet

1 now, only two years after its publication, it is being talked of
all over the world and men arc rising up everywhere to hail it."

In this optimistic mood he embarked on the steamship
Spain and sailed for Liverpool.



CHAPTER IX

IRELAND

ON October 25, 1881, George disembarked at Queenstown
and took the train immediately for Dublin. He travelled

through a country seething with anarchy and rebellion.

During the winter" of 1881-82 the Britisli Government and
the Jri-.li ])coplc were locked in a deadly grapple. Coercion

was at its height. Forty thousand troops and fifteen thou-

sand armed police acted as a British army of occupation.
The go\ eminent struck right arid left at its opponents. It

suspended the guarantees of civil liberty and filled the

jails with
"
suspects

"
from every town, village, and hill-

side. The Irish retaliated with murder and outrage. They
mutilated cattle

; they ambushed policemen ; they
slaughtered landlords in cold blood. In the forefront of

the battle was the Land League, liberally supplied with
funds from America. American gold was a new factor in

Irish politics. More than all the wailings of poets and
orators about Dark Rosaleeri, it stiffened resistance to

Britisli rule. It made political agitation profitable to the

rank and file as well as to the leaders. In two years the

League dispensed over 200,000. Never had such a shower
of golden manna descended on the green fields of Ireland !

The petty Irish bourgeoisie, avid of jobs, rushed to enrol

themselves in the League. A League organizer earned 3
a week. A political prisoner got i a week, his family's

keep, and a plentiful supply of luxuries in jail. In a poverty-
stricken country these sums represented wcaltli. As long
as the money lasted there were plenty of patriots ready to

sacrifice themselves for Ireland. As a cynical Irish

Nationalist put it,
"

It was the dollar and nothing but
the dollar that made the mare go."

l

1
O'Donnell, History of the Irish Parliamentary Party, vol. i., p. 370.
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Two days before George left New York Parnell and his

chief associates were lodged in comfortable confinement in

Kilmainham Jail. The arrests were the signal for an in-

tensification of the agrarian warfare. Captain Moonlight,
as Parnell had prophesied, took command. The League
at once issued a

"
no-rent

"
manifesto, which gave the

government an excuse to dissolve it
;

but its work was
carried on by the women's organization with the quaint
Victorian title of the Ladies Land League. The

"
Ladies

"

were a mob of hysterical maenads who far excelled the

men in ferocity and hatred. Unfortunately, they too had

money to spend. They spent 70,000 in seven months.

Crimes of violence multiplied, and a deeper cloud of horror

descended on rural Ireland.

George at first was totally ignorant of the sinister influ-

ences behind the Irish land agitation. To him it was the

first campaign in a universal war against the private owner-

ship of laud. The Irish were fighting for the gospel oi

Progress iind Poverty. They would carry it to victory as,

ages before, they had ensured the triumph of the Christian

faith. From Ireland the light would spread to every
corner of the globe. A few conversations with Irish poli-
ticians quickly deflated these airy notions. As the corre-

spondent of an influential Irish-American paper, George
had access to all the leaders of public opinion in Ireland,

from Parnell in Kilmainham downwards. He interviewed

most of them ,ind found the experience very depriving.
With Parnell he could establish no intimacy whatever.

The haughty Anglo-Irish patrician felt an instinctive antipa-

thy for the shabby little American journalist. He had
not read Progress und Poverty. He was not a reader of

books. Nor had he the slightest sympathy with far-

reaching schemes of social reconstruction. He was a

politician with his eye for ever on the next move in the

party game. George's scheme involved an attack on

private property, and any attack on private property
would alienate the Church. Parnell could not run the

risk of driving the priests out of the Irish movement.
His own solution of the land problem was the establish-

ment of a peasant proprietary, which appealed to his
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conservative instincts. From this position he refused to

budge.
With Parnell's parliamentary colleagues George made no

progress either. He must have thought them an odd col-

lection of men to hold the destinies of a nation in their

hands the uncouth Biggar, with his fondness for barmaids
and his family of bastards

;
the venomous Healy, with his

rasping tongue ;
the slick journalists, M'Carthy and

O'Connor, on the threshold of successful London careers
;

the verbose Sexton, with the dreary drip of his rhetoric.

The rest were professional politicians with an insatiable

appetite for petty intrigue and a total lack of political
conviction. Parnell had provided them with careers, and

they were unlikely to quarrel with him over anything so

unimportant as a question of principle. It needed a per-
sonal matter like the divorce to sting them into revolt.

To George they were civil, but they showed not the slightest

comprehension of his ideas. The only member of the group
who had any sympathy with his point of view was Davit t,

and Uavitt was in prison. Since February 1881 he had
been kept in close confinement in Portland Jail on a charge
of infringing his convict's tioket-of-leave.

The only other prominent personage in Ireland whom
George could claim as a supporter was Bishop Nulty of

Meath. In a pastoral letter the Bishop had rather in-

cautiously stated that
"
the land of every country is the

common property of the people of that country." The

press at once pounced on this unlucky sentence. Ex-
tremists claimed him as a land nationalizer. His co-re-

ligionists denounced him as a communist. Between them
the Bishop had a most uncomfortable time. He would
have liked his statement to die a natural death, but neither

friends nor enemies would permit this. George was one of

those who were forever quoting the words of J)r. Nulty.
He visited him at Mullingar, and published an unrcnsored
interview with him in the Irish World. The Bishop was

already in hot water with Rome, arid would have been

glad if his friends would leave him alone for a little. But
this was just what they would not do. George wrote com-

placently to Ford :
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"

I presume we have at last got Dr. Nulty into the trouble

he has been so anxious to avoid. One of the reasons I went
to Mullingar was to sound him about the publication of his

platform. I believe I told you that I got the Ladies (Land
League) to order a lot printed just as it appeared in the Irish

World. Alfred Webb who was printing them suggested to

me that perhaps the Doctor would not like it, and that he was

doing such good work that we ought to be very careful not to

embarrass him. So I did not ask his permission, for I did not
want to commit him. I merely told him it was being done,
and he made no objection.

Well, the thing is beginning to tell. It is going nil over the

country and some of the priests are distributing it, and it is

getting pasted up, and the Tory papers and all the English
papers are reprinting it as an outrageous official declaration

of communism from a Catholic bishop ;
and from all 1 have

heard of their temper, 1 shall be surprised if the English
prelates don't try to raise a row at Home about it.

But it is going to do an immense amount of good."

Good to whom ? Certainly not to Dr. Nulty, who wrote
an indignant letter to the Freeman protesting against this

broadcasting of his opinions without his consent. His

protest did not save him. He sank into deeper disgrace
with the Vatican, and remained under a cloud till the affair

of Parnell's divorce gave him a chance to rehabilitate him-
self. When the prelates declared war on the Irish leader

Nulty joined them, though lie had previously expressed a

private opinion that Paniell need not rvbign, and in the

disgraceful campaign that followed no one showed more
rancorous animosity than the land-reforming Bishop of

Mcath.
In Dublin Geor^f was kept busy writing bis weekly

article for the Irish World and lending occasional help to

the Nationalist movement. Once the plates of the pro-
scribed United Irishman were brought to his lodgings and
hidden under his bed till they could be smuggled across to

London. Another time Mrs. George, totally unused to

public functions, was hurriedly summoned to preside over
a meeting of the Ladies Land League. It was rumoured
that the government was about to make arrests, and the

1

ladies with feminine logic argued that the presence of an
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American lady in the chair would embarrass the detectives.

The detectives arrived and pounced on a male messenger
who was leaving with important documents

; whereupon
the ladies in great alarm stuffed incriminating books and

papers under their voluminous petticoats and scurried out

of the room.

George addressed a few meetings in Dublin. He was
well received, and Nationalist M.P.'s on the platform treated

him to the usual amount of blarney. Sexton called him an

apostle of humanity. But he could not succeed in interest-

ing his audiences in his ideas. All they wanted was de-

nunciation of England and praise of themselves. To rouse,

their cheers he had to tell them that the British Govern-

ment was the worst in the civilized world, and that the

Irish,
"
taking everything together," were the most peace-

able people he had ever met. A crowd at one of his meet-

ings, excited by such sentiments, tried to take the horse

from his cab and drag him in triumph through the streets.

George was highly indignant. He vigorously denounced
the proceeding as

"
undemocratic." This only showed

how little he knew the Irish. The Irish were not demo-
crats. They were a nation of serfs who had not enjoyed
freedom long enough to work the servile taint out of their

blood. What they needed and wanted was what the Anglo-
Irish Parnell gave them a dictatorship. George was

talking a language they could not understand. In this, as

in other mat UTS, he was no realist.

From Dublin George paid occasional visits to London,
and during the first half of 1882 he lived almost continuously
in the metropolis. For a month he and his family were the

guests of Miss Helen Taylor, the step-daughter of John
Stuart Mill. Miss Taylor was a well-known woman in the

London of her day. Possessed of great wealth, she amused
herself by supporting all sorts of advanced causes. Her

energy was boundless and her conceit colossal.' She told

an audience once that she would never marry because there

was no man worthy of her. If she had been a poor woman
her eccentricities would have smothered her in ridicule,

but her wealth and her haw-haw manner enabled her to

impose on many people who should have known better.
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Belfort Bax relates that when she swept into council meet-

ings of the Social Democratic Federation all the members,
including the poet William Morris, used to rise to their

feet. Of George she made a complete conquest. She told

him she accepted his theory, with a reservation about

compensation to landowners, and he immediately wrote
her down as

"
one of the most intelligent women I ever met,

if not the most intelligent."
From her house the Georges went to live with the Hynd-

mans. Hyndman was another member of the upper middle
class with a restless temperament and a weakness for left-

wing doctrines. He had recently founded the Social Demo-
cratic Federation, and the Londoners were treated to the

novel spectacle of a fashionably dressed gentleman selling

socialist papers in the Strand or haranguing the mob in

Hyde Park. The Londoners were not impressed. They
knew that fashionable gentlemen are not the stuff from
which revolutionaries are made.

" We may handle even
extreme opinions with impunity," said George Eliot,

"
while

our furniture, our dinner-giving and preference for armorial

bearings in our own case link us indissolubly with the

established order." This was exactly Ilyndman's case.

Beneath his socialist veneer he was a bourgeois to the

core. His respect for the conventions was amusingly
illustrated once, when he and George were walking home
through the London streets. They passed a whelk barrow.

George slopped.
"

I guess I'll take a few of these whelks,"
he said. Hyndman shuddered.

"
All right," he replied

stiffly,

"
I'll ha\e some sent in for you."

"
No," retorted

George,
"

I want them here and now." Hyndman tried to

explain that gent ! -men did not cat whelks from a barrow,
but George was obstinate. He consumed his whelks in the

open street, and Hyndman stood agonizing beside him, in

the silk hat and fioVk coat of bourgeois respectability.
"

I

never see a whelk stall at a street corner to this ciavh^
wrote in his memoirs,

"
but 1 feel inclined to

another direction." 1

Hyndman naturally tried to convert Cj^orjp /to"**
his

Marxian socialism, but failed completely.
1 Hyndman, Rcord of an Adventurous Li"
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"

I did not make sufficient allowance," he wrote,
"

for the
seductiveness of error, or perhaps for the natural disinclination
of a man who has written a world-stirring book to admit that
he had only captivated his great audience by clever misap-
prehensions agreeably put. George was in his way as pro-
voking as Kropotkin. He would be forced by sheer weight of

argument to a certain point, and then the moment the pressure
was withdrawn, back he would go to his old notion* ... It

was useless to be angry with him or to press him too hard, for

then he only went uii to some of his devoted single-tax wor-

shippers, from whom he returned more single-taxey than
ever." l

Hyndman showed Progress and
Poverty

to Marx not lon

before his death. The old warrior skimmed it through"
The capitalists' last ditch," he pronounced tersely.

In May 1882 a sudden change took place in tin 1 Irish

political situation. Parnell was released from Kilmainham,
after giving some kind of promise, written or unwritten, to

slow down the Irish agitation. This meant throwing over-

board the extremist policies preached by the Irish World,
and supported by the Ladies Land League. Incidentally,
it extinguished George's last hope of converting the Irish

land war into a campaign for the single tax. The terms
of the Kilmainham

"
Treaty

"
were not known to the

public, but the extremists had a shrewd suspicion of what
was in store for them. On the night when bonfires were

blazing all over Ireland in honour of Parnell's
"
victory,"

the Ladies Land League met, said George,
"

like mourners
at a wake."
The true significance of the

"
treaty

"
and the full extent

of Parnell's surrender were not realized at first owing to

the terrible tragedy which followed the liberation of the

Irish leader. On Saturday, 6th May, in the Phoenix Park,

Dublin, the new Irish Secretary Lord Frederick Cavendish,
and the Permanent Under-Secretary Burke, were hacked
to death by the murderous knives of a gang of ruffians

calling themselves the Invincibles. George was in London
when this terrible affair happened. He had spent a portion
of the Saturday with Davitt, who had just been released

1 Hyndman, Record of an Adventurous* Life, pp. 290-91.
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from Portland. Early next morning he received news of

the crime, and hurried at once to Davitt's hotel. Davitt
was still in bed. George burst into his bedroom with an

open telegram in his hand and
"
a scared look in his kindly

blue eyes."
"
Get up, old man," he said.

"
One of the

worst things that has ever happened to Ireland has oc-

curred." Davitt read the telegram.
"
My God !

"
he

exclaimed.
"
Have I got out of"Portland for this ? For

the first time in my life 1 despair."
The Phoenix Park murders sent a thrill of horror round

the world and compelled the government to tighten up
its policy of coercion instead of relaxing it as had been
intended. This was a breach of the Kilmainham Treaty,
but nevertheless Parnell loyally observed his part of the

agreement. He damped down the exuberance of his

Nationalist followers. He cut off financial supplies from
the Ladies Land League and forced it to dissolve. He
organized a new National League with a moderate pro-
gramme, in which Home Rule ranked first and agrarian
reform only second. Davitt's policy of

"
the land for the

people
"

was rejected and Parnell's own scheme for a

peasant proprietary became the official Nationalist pro-

gramme. The party accepted his decisions without a
murmur. Davitt alone feebly protested. But he could

not stand up to Parnell. The son of the Mayo peasant was
no match for the Anglo-Irish aristocrat. He could not

compete in popularity with him. He could not raise the

Irish people against him. As he himself confessed mourn-

fully,
"
The Irish would never accept me as leader because

I belong to the ranks of the people." When the party
organizers began to accuse him of splitting the movement
he got rattled and threw up the sponge. He announced
his surrender in a speech at New York, where he went in

the summer of iS^jj. George was deeply disappointed.
He wrote to Ford :

"
I got the^New York Tribune's report of Davitt's speech.

... It is several slit ides more apologetic than I should like

to sec it. Think of a man having seriously to defend himself
from the charges of being captured by Henry George and run

\yy\hvlrish\Vorld\ . . . But whatever temporary events may
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be, we can afford to laugh at those who oppose us. They are

simply drifting, while
'

the stars in their courses are with us.'
"

Ford, whose hatred of England amounted to a mania,
was enraged at what he considered Parnell's treachery. He
bitterly attacked him in the Irish World, accused him of

using money collected for the land war to pay the election

expenses of "his henchmen, and poured scorn on his agrarian

policy.
" The heel," he wrote,

"
has been firmly put down

on the principle of the land for the people, ft must not

even be discussed. The parliamentary party have it all their

own way." lie urged George to stump Ireland against.
Parncll. George realized that this would be a waste of

time. For the moment Parnell's position was impregnable.
All the trump cards were in his hands. He had the peasants,
the Church, and the American Fenians on his side. Any
attempt to dethrone him was bound to fail. An American
like George could not hope to succeed where an Irishman

like Davit t had failed.

In the late summer of 1882 George went for a sight-

seeing tour in Western Ireland, where he had some lively

experiences and twice saw the inside of what he called

a
"
British bastille." As companion he had a young Eton

master, Joynes, who later adopted socialist opinions, was
dismissed from his post, and became one of the early sup-

porters of Ilyndman's Social Democratic Federation. At
this time he was touring Ireland as special correspondent
for the Times. Later, he wrote an account of his experiences
in a little book called The Adventures of a Tourist in Ireland.

The two travellers took the train to Balhnasloe and then

drove in a jaunting car to the little town of Loughrea.
Loughrea was in the heart of the Clanricarde country, the

most disturbed district in Ireland and the scene of in-

numerable outrages. A few weeks before Lord Clan-

ricarde's agent, an old man of seventy, and his steward, had
been shot by assassins concealed behind a loopholed wall.

The police therefore were on the alert. When George and
his friend drove into the town armed constables surrounded

their car and conducted it to the police barracks. There

they were detained for several hours their only refresh-
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ment, as Joynes pathetically records, being a glass of

milk until the resident magistrate arrived and released

them after a brief investigation. George duly lodged a

protest, but he was more amused than annoyed by his

experience.

" The whole thing," he wrote,
"
struck me as infinitely

ridiculous. There was after nil a good deal of human nature
in Artemus Ward's declaration that he was willing to sacrifice

all his wife's relatives to save the Union. And in my satis-

faction in seeing an Eton master lugged through the town as
too suspicious a stranger to be left at large, 1 lost all sense of

annoyance at my own arrest."

Next day the tourists drove to Athenry. In its neigh-
bourhood another revolting crime had recently been com-
mitted. A local landowner and his soldier escort were shot

dead in their car before they could grasp their weapons.
This time the police let the visitors view the sights of the

town unmolested ;
but they watched them closely. Just

before his departure George found he needed a new collar

stud. He had to visit three shops in succession before he

got what he wanted. Then he went to the station to take

the train for Midway. On the platform several policemen
closed in on him and marched him off to the police barracks

;

Joynes, though not under arrest, faithfully following.

Again there was a weary wait until the resident magistrate
arrived, the same who had examined George at Loughrea.
The police inspector justified the arrest on the ground that

George had visited the shops of three
"
suspects

"
in

Athenry. This was the unlucky result of his hunt for a

collar stud. The police also produced a copy of the Irish

Land Question which they had found in the prisonei's

baggage and in which the inspector had marked several

seditious passages. This gave George the opportunity to

deliver a little lecture on the single tax, which he wound

up by handing round copies of the incriminating pamphlet
to every one 'in the room. The magistrate again released

his prisoner, but too late to catch the last train for Galway,
and George vigorously protested against the inconvenience

which the police were causing him. During the rest of
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his tour they left him alone, but he knew that from time to

time there were plain clothes officers shadowing him.

George's arrests caused some comment in the British

press, and questions were asked about them in Parliament.
The Times defended the police. As the correspondent of

the Irish World, an incendiary publication, which openly
preached murder and arson, George, it declared, could not

complain if he was regarded as a suspicious character.

George replied that he had given ample evidence of his

respectability at Loughrea, and therefore there was no
shadow of justification for his second arrest at Athenry.
On his return home he sent a written protest to the Presi-*

dent of the United States. The Secretary of State invited

him to put in a claim for compensation, but he declined to

pursue the matter further.

The arrests were good publicity for George. They helped
to make his name known in England and Scotland just
when some knowledge of his doctrines was beginning to

filter through to British radical and working-class circles.

Francis Shaw had provided funds for a cheap sixpenny
edition of Progress and Poverty, which was issued in the
summer of this year. Thousands of copies were sold and
thousands distributed free. In its new shape tlio book had
the honour of a five-column review in the Times. The
British public began to show at last some interest in George
and his teaching, and his increasing popularity procured
him an invitation to address an English audience. Already
he had spoken in Manchester and Glasgow, but his meetings
were composed mainly of Irishmen. Now he was asked to

lecture in London to the recently formed Land Nationaliza-
tion Society. The distinguished scientist and land reformer
Alfred Russell Wallace was in the chair, and in the audience
was a young red-headed Irishman called Bernard Shaw,
who, twenty years later, sent an account of the meeting to

Henry George's son :

" One evening in the early eighties, I fou,nd myself I

forget how and cannot imagine why in the Memorial Hall,

Farringdon Street, London, listening to an American finishing
a speech on the land question. T knew he was an American,
because he pronounced

'

necessarily
'

a favourite word of his
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with the accent on the third syllable instead of on the first ;

because he was deliberately and intentionally oratorical, which
is not customary among shy people like the English ; because
he spoke of liberty, justice, truth, natural law, and other

strange eighteenth century superstitions ; and because he

explained with great simplicity and sincerity the views of the

Creator, who had gone completely out of fashion in London
in the previous decade and had not been heard of since. I

noticed also that he was a born orator, and that he had small,

plump, pretty hands. . . . The result of my hearing the speech
and buying from one of tin* stewards of the meeting a copy of

Progress and Poverty for sixpence (Heaven only knows where I

got that sixpence !)
was that T plunged into a course of economic

1

study, and at a very early stage of it beenme a socialist." 1

The meeting was a success. The lecture was well reported
and the Times devoted a critical editorial to it, describing

George as
"
a gentleman whose opinions on economic and

social questions are well worthy of attention." George
felt a little consoled for the disappointments of the previous
twelve months. He had to confess that his Irish visit had

been, on the whole, a failure. The Irish had declined to

ben >me crusaders for the single t ax. But he seemed to have
made some impression on English opinion. To Shaw, he

wrote with his usual exaggerated optimism :

"
Sure as \\c live we. have kindled the fire in England and

there is no human power that can put it out."

After a second London meeting, attended mainly by
clergymen, and a complimentary banquet in Dublin, George
sailed in October for America. On his arrival he was given a

complimentary t 1 inner at Delmonico's, the swell New York
restaurant. Chaiacteristically, he arrived an hour late,

dressed uncomfoitably in regulation evening clothes, but

with his shoes unpolished. When he entered the room he

was obviously staggered by the size of the gathering and

by the kind of people he saw there.
" How did you get

them to coaie ?
"

he whispered to the organizer of the

dinner. The explanation was simple. George's exploits
in Ireland had created the impression that he was an Irish

1 A. Henderson, Georgf Hcniard Shav, His Life and Work, pp. 152-53.
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patriot, and all the New York politicians who wished to

conciliate the Irish vote turned out in force to greet him.

Tammany was particularly well represented. A few years
later, when George was attacking Tammany, the men who
cheered him at Delmonico's turned round and denounced
him as an enemy of society. George could retort, with a
twinkle in his eye,

"
These gentlemen gave me a compli-

mentary dinner once."



CHAPTER X

THE BRITISH LECTURE TOURS

BACK in New York, George had no choice but to resume his

hack journalism and paid lecturing. He felt acutely the

precariousness of his financial position.

" How bless( d are those," he wrote to a friend,
"

for whom
the pot boils of itself ! I have now just 25 dollars in the world,
about half a week's living with economy ;' no, not that. How-
ever, this is no new experience to me."

The family continued its restless, comfortless existence
;
for-

ever on the mnve
;
now boarding in rooms, now living

in a furnished house
; always enveloped in a dreary atmos-

phere of genteel poverty. Yet straitened means introduced

no bitterness into the domestic circle. On the morning of

his wife's birthday George left a note for her to read when
she awoke :

" To me the mature woman is handsomer and more lovable

than the slip of a girl whom twenty-three years ago I met
without knowing that my life was to be bound up with hers.

We are not rich so poor just now, in fact, that all I can give

you on this anni\ rrsary is a little love letter
;
but there is no

one we can affoiJ to envy and in each other's love we have
what no wealth could compensate for

"

An unexpected legacy helped to relieve the financial pres-
sure. Francis Shaw died and left George a thousand dollars.

He resolved to take the opportunity to write another book.

As his subject he chose the tariii problem, but when he had
written about a hundred pages the manuscript mysteriously

disappeared into the ash-barrel, George suspected. He
had not the courage to sit down at once and rewrite what
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he had lost, so that it was several years before his book on
the tariff appeared. However, he managed to get some of

his journalistic work into book form. A series of articles

which he wrote for Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper
were reprinted in a volume with the title Social Problems.

This is one of the most freshly written of George's books,
and forms perhaps the easiest introduction to his general

theory. But its chief significance is the extent to which it

departs from the principles of Progress and Poverty. George
now admits that all the surplus wealth of society does not

go to the landowners. Part of the loot is intercepted by
industrial capitalists, though their share is smaller. The

single tax, therefore, is not the universal panacea which he
had proclaimed it to be.

" Let me not be misunderstood," wrote George.
"

I do not

say that in the recognition of the equal and imalienable right
of each human being to the natural elements from which life

must be supported and wants satished, lus thr solution of all

social problems. 1 fully recognize the Ltct tii.it even after

we do this, much will remain to do. \Ye might recognize
the equal right to land, and yet tyranny and spoliation be
continued." l

"
Let me not be misunderstood." Thi^ is rather cool. To

whom was the misunderstanding due if not to George
himself ? Had he not written in 'Progress and Poverty :

"What I, therefore, propose as the simple yet sovereign
remedy, which \\ill raise wages, imruisc the earnings of

capital, extirpate pauperism, abolish poverty, give remunera-
tive employment to whoever wishes it, Mtord free scope to

human powers, lessen crime, elevate morals, and taste and

intelligence, purify government and carry Civilization to yet
nobler heights, is to appropriate rent by tcnaln.ni." 2

And yet now it appears that tyranny and spoliation will

continue, after the equal right to land is recognized.

Clearly, George's thought had de\ eloped, perhaps un-

realized by himself. Possibly the studv of American in-

dustrialism which he had made while writing Social

Problems had thrown a new light on the activities of in-

1 Social Problems, p. 264.
a
Prcgrt^s and Poverty, p. 288.
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dustrial capitalists and convinced him that they were not
the blameless persons he had represented them to be in

Progress and Poverty. Perhaps the criticisms of Hyndman
and other socialists had sunk deeper into his mind than he
was aware of. Hyndman, in his autobiography, claims

credit for having induced George to write Social Problems, a
book which

"
showed that he was beginning to understand

that in our complicated society, man cannot live by land
alone." * Whatever the explanation, George had published
a contradiction of the main contention of his earlier work,
and left the contradiction unresolved. It would have been

, to his eternal honour if he had gone back and restated his

theory in the light of the fresh idea that had come to him.

But few middle-aged thinkers care to retrace their steps.

George, perhaps, felt he had no choice but to go on. The
charm of his scheme was its simplicity. If he introduced

qualifications and reservations he would destroy its appeal.
Like theologians in a similar dilemma, he preferred to

practice a certain economy in his exposition of the truth.

Ilis position is understandable, but our admiration for his

honesty as a thinker would certainly have been greater if

he had acted dilierentJy.
Towards the end of 1883 George received an invitation

to make a lecture tour in Great Britain. The invitation

came from the English Land Union, an offshoot of the Land
Nationalization Society, formed by supporters of the

Goorgean idea A fund was to be raised to meet the

lecturer's expenses. George decided to accept, and on the

last day ol the year he landed at Liverpool, accompanied
by his elder son.

His anival in ] upland was well timed. The cheap edition

of Progress and Poverty was selling like wildiire, and con-

verts were ralh ing in thousands to the new doctrine. Most
of them came from the radical wing of the Liberal party.
Liberalism in the eighties was passing through a difficult

time. The political reiorms which liberals advocated had

nearly all ben accomplished, and yet the social condition

of England left much to be desired. Poverty, slums, un-

employment, and all the other black fruits of industrialism
1
llyndinaii, l\Li'>rd cj an Advcntutous Life, p. 291.
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flourished ranker than ever. Economic liberalism had

proved barren, and strident voices were demanding that it

should make way for some new political faith. Socialism

was born, and lionest radicals felt uneasy with regard to

it. It contradicted their belief in liberty and laissez-faire

but yet it offered a solution of the social problem, whereas

economic liberalism had none. To men in this dilemma,

Progress and Poverty came as a godsend. It proposed a

cure for poverty which involved the absolute minimum of

state interference, and allowed radicals to retain their belief

in the blessings of individualism. And it aimed a blow at

the landed interest, with which radicals had been at war
since the days of the Corn Laws. Everything fitted in per-

fectly. When George came to England he found thousands

of sturdy radicals ready to acclaim him as a deliverer.

George's first lecture was delivered in St. James's Hall

to a large audience representative of all social classes.

Michael Davitt was on the platform, and Henry Laboucherc,
Radical M.P. and editor of Truth, occupied the chair. At
this time George's oratorical powers were perhaps at their

best. He spoke slowly and deliberately, sometimes pacing

up and down the platform, sometimes leaning over the

table with one hand in his pocket. His pauses were long,
and often he appeared to have broken down, but always
his sentences wound triumphantly to their close. His

hearers were never bored. He did not treat them to too

much political economy. His speeches were lively ex-

positions of a few simple principles easily grasped. Flashes

of humour enlivened his discourses, and appeals to sentiment

gave his audience the opportunity to cheer. There were

frequent references to
"
the Creator

"
and

"
the All-

Father." Unfriendly critics said that George believed

himself one of the Almighty's particular confidants. But
the religious note in his addresses was not uncongenial to

Victorian audiences. And then he proclaimed such golden
visions ! He told his St. James's Hall meeting that the

single tax would bring in 300,000,000 a yeas, and would

provide every widow with a pension, every girl with a

dowry, and every boy with a start in life. When the great
audience heard this they sprang to their feet and cheered
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deliriously. Men jumped on the seats and waved their

hats.

Next morning the Times discharged a fusillade of criticism

at the lecturer, and the Standard described him sarcastically
as

"
a man with a mission

;
born to set right in a single

generation the errors of six thousand years." But the

interest of the public was aroused, and for the next three

months George was the most talked-of man in the kingdom.
To his wife he wrote :

"
1 can't begin to send you the papers in which 1 am dis-

cussed, atticked and commented, for 1 would have to send
all the Knglish, Scottish, and Irish press. I am getting
advertised to my heart's content, and 1 shall have crowds
wherever I go."

In wintry weather George set out on his provincial tour.

He lectured at Plymouth, Cardiff, Birmingham, Liverpool,

Bolton, and Newcastle. Criticism followed him wherever
he went. John Bright, now in George's opinion

"
at the

end of his tether," referred indignantly to the monstrous

proposals
"
imported lately by an American inventor."

Frederic Harrison, leader of the English Positivists, called

him
"
the wild man from California," and accused him of

talking the j.irgon of California:! bandits and mail-robbers.

W. H. Mallook, brilliant author of The New Republic, wrote
an incisive criticism of Progress and Poverty in the Quarterly
Review, and the Liberty and Property Defence League
circulated a pjmphlet against it the work of that tough
old judge and unrepentant individualist Lord Bramwcll.

George had the sensation of being an Ishmaelite. Every
man's hand was against him. At Birmingham he com-

plained humorously :

" The Tory party of course abuse me ; the Liberal party
are afraid of me ;

the Church party say 1 am antagonistic to

every form of religion, and even Mr. Bnidlaugh is going to

pulverize me. The Irish party have warned their leaders

against attending any of my meetings, and the Socialists are

down on me?"

It was not only with his avowed opponents that George
had to contend. He had trouble with his own friends. The
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general body of his supporters included a right and a left

wing, and it was difficult to satisfy both. On the one hand
there were single taxers who were either already socialists

or on the point of becoming socialists. They wanted George
to support the nationalization of capital as well as of land.

This he refused to do. Capital was the creation of labour,
he argued. It hurt nobody, and the capitalist was a harm-
less person, provided he did not enjoy a monopoly. But

George never squarely faced the question whether the

possession of capital did not by itself confer a monopoly,
though he had come very near admitting this in Soda 1

Problems?
With the conservative section of his supporters, the

trouble was compensation. They wished him to buy out
the landlords. This, logically, George could not agree to.

If his theory was true, the landlords absorbed all the sur-

plus wealth of society. To give them compensation would

simply perpetuate the existing state of aflairs. But, he
was asked, why should a man with 100 lose it if he in-

vested it in land and keep it if he invested it in shares ?

George replied that landowning was immoral, like slave-

owning, and in America slavery was abolished without

compensation. Britain, however, had paid 20,000,000 for

the emancipation of her slaves, so his questioners were
not satisihd. The weak point in George's reasoning was
his justification of interest as opposed to rent. Logically,
he should have condemned both, since both are forms of

unearned income. His middle position exposed him to

attacks from two fronts. Conservatives denounced him for

going too far
;

socialists complained that he did not go
far enough. To the unintelligent observer he seemed a
man who blew hot and cold with the same mouth. This
was unjust. Granted George's premises, his attitude to

compensation was perfectly consistent. But it was an
attitude which was capable of grave misrepresentation. It

gave his enemies the excuse to call him a thief, and con-

siderably weakened the force of the appeals iie was con-

stantly making to moral justice.
From Newcastle George crossed the border into Scotland.

1 See pp. 58-62.
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Here he met with an even warmer welcome than in England.
Scottish radicalism was of a more resolute temp>er than

English, and its hostility to the landed interest was

sharpened by memories of the Disruption, when Conser-

vative landlords had refused sites for ITCC churches. More-

over, Scotland, unlike England, still had a laud question.
In England the agrarian revolution, which began in the

eighteenth century, had run its course. The smallholder

and the yeoman had gone down in the battle against

enclosing landlords. But in Scotland the fight was not

yet over. Groups of crofters in the Highlands, last rem-

,nants of a dispossessed race, were fighting a desperate rear-

guard action with the triumphant forces of landlordism.

Revolt had blazed up in Skye, arid Glasgow police and
naval ratings had had to be imported to quell the disorder.

A government comnn^sion was inquiring into the grievances
of the crofters, and their case was receiving sympathetic
consideration in the press. George found the Scottish

public ready to listen with attention to any serious pro-
nouncement on the land question.
He first paid a vis-it to the disturbed districts in Skye, but

though he received a sympathetic hearing he could not

sting the crullers into action. They were too cautious or

too cowed to imitate the methods of the Irish Land League.
George- humorously taunted them with their inferiority
to Irishmen in tins respect. Abroad, he said, the Scots

fought like hois
;

at home, they were as submissive as

sheep, anil he suggested placing a slice}) alongside the lion

rampant in the Scottish standard. In the towns he had a
better reception. At Dundee, Inverness, Aberdeen, Glas-

gow, and Edinburgh he spoke to large and appreciative
audiences. Ihe industrial areas of Scotland were full of

transplanted Gaels, the descendants of victims of the

Clearances, who burned to revenge the wrongs of their

forbears
;
and the Lowland Scot, though his quarrel was

rather with capitalist employers than thieving landlords,
nevertheless ^elt the charm of the simple gospel preached so

persuasively by the eloquent American. At Glasgow a

meeting was held to form a Scottish Land Restoration

League. The tartan was strongly in evidence, and the
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enthusiasm of the audience rose to boiling-point when two

pipers inarched round the hall, blowing soul-animating
strains. Nearly two thousand persons enrolled in the new
organization. Branches were established in all the im-

portant Scottish towns, and George recrossed the border
with the comfortable conviction that lie had set the heather

blazing furiously.
In England he lectured at Leeds, Oxford, Cambridge,

and Hull. The Oxford meeting was the most sensational

of the series. George was the guest of Max Miiller the

distinguished orientalist, and his chairman was York
Powell 1 the historian. Despite this powerful platform,
support, the meeting, composed mainly of undergraduates,
was bitterly hostile. George had difficulty in getting
through his speech. He decided to cut it short and call for

questions. Thereupon a high-pitched voice made itself

heard from the body of the hall. It belonged to Alfred

Marshall, then lecturer at Balliol. 1
George could not know

that he had before him the future founder of the Cambridge
School of Economics, nor did the questioner's manner
suggest that he was different from the general run of

truculent hecklers with whom George had commonly to

deal. Marshall at this time was fullof the intolerance of

the specialist for the amateur. He told George bluntly
that what was true in Progress and Poverty was not new,
and that what was new was not true. George was not the
man to take this sort of thing quietly, and he retaliated in

kind. But the audience was on Marshall's side, and the
flow of interruptions made it difficult for the speaker to

reply effectively to his antagonist. Then, to make matters

worse, Max M tiller's son-in-law, F. C. Conybeare, later

well known as an Armenian scholar, jumped to his feet

and denounced George's doctrines as
"
scandalously im-

moral." George, whose patience was wearing thin, replied
with heat, and was afterwards considerably embarrassed
to learn that the man whom he had trounced was a relative

1 Marshall had given three public lectures on /Vo^ss and Poverty
while lu- was at Bristol in 1881. A lady who was present said that he
reminded her ot a boa constrictor :

" he hrst slobbered over his victim
and then swallowed him." Fay, The Corn Laws and Social England,
p. 152.
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of his host. The meeting broke up in confusion, and George
left Oxford more than ever convinced that the venerable

city was the home of lost causes. 1

At London, George addressed four more meetings, and
then crossed to Dublin at Davitt's invitation. His meet-

ing there was a complete failure. The official Nationalists

boycotted it, and the audience was small and apathetic.
Parnell had never forgiven George for his criticism of the

Nationalist land policy. So long as he remained leader of

the Irish party single-tax propaganda in Ireland was a

sheer waste of time. George was disappointed to find how

quickly the popularity he had enjoyed in 1882 had

evaporated. But his eyes were at last < 'pened to the real

character of the Irish people, and he realized how mistaken
he had been in believing that they would ever form the

vanguard of the single-tax army. On April 13, 1884, he

sailed from Quconstown for New York.

In November he was back in Scotland, at the invitation

of the Land Restoration League. His popularity with the

Scots had been greatly enhanced by his spirited reply to a

criticism of Progress and Poverty by the great whig Duke
of Argyll, who, incidentally, was the first to name George
"
the prophet of San Francisco." The League published

criticism and defence together, in a pamphlet with the

suggestive title of The Peer and the Prophet. It had a

wide circulation, and proved most effective propaganda.

George's second Scottish tour was an unqualified success.

The Presbyterian Scots strongly relished the religious

flavour of his addresses and crowded to hear him as years
before they had flocked to hear Moody and Sankey, Ameri-

can evangelists of ,i different kind. George made a trium-

phant progress through the Lowlands, and finished up with

a series of meetings in Skye. He felt that at last his

apostolic journeys were beginning to bear fruit. Why
should not Scotland play the part in the world revolution

which he had once assigned to Ireland ?

1 According tt> one who was present at the meetintr, George was infuri-

ated because Conybeare callo-d the single tax a nostrum. " On my side

of the Atl.mtif," he said,
" nostrum is n>t a word that gentlemen use in

speaking of each other's projects." bu-phen Gwynn, Experience;* of a

Literary Man, p. 44.
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In January 1885 George was back in London. He was
the chief speaker at a great open-air meeting of the unem-

ployed, held one Saturday afternoon outside the Royal
Exchange. Though John Burns and Jack Williams

organized a counter-demonstration and drew away part of

the crowd, it was estimated that two thousand persons
were present. Keenly alive to the rhetorical possibilities
of his surroundings, George pointed to the inscription over

the Exchange.
" Look up there," he cried.

" '

The earth

is the Lord's.'
" A voice interrupted,

"
The landlords."

"Aye," continued George, "the landlords. They have
established the landlords for the Lord above all ; and the,,

want and unemployment, the misery which exists from one

end of the kingdom to the other, the misery which encircles

society wherever civilization goes, is caused by the sin of

the denial of justice."
Before he left for home George ventured on another visit

to Ireland. This time he tried Belfast. Perhaps the

Ulsterrnen might be more responsive to his message, than

the Milesian Irishmen of the south. The experiment was
disastrous. The Dublin Nationalists had boycotted him.

The Belfast Orangemen tried to wreck his meeting. The
hall was packed with a hostile crowd, who threw the chairs

about, stormed the platform, extinguished the lights, and

fought the police. George had to admit that there was
no corner oi the Emerald Isle where lie was sure of a wel-

come. His disillusionment with things In^h was complete.
On January 25, 1^5, he embarked at Queenstovvn for

home.



CHAPTER XI

THE NEW YORK MAYORALTY CAMPAIGN

TILL the beginning of 1886 George's main preoccupation
was the completion of his book on free trade, which he had

begun and abandoned three years earlier. A large part of

the writing was clone during the summer of 1885 at a farm-
house on Long Island. George's interest in the life

1

<>1 the

farm arid his observation of the habits of the animals

supplied him with the illustration with which the book
commences.

" Near the window by which I write," he began,
"
a great

bull is tethered by a ring in his nose. Grazing round and
round he has wound his rope about the stake until now he
stands a close insoner, tantalized by rich grass lie (\mnot
reach, unable e\ en to tuss his head to rid him oi the thes that
cluster on his shoulders. . . . This bull, a very type of massive

strength, who, because he has not wit enough to see how he

might be free, sutlers want in sight of plenty, arid is helplessly
preyed upon by we.il.er creatures, seems to me no unlit emblem
of the working masses. ... 1 shall go out and drive the bull

in the way that \\ill untwist his rope. But who sluill drive
inen into freedom ? 'I ill they use the reason with which they
have been gifted, n<>

1

hing can avail. For them there is no

special providence."
1

The originn I feature of George's treatment of the tarilf

question is his attempt to carry the argument beyond the

point at which free traders generally leave it. They are

content to pro\e that five trade increases a nation's wealth
and must therefore improve the condition of the working
classes. What, according to George, they fail to observe
is that the beneficent iulhience of unrestricted trade is de-

1 Protection of 1-rce Trade, pp. 2-3.
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stroyed by the existence of private property in land. The

higher wages which the workers earn are stolen from
them by the landowners in increased rents. This is why
poverty prevails in free trade countries, and why free trade

by itself provides no solution of the social problem. It

requires as its complement the single tax.

"
Free trade means free product ion. Now fully to free

production it is necessary not only to remove all taxes on

production but also to remove all other restrictions on pro-
duction. True free trade, in short, requires that the active

factor of production, labour, shall have free access to the

passive factor of production, land. To secure this, allt

monopoly of land must be broken up, and the equal right
of all to the use of the natural elements must be secured by the

treatment of the land as the common property in usufruct of

the whole people."
*

The book appeared in the spring of i8S6 under the title

Protection or Free Trade. Owing to an accidental circum-

stance it had almost as large a circulation as Progress and

Poverty itself. In 1892 Tom Johnson, one of George's
closest friends, was a member of Congress. He persuaded
half a dozen of his colleagues to join with him in reciting

long portions of Protection or Free Trade in their speeches,
till the whole book appeared in the Congressional Record.

Congressmen were entitled to reprint at small cost portions
of the Record and send copies post free to their constituents

and others. Johnson took advantage of this privilege to

reprint a complete cheap edition of Protection or Free Trade

from the pages of the Record and to broadcast copies at

the government's expense all over the United States.

Nearly a million copies reached the public in this way.
George was glad to get the book off his hands. He had

found the work of composition fatiguing, and he even assured

a friend that he would never write another book. It was
a distinct relief to get back to the occupations which his

restless spirit found more congenial to lecturing, article-

writing, and the general work of propaganda. All the

summer lie was kept busy pushing the sale of his book (he

1 Protection or Free Trade, p. 309.
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was acting as his own publisher), and then in the autumn
came one of the great chances of his life. He was invited

to stand for the mayoralty of New York. Such an oppor-
tunity for propaganda was too good to be lost. George
accepted the nomination and flung himself joyously into

the fight.
The invitation came from a group of trade unions in

New York. The year 1886 was a period of feverish agita-
tion in the American labour world. All over the United
States something like a mass uprising of the working class

was taking place. Hundreds of strikes broke out in the

industrial areas, most of them engineered by the Knights
of Labour, then at the height of their powei . On the 6,000
miles of Jay Gould's railway system traffic was paralysed
for two months. In Chicago 60,000 workmen laid down
their tools. Police fired on strikers at the M'Corrnick

Harvester Works. New York trarnwaymen attacked cars

run by blacklegs. To complicate the situation an anarchist

outrage at Chicago scared the middle classes out of their

wits and stiffened the opposition of the employers to trade

union demands. The ground heaved with revolution.

America seemed on the brink of social war.

In New Yoik the tempers of trade unionists had been

frayed by the action of the police and the courts. The

police mercilessly batoned strikers ;
the courts lined and

imprisoned them on trivial pretexts. The workers felt

they were not getting a square deal. Their enemies had
control of the governmental machine and were using it

unfairly against them. Out of this feeling of dissatisfaction

arose a movement in favour of independent labour repre-
sentation on the municipality. The Central Labour Union,
a local federation of trade unions, decided to run a labour

candidate for the mayoralty. There was no trade unionist

or professional labour leader sufficiently outstanding to

rally the working class voters, so the selection committee

approached George. He had many of the qualifications of

a good working class candidate. He had once been a

working man himself ; he had strong radical sympathies ;

and he had written a famous book. Moreover, lie would
attract some of the better class voters who hated graft.
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A combination of middle and working class reformers might
poll sufficient strength to carry the election. At a special
conference of trade union delegates it was decided by a

large majority to offer the nomination to George.
When the invitation came, George did a very sensible

thing. He asked the trade union leaders to guarantee him
a minimum vote of 30,000. He was willing to run, but he
did not wish his candidature to be a fiasco. The condition,
at first, seemed impossible of fulfilment, but a thorough
canvass of the working class quarters procured 34,000
signed pledges to vote for George. These were produced
and verified at a great meeting in Cooper Union, and George
finally consented to stand.

"
I am your candidate for mayor of New York," he told his

audience.
"

It is something that a little while ago T never
dreamt of. Years ago I came to this city from the West,
unknown, knowing nobody, and 1 saw and recognized for the
first time the shocking contrast between monstrous wealth
and debasing want. And here I made a vow from which I

have never faltered, to seek out and remedy if I could, the
cause that condemned little children to lead such lives as you
know them to lead in the squalid districts. It is because of

that that 1 stand before you to-night, presenting myself for

the chief office of your city."

In putting his cause to the test of a political battle George
was under no illusion as to the forces he would have to

fight. He had plumbed the rotten depths of American

politics. He knew the sordid reality that lay concealed

behind the imposing facade of American democracy. The
constitution handed down by the founders of the Republic
had become the convenient instrument of a vulgar plutoc-

racy. The sovereignty of the people had passed into the

hands of political bosses, sprung from the dregs of the

populace. Nowhere did the American demos show to less

advantage than in the towns.

"
In all the great American cities," George had written in

Progress and Poverty,
"
there is to-day as cleaily defined a

ruling class as in the most aristocratic countries in the world.

Its members carry wards in their pockets, make up the slates

for nominating conventions, distribute offices as they bargain
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together, and though they toil not neither do they spin
wear the best of raiment and spend money lavishly. . . . Who
are these men ? The wise, the good, the learned men who
have earned the confidence of their fellow-citizens by the purity
of their lives, the splendour of their talents, their probity in

public trusts, their deep study of the problems of government ?

No
; they are gamblers, saloon keepers, pugilists or wor.se." l

The electorate was worthy of its masters. In New York
an illiterate proletariat, venal as the populace of old Rome,
was the obedient servant of a ring of grafters who worked
their will on the city finances. It was this mass of cor-

ruption that George proposed to vitalize; by the passionate

eloquence of his appeal. The attempt Deemed hopeless.
Professional politicians smiled at the man who sought to

blast a way through mountainous error by the mere power
of his tongue. George alone, with his invincible optimism,
did not despair of success. Even if he were beaten, the

election would give him a platform from which his words
would reach millions. The political contests of New York
were followed eagerly by the rest of the country, and some-
times attracted the attention of the European press. The

indefatigable propagandist could not let slip this unique

opportunity to publish his doctrine to the world.

For years New York had been misgoverned arid pillaged

by the political machine known as Tammany. Founded
in the eighteenth ccnturv as a social club and named after

a legendary Indian chief, the society with its
"
sachems"

and its
"
sagamores," its

"
braves," and its

"
wiskiriskies

"

became first the Democratic caucus of New York, and then

an unsavoury nest of scoundrelly grafters. Under Boss
Tweed the machine robbed the city of 200 million dollars.

When in 1871 the Tweed ring was exposed and overthrown

Tammany politicians had to walk warily, but incredible to

relate they quickly recovered their hold over the city.

By 1886 they were firmly entrenched in the municipality ;

the city officers from the mayor downwards were their

nominees ;.and the large alien vote of New York was at

their command. They looked forward without anxiety to

the autumn elections.

1
Pro^te^s and Poverty, p. 378.
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In the summer of 1886 Boss Croker succeeded to the

chieftainship of Tammany. Croker was the child of Irish

immigrants, and was himself born in Ireland. He proved
to have more than his countryman's usual share of political
talent. Famous in his youth as a gangster and prize-

fighter, he was enlisted by Boss Tweed in the Tammany
bodyguard, and gravitated in due course to the highest

position in the society. For fifteen years this kind-faced

man, with his winning smile, ruled New York with the power
of a king. He was perfectly frank as to his motives.

"
I

am out for my pockets all the time," he told an inquiry
committee. And when he retired in 1900 to his native

Ireland he had an income which the British Inland Revenue

Department assessed at 20,000 a year.
When rumours of George's candidature reached Croker's

ears he realized the need for prompt action. The appear-
ance of an independent candidate was often the signal for

one of those periodic revolts of the New York electorate

against its masters. The movement, if possible, must be

stifled at the outset. Croker's first ingenious idea was to

offer the Tammany nomination to George himself. When
this was turned down an emissary was sent to offer the

independent candidate a safe seat in Congress if he would
withdraw. The indiscreet negotiator blurted out that while

George could not possibly win, his running would
"

raise

hell." To which George replied,
"

I do not want the re-

sponsibility of the office of mayor, but I do want to raise

hell ! I am decided and will run."

Since the enemy could not be bought off, Croker looked

round for a respectable Democratic politician to carry the

Tammany flag. It would not do to run one of the usual

grafters. Faced with the alternative of an honest candi-

date, the electorate might bolt. Somebody must be found

who would appeal to the better class citizens. Croker's

choice fell on Abram Hewitt, the Democratic Congressman
for whom George had done secretarial work when first he

came to New York. Hewitt was a rich philanthropist
whose name had never been tarnished by the breath of

slander. From every point of view he was an ideal

candidate. But why a man of his unquestioned integrity
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should have consented to become the tool of Boss Croker
is one of those mysteries of American politics which only
natives can understand.

Croker's last move was to appeal to the Republicans
to stand down and allow the anti-George vote to be con-
centrated on Hewitt. Here he failed. The Republican
bosses thought they saw a chance of victory in a three-
cornered fight, and they put up a young man of good
family, a future President of the United States, Theodore
Roosevelt. Roosevelt had already made some progress
In politics. He had served in the New York State Legis-

lature, where his piercing voice, shouting
"
Mr. Speakah !

Mr. Speakah !

"
had wakened the echoi* of the chamber

and compelled the attention of somnolent senators. But
his impulsiveness had estranged his leaders, and he had
withdrawn for two years to play the gentleman cowboy in

the Dakota Bad Lands. Now he was eager to return to

politics, and the mayoralty election offered a convenient
card of re-entry. Roosevelt, in his free trade days, had met

George at the
*

New York Free Trade Club, but lie had no

understanding of his ideas. In his brusque way he dis-

missed him as
"
an utterly cheap reformer." l

The armies \\vre now drawn up for battle and the leaders

proceeded to address their troops. George's programme,
which his labour supporters swallowed without demur, was,
as the press declared, a mere

"
epitome of his popular essay

on Progress and Poverty." Hewitt took the line that he was
called on to save society from dissolution, arid his speeches
contained blood-curdling references to the horrors of the

French Revolution and the atrocities of the Commune.
Roosevelt declared for clean government and a war on the

spoilsmen. To his intense disgust, the Republican candi-

date soon discovered that he was out of the running. He
had hoped to slip in between his two rivals. But as the

campaign progressed it quickly became evident that the

fight lay between George and Hewitt. The
"
timid good,"

as Roosevelt scornfully called them, plumped for the

Tammany candidate. Even the Republican bosses in the

end recommended their supporters to vote for Hewitt.
1

IT. F Pringk-, Thfoiitrc Roosevelt, p. 112.
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Roosevelt polled much loss than the usual Republican
strength and had the humiliation of finishing third. To a

man of his intense egoism this was a bitter blow. He
seldom cared to refer to his discomfiture, and in his Auto-

biography the whole episode is dismissed in three, lines.

The army which rallied round George's banner was a

motley host of labourists, socialists, single taxers, and

municipal reformers. Prominent among his supporters
were Powderley, head of the Knights of Labour

; Gompers,
founder of the rival Federation of Labour ; Daniel de Leon,

stormy petrel of American socialism ; Tom Johnson, a

wealthy Western industrialist, later distinguished as reform

mayor of Cleveland
; August Lewis, a prosperous straw

goods manufacturer
;

Thomas Shearman, a corporation

lawyer ;
Louis Post, an active journalist. It was lucky for

George that he had some wealthy friends, for, though con-

trary to American usage, collections \\ere taken at his

meetings to defray the cost of the campaign, and cartloads

of coppers were transported daily to the paity headquarters,

yet there remained a substantial delicit, which was wiped
out mainly by Johnson and Shearman. Louis Post ran a

successful campaign paper, the Leader, the work on wrhich

was done gratuitously by newspapermen who sympathized
with George, though the papers for which they did their

paid work opposed his candidature.

Several clergymen threw themselves into the fray, and

figures in priestly robes were seen expounding the virtues

of the single tax from platforms and
"

cart tails." Most

interesting of all George's clerical supporters was Father

M'Glynn, priest of St. Stephen's, one of the largest Roman
Catholic congregations in New York. M'Glynn's inde-

pendent mind and social sympathies had already led to

differences with his ecclesiastical superiors. Some years
before he had delivered speeches in support of the Irish

Land League which had produced protests from Rome and
earned him a reprimand from his archbishop. Since then

he had been a marked man, but this did not deter him from

coming out boldly on the side of George. He offered to

speak in his support at a meeting in Chickering Hall.

When the advertisements of the meeting appeared, Arch-
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bishop Corrigan of New York peremptorily forbade

M'Glynn to speak. M'Glynn refused to obey this in-

junction, having already undertaken to speak, but he

promised to address no more meetings during the cam-

paign. He sent George to interview the Archbishop and

persuade him that Progress and Poverty contained nothing

contrary to the theology of the Church. George obtained
no satisfaction, and the Archbishop made a use of his

visit which was hardly fair. When a labour leader, a

Roman Catholic, appealed to Dr. Corrigan not to allow

the Church's influence to be used in favour of the old corrupt

politicians, the Archbishop disingenuously replied,
"
The

only politician who has ventured to apjuoach me directly
or indirectly in the campaign you refer to is Mr. Henry
George."

M'Glynn persisted in delivering his speech, and Arch-

bishop Corrigan at once suspended him from his functions

for two weeks. The fact of the suspension, however, was
not made public till after the election, and M'Glynn did

not disclose it to his friends. He continued to attend

George's meetings, but kept his promise not to speak.
When the press announced that he had withdrawn his

support from George he publicly contradicted the report,

and on polling clay he courageously drove round the town

with the independent candidate in an open barouche. The
further 'disciplining" of M'Glynn, culminating in his ex-

communication, will be related in the next chapter.

The hostility <>i the Catholic I liurch was a serious handi-

cap to George. It robbed him of a large part of the Irish

vote. One of the many Irish politicians on Tammanv got
at Vicar-Genera

1

, Preston, Archbishop Cornwall's deputy,
and procured from him a letter in which he denounced

George's doctrines as
"
unsound, unsafe and contrary to the

teachings of the Church." This letter, printed and distri-

buted as a campaign document, was a, not unimportant
factor in the final result. On the other hand, George made

uriexpected.inroads on Tammany's peculiar preserve the

alien population of New York. As always before an excit-

ing election, the number of naturalizations went up enor-

mously. This was one of Tammany's regular methods of
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increasing its voting strength. But, in this instance, not all

the now citizens were for Croker. A German applicant was
asked by the naturalization officer,

" Do you swear to

support the constitution of the United States ?
"

"No,
no !

"
was the angry response,

"
I swears to support Mr.

George as mayor."
During these strenuous weeks the labour candidate did

riot spare himself. lie spoke early and late, often address-

ing a dozen meetings a day. His oratory was his party's
chief asset. Not only the mob, but men of culture arid

refinement fell under its spell. A little before this Hamlin
Garland heard George speak at Brooklyn arid recorded his

impressions in A Sun of the Middle Border. 1

"
ITis -\\ords were orderly and well chosen. They had pre-

cision and k
r r;icc <1S well as power. He spoke as other men

write, with style and arrangement. His address could have
been printed "word for word MS it fell from his lips. This

self-mastery, this graceful lucidity of utterance combined with
a personal presence distinctive and dignified, reduced even his

enemies to respectful silence. His altruism, his sincere pity
and his hatred of injustice sent me away in the mood of a

disciple."

An army of enthusiastic followers fought valiantly by the

side of their leader. In halls and clubrooms, at street

corners and on vacant lots, speakers shouted themselves

hoarse in favour of Henry George. New York was sub-

merged beneath a deluge of oratory. The speaking arrange-
ments were in the hands of Gompers, who never failed to

speak himself when no one else was available. Like many
small men, this little Dutch Jew had a voice of surprising

range and power, which made it inadvisable for any other

speaker to mount a soapbox in his vicinity. George him-
self had to cut short one of his open-air addresses because

Gompers was speaking three blocks away.
The closing incident of the campaign was a great working

class parade on the Saturday before the poll. Through
drenching rain thousands of men marched to Union Square,
where George took the salute. There were no bands, but
the processionists supplied their own marching music with

1
Page 3 7(j.
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the rhythmical chant of their party slogans. Broadway
rang with the refrain

"
George ! George ! Hen-ry George !

"

The size of the demonstration startled the bourgeoisie and
caused a last-minute stampede from the Republican to the

Democratic camp, with important effects on the result.

November 2nd was polling day. It was now that the
weaknesses of George's party organization told most heavily
against him. The modern system of publicly controlled

elections did not exist at this time in America. The parties
had each to print and distribute their own ballot papers.
This not only destroyed the secrecy of the ballot (the voting

papers were" printed in different colours) but it often en-

sured the defeat of a poor candidate whu could not afford

to print ballot papers in sufficient quantities. George's lack

of funds hampered him here, and it also prevented him from

having inspectors at every polling booth to sec that the

Tammany officials did not
"

stuff
"

the ballot boxes with

faked voting papers or poll the same man over and over

again.
" How can George hope to win ?

"
asked a cynical

Tammany
"
heeler/'

"
he hasn't enough inspectors." It

was true. When the result was announced, George came
second on the poll. The figures were :

Hewitt Qtt.552

George 68, no
Roosevelt 60,435

Many connected with the election believed and asserted that

George had really won, but had been
"
counted out

"
by

the usual Tammany methods. This is not impossible. It

is certain that grave irregularities occurred. Hundreds of

ballot boxes, for instance, suspected of containing a labour

majority were pitched into the East River.

George, however, was well satisfied with the result. He
had achieved a great personal triumph. He had polled an

unexpectedly substantial vote, and he had beaten Roose-

velt. To his disappointed followers he addressed words of

hope and encouragement :

" Thank God, men of New York," he told them,
" we in this

fight have won a victory that makes the true republic of the
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future certain. We have lit a fire that will never go out. We
have begun a movement that defeated and defeated and de-
feated must still go on."

In his elation George looked forward to fresh triumphs and
a further enlargement of his personal fame. lie did not

realize, what is so painfully clear to us now, that he had
reached the pinnacle of his career. Since the publication
of Progress and Poverty^

the curve of his reputation had been

steadily mounting. Now it took a slight downward bend.
The change was hardly perceptible at first, but the passage
of the years made it plainly visible. His star had reached
and passed its meridian. The 1886 mayoralty campaign
marks the highest point of his public endeavour. Never

again did he bulk so largely in the public eye. Never again
did he taste so intoxicating a triumph. Never again did
his cause seem so certain of ultimate victory.



CHAPTER XII

THE UNITED LABOUR PARTY

WHEN the mayoralty election was over a reporter inter-

viewed George and asked him what he intended to do.
"

I

shall buy a bottle of ink and a box of pe' ," he said simply,"
and again go to writing." In the pre\ ions summer George

had discussed \\ith his friends the possibility of establishing
an independent single tax paper. 'Ihese plans, interrupted

by the electoral contest, \\vre now resumed and completed.
On January 8, 1887, appealed the first number of a new

weekly, the Standard, with George in the editorial chair.

"
Confident in the strength of truth," he \\rote in his open-

ing leader,
"

F shall ^i\e m> quarter to abuses and ask none of

tlioir charnpio'is ... 1 hope to make tins paper the \vorthy
exponent and advocate <>1 a. great party jet unnamed."

Within a few weeks the Standard reached the respectable
circulation of 40,000. This initial success it owed to the

public interest in the ArGlynn case, winch the Standard
featured prominently in its columns. M'Ghnn^ a II airs

were now rapidly approaching a crisis ( orrigan's dis-

ciplinary measures had failed to intimidate him, and he

continued to rei't ia.te in speeches and interview IIN belief

in the single tax. His criticism of a pastoral letter in which
the Archbishop had made a \ eiled attack on land national-

ization led to his suspension for a second time. 1'inally,

in January 1887, Corn jj an removed him from the pastorate
of St. Stephen's and ti.uismitted his case to Rome.

In the painful controversy that followed mistakes were

made on both sides. M'Gluin proved unnecessarily stub-

born. Corrigan showed himself unduly eager for a con-

demnation. Passion and private prejudice prevented a
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calm consideration of the real point at issue. At Rome the
case was unsvmpathetically handled by the Prefect of

Propaganda, Cardinal Simeoni,
"
the embodiment of timid

and suspicious conservatism," as an American bishop de-

scribed him. Simeoni started with a prejudice against

M'Glynn. It was lie who, some years earlier, had forwarded
the Vatican's protest against M'Glynn's speeches on the

Irish question. On that occasion he had been disappointed
that Archbishop M'Ooskey (Corrigan's predecessor) had
not forced M'Glynn publicly to recant. 'J he present com-

plaint seemed a heaven - sent opportunity to bring a
rebellious priest to reason. Simeoui proceeded to act on
this assumption. He sent M'Glynn an order first, to

come to Rome
; second, to retract in writing the opinions

he had expressed publicly on the land question. The
second was a most unreasonable demand. It was the law-
fulness of M'Gl vim's doctrines that was in dispute. To
ask him to condemn them in advance was asking him to

plead guilty. M'Glynn protested strongly against this

attempt to prejudge his case and refused to go to Rome.
Here he was certainly imprudent. The refusal to obey

Simeoni's summons exposed him to a charge of contumacy.
He should at all costs have gone to Rome and demanded
that his case be investigated by the Church tribunals. He
was not so friendless as he imagined. As it happened, there

was a new cardinal at the Vatican in the spring of iiSS7
who was interested in his cause. This was Cardinal Gib-

bons, Archbishop of Baltimore, the leader of the liberal

section of the American hierarchy. Gibbons disapproved
of Corrigan's action. It was the kind of thing that might
irritate American opinion and strengthen the view that the

Roman Catholic Church was an alien institution, striving
to undermine American liberty. All his life Gibbons had
exerted himself to dissuade the Vatican and the American

hierarchy from decisions that would excite the suspicion of

the American public. During this visit to Rome he per-
suaded the Pope to withhold his condemnation from the

Knights of Labour, and he was instrumental with Cardinal

Manning in keeping Progress and Poverty off the Index. It

is practically certain that he would have had sufficient
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influence to procure M'Glynn's acquittal. The important
thing was that the case should be thrashed out, arid Gibbons
wrote personally to M'Glynn urging him to appear at

Rome. M'Glynn replied, through his canonical advocate
Dr. Burtsell, that he would come on certain conditions.

Gibbons communicated the contents of this letter, verbally,
to the Pope, but for some reason or other it was not

passed on officially to Propaganda. Simeoni, having re-

ceived no reply from M'Glynn, sent him a peremptory
order to appear at Rome within forty days, on pain of

excommunication. M'Glynn, unaware that his letter had
. not reached Propaganda, ignored the summons. The
deadlock was complete. On 4th Jul> the final blow
fell. M'Glynn was declared

"
cut off from the communion

of the Church, from its sacraments and participation in

its prayers, and should he persevere in his contumacy,
deprived of the right after death of Christian burial."

No termination of the case could have been more un-

satisfactory. The technical cause of M'Glynn's excom-
munication was his refusal to obey a summons to Rome.
The real cause, his land theory, was never submitted to

the issue of a trial, and no authoritative pronouncement
was made on its conformity or nonconformity with Catholic

doctrine. In this unsettled state the question was left to

trouble the peace of the Church and disturb the consciences

of honest Catholics who had given intellectual assent to

the single tax theory.
As for M'Glvim, his resolution remained unbroken by

his punishment. He sturdily maintained that his excom-

munication was imjust, and an unjust excommunication,
he held, could not stand in canon law. Some priests

sympathized with him and felt the weight of Corrigan's

displeasure. Many Catholic laymen considered that he had
been harshly treated. But the American press on the whole

justified the Archbishop. In its hatred of
the^

'

it defended an action which in other circums'

almost certainly have denounced as
un-Arncj

retained the loyalty of his old parishioners, j

uted generously to his support, so that
h^

of want. For the next few years he
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lecturing and writing. He found a congenial outlet for his

social sympathies in the Anti-Poverty Society, of which he
was the chief founder. The society was a Christian

Socialist organization which met on Sunday evenings and

waged war on social abuses in the name of religion. Special

hymns were sung, and speakers indulged freely in biblical

imagery and language. M'Glynri was president and George
vice-president the priest and the prophet, as their

admirers liked to call them. This union of religious
sentiment with social aspiration made a strong appeal to

many minds, and the society enrolled a large membership.
It provided a useful rallying ground for single taxers, and
its weekly meetings helped to keep their doctrines promi-
nently before the public.

Single taxers, however, had another organization from
which they expected greater things. This was the United
Labour Party. The heavy vote polled by George in the

mayoralty election encouraged his supporters to keep alive

the organization built up during the contest and to make
it the nucleus of an independent single tax party. The

history of the United States is not encouraging for third

parties. Seldom have they been able to break down the

monopoly of the older political organizations. Free Soilers,

Green backers, and Populists have disappeared, leaving

scarcely a ripple on the surface of American politics. Even
Theodore Roosevelt had to confess his inability to hold

together his Progressive group after its defeat in 1912."
There are no loaves and fishes," he said cynically. George

was dubious of the wisdom of the new departure, but he
had to admit that the experiment was worth a trial. After

all, the Republicans themselves had started as a third

party. They had squeezed out the Whigs in the eighteen-
sixties. Why then should the single taxers not in turn

squeeze out the Democrats ? If their programme had
half the virtues they ascribed to it, it must end by capturing
the allegiance of the electorate.

The new party was launched at a great meeting held at

Cooper Union shortly after the mayoralty election, and

steps were immediately taken to organize branches through-
out the State. The party's title was intended to attract
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the working class vote. The local branches usually called

themselves Land and Labour Clubs. By August 1887 the

party organization was sufficiently advanced to permit the

holding of a convention at Syracuse. Here the first signs
of weakness and schism showed themselves. Like the block

of citizens who had voted for George in 1880, the United
Labour Party was a medley of discordant elements. It

included among many other shades of social and political
belief a small but vocal section of socialists, whose presence
in the party was particularly obnoxious to George. 1 le held

that, as single taxers were so often unjustly called socialists,

they must avoid giving the slightest ground for the accusa-

tion by associating with those who claim* -;1 the name as an

honour. Socialists, moreover, were among George's most
incisive critics. They made no secret of their poor opinion
of the single tax, which in their CJTS was of no value except
as a first step towards more radical reforms. This attitude

irritated George. Accustomed to be treated by his friends

as an infallible prophet, he felt ill at ease in the company
of such lukewarm adherents, and he decided that either he

or they must go. The dispute came to a head at the

Syracuse Convention. The most distinguished spokesman
for the socialists was Laurence Gronlund, author of the,

widely read and influential book, A Co-operative Common-
wealth. The anti-socialist case was stated by George and

M'Glynn. After a prolonged and acrimonious debate

George carried his point. '1 lie socialists were expelled.

Weakened by these dissensions, the United Labour Party
entered on its first electoral battle. At the New York-

State elections of i.sS/ it ran candidates for several offices.

The governorship uas not vacant, but the Secretaryship of

State; had to be tilled, and George was nominated for this

important post. Candidates were also run for some minor

positions. Johnson, Shearman, and Lewis subscribed

liberally to the party funds, and a vigoi ous campaign was

instituted throughout the State. George and M'Glynn
were the pa/ty's star speakers, and their oratorical efforts

were supplemented by a lavish distribution of literature.

Over a million tracts on the single tax were broadcast among
the electors. At the close of the campaign George expressed
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his confidence in the result,
" The vote to be received by

our party," he told the
press,

"
will astonish the poli-

ticians." It did, but not in the way George anticipated.
For the Secretaryship of State the votes were :

Cook (Democrat) 480,355
Grant (Republican) .... 459,503
George (United Labour) . . . 72,781

Huntington (Prohibitionist) . . . 41,897

In the whole State George had polled only 4,000 more votes

than he received in the 1886 mayoralty election. In New
York itself nearly half his supporters had deserted him.

The defeat of the new party was decisive and crushing. On
the night of the election George and Louis Post watched
the returns as they appeared on the bulletin board of

the New York Herald. When they turned to go Post asked

George,
" Do you see the hand of the Lord in this ?

"

George stoutly replied,
"

I don't see it, but I know it's

there."

There was really little cause for surprise in what had

happened. George;, as usual, had been wildly optimistic.
He had exaggerated the strength of his friends and under-

estimated the number and influence of his foes. Among the

factors which explain his defeat, the enmity of the socialists

counted for something, though not for much. Their voting

strength was negligible. More formidable was the hostility
of the Roman Catholic Church, which threw the whole

weight of its influence against a party which counted an
excommunicated priest among its leaders. Even Patrick

Ford, who had remained loyal to George up to this point,
now deserted him a serious loss for a politician with so

little press backing. But, of course, the real reason for

the disaster was the numerical weakness of the single
taxers. Events like the mayoralty election had given them
a false idea of their strength. They forgot that citizens who

might support George on a purely municipal issue would
in a State election prefer to vote for their own party candi-

dates. George's heavy poll in 1886 was a protest against

Tammany, not a demonstration in favour of the single tax.

The State election-s of 1887 made this desolatingly clear.
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George tried to put the best face on matters, but in-

wardly he was deeply chagrined by the smallness of his

vote. It convinced him that he had acted foolishly when he

accepted the leadership of a third party. He felt like a

general without troops, and he resolved to extricate himself

at the first opportunity from his ridiculous position. Un-

fortunately, the: manner of his withdrawal gave it the

appearance of a betrayal and did infinite harm to the single
tax cause. The circumstances were these. In December

1887 Grover Cleveland, the Democratic President, was

approaching the end of his iirst term of oftice. As a gesture
for the next election he sent a message to Congress urging
a revision of the tariff. George seized this as a pretext
to recommend that the United Labour Party should put
no presidential candidate in the field at the next election,

but give its support to Cleveland. His arguments were
that the party could not hope to win

;
that a revision of

the tariff was a good thing in itself
;
and that a discussion

of the free trade question might raise wider issues. In his

last book lie had tried to prove that free trade, logically
carried out, led on to thuc single tax. To these counsels of

expedience M'Glynn offered an unbending opposition.

Single taxcrs, he maintained, must tight tlit-ir own battles

and not be drawn by red herrings in the wake of the older

parties, between whom, as George himself had once said,

there was nothing to choose. Supporting Cleveland would
mean lighting beside Croker arid his gangsters (the condot-

tieri of Tammany always marched under the Democratic

flag), and this was a humiliation to which M'Glynn was
resolved never to submit. For weeks the controversy
dragged on in the pages of the Standard, and the disputants
became hot and bitter. Each misrepresented the motives

of the other. George accused his opponents of wishing to

create a party for their own personal advantage. They
retorted that he had been bought by the Democratic
caucus. A sad result of this exchange of personalities was
the rupturoof the friendship between George and M'Glynn.
For years they never met or communicated with each
other.

George had plenty of backing in the movement and
(4,736) I2y 9
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could easily have put up a good fight for control of the

United Labour Party, but he had lost interest in it and

persuaded his friends quietly to withdraw. The schism
extended to the Anti-Poverty Society, and here also George
left M'Glynn in possession. The whole movement was
thrown into confusion. In the presidential election oi

1888 single taxers fought on different sides. The United
Labour Party put up a candidate who secured a handful
of votes. George and his friends worked for Cleveland,
and preached on Democratic platforms the undiluted

doctrine of free trade, to the intense disgust of the party
managers, who had given out as the marching song of their

party parades :

Don't, don't, don't be afraid,
Tariff reform is not free trade.

It didn't much matter what it was, for
"
bold

"
Cleveland

was beaten. He was re-elected in 1892, but by that time
his enthusiasm for free trade had cooled, anil the tariff

revision for which his party was responsible was a

meagre and disappointing reform. George had put his

money on the wrong horse. He had wrecked his party
and alienated his friends, and he had nothing to show for

it. His reputation as a practical politician sank to zero.

The man who in 1886 had startled party cauciij-es and
fluttered the dovecotes of Tammany was now regarded as

a pasteboard Jacobin who had met his Therm idor. The

professional politicians treated him with derision. The

public reverted to its old idea of him as an amiable but

impracticable idealist.

George, mortified and embittered by these reverses, was
glad of any excuse to escape from the scene of his humilia-

tion. At the end of the year he paid a short visit to England,
and returned, in the following spring, for an extended
lecture tour. The applause of crowds helped to restore

his self-confidence. Though the curiosity of the British

public about him was less keen than in 1884, lie was still

able to attract large and enthusiastic audiences. He spoke
all over England and Scotland, and debated publicly with

Hyndman and with Samuel Smith, M.P., a solemn' but
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well-meaning Scotsman who had made a fortune as a
cotton-broker in Liverpool and was famous for his philan-

thropic activities. In Ireland George had his usual ill-luck.

He addressed a meeting in Dublin, which, we are informed,
went smoothly until

"
a gentleman in the reserved seats

"

made an offensive remark, whereupon the audience drew
their sticks and engaged cheerfully in a traditional Irish

free light. With his reception in England and Scotland

George professed himself well satisfied. His meetings were

large and appreciative, and notabilities who would have

boycotted him in 18^4 now sat on his platform. But he
could not help noticing that the movement had suffered

notable defections since his last visit. Many single taxers

had become socialists. Five-sixths of the Fabians, accord-

ing to Bernard Shaw, owed their conversion to Progress
and Poverty. It was surely a malignant fate that made the
individualist George the agent of a socialist revival. Radi-

cals, too, had become lukewarm in their support. Labou-

chere, for instance, declared himself ready to tax urban
land values, but he refused to abolish all taxes in favour of

a land tax, and he expressed his utter disbelief in the power
of the single tax to regenerate,

1

society. His attitude was
that of many members of the Liberal party. To George,
such views were a travesty of his doctrine. It was galling
indeed to see his great social scheme reduced to the paltry
dimensions of a fiscal reform. Yet to this day many so-

called Georgists hold the single tax creed in this limited and

unsatisfactory form.

While in England George was flattered to receive an
invitation to carry his message to Australia. At the begin-

ning of 1890 he t,ct off with his wife on this, the last of his

great lecture tours. The travellers crossed the Ameriran
continent to San Francisco, where George's old fellow-

townsmen gave him a tumuli uous welcome, sailed across

the Pacific, and reached Melbourne at the beginning of

March. For the next three months they travelled thousands
of miles ewer the Australian continent, George lecturing
almost every evening, and sometimes delivering two or

three speeches a day. The Australians, unaccustomed to

distinguished visitors from the Old or the New World,
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welcomed him hospitably, crowded to his meetings, and
treated him to a succession of dinners, banquets, and re-

ceptions which left him limp and helpless. Of course, he
was taken to an Australian race-meeting. An enthusiastic

single taxer who belonged to a racing chib secured George's
admission as an honorary member.

"
Has he any horses ?

"

asked the secretary.
"
Two," said the single taxcr.

"
Progress and Poverty, and they are running well in the

United States."

The atmosphere of hero -
worship which surrounded

George in Australia was very pleasing, but the strain of

continual travelling and lecturing was tremendous, and
he was immensely relieved when the tour came to an end.

He made the return voyage by way of the Red Sea and the

Mediterranean, visited some of the show-spots of Europe,
and delivered some lectures in England and Scotland. On
1st September he disembarked at New York. The memory
of his triumphs beneath the Southern Cross helped to

obliterate the painful recollection of his political failure,

and he applied himself with renewed zest to his writing and

lecturing. But a sudden calamity struck him down. In
Australia he had overtaxed his strength, and exhausted
nature took its revenge. At the end of the year he was

prostrated by a slight apoplectic stroke which produced
aphasia, that distressing condition in which the patient
either loses the power of speech or attaches wrong words to

his ideas. George's rich friends at once came to his rescue

and sent him off for a prolonged holiday to Bermuda.
There he slowly recuperated, taking daily exercise, learning
to ride the bicycle, and refreshing his mind with Shake-

speare and Schopenhauer. By April 1891 he was able to

return to New York. His restoration to health was not

complete. The damage to his system was irreparable, and
he was never, physically, the same man again. But he
recovered sufficiently to undertake the literary work to be
described in the next chapter, and to engage in the political
activities which brought his career to its tragic termination.
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CHAPTER XIII

LEO XIII., SPENCER, AND THE ORTHODOX ECONOMISTS

FOR some time George; had been meditating a work on

political economy. It had deeply disappointed him that

the professional economists had paid so little attention to

Progress and Poverty. He had expected them to acknow-

ledge the justice of its attack on the old economics and to

set about recasting their science in the light of its criti-

cisms. Instead, they had either ignored the book or mis-

represented its arguments. In the article on
"

Political

Economy
"

in the latest edition of the Encyclopaedia Brit-

annica George noted with bitterness that his name was not

even mentioned.

"
Writers of Franco, Spain, Germany, Italy and northern

nations are referred to in the utmost profusion, but there is

no reference \\hatever to the man or the book that was then

exerting more influence upon thought and rinding more pur-
chasers than all the rest of them combined, an example which
has been follcmcd to this day in the elaborate four-volume

Dictionary of Political Economy, edited by R. H. Inghs Pal-

grave."
l

George had a legitimate grievance. The economists had
not done him justice. Few had condescended to examine
his arguments, and fewer still had treated them fairly. Of
his academic critics, three only had brought forward vital

objections to his main economic thesis. Francis Walker,
the American economist, made the point that improve-
ments in production, though they might lead to an in-

creased demand for land, would also lead to an increased

1 The Science of Political Fconomy, p. 164. Palgrave's Dictionary now
contains references to George, but they are meagre and unsatisfactory.
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demand for labour, and in some cases the demand for

labour would be more intense than the demand for land,
so that wages would rise faster than rents. 1 Arnold Toyn-
bee, the English economic historian, drove home this

argument by an appeal to experience. Between 1850 and

1878 rents in England rose
;

but so did wages.
2 Cliffe

Leslie, the Irish economist, pointed out that rent, wages,
and interest had all had an upward trend since the

eighteenth century.
3 How then could George maintain

that rent and wages always moved in opposite directions ?

George, it must be confessed, seldom profited by criti-

cism. He had the closed mind of the original thinker. In
the preface to Progress and

Poverty
he said,

"
1 have yet

to see an objection not answered in advance in the book
it.->elf." This confident attitude he maintained till the
end of his life. In his view, the truths which the economists
had rejected were obvious truths. They had closed their

eyes to the light because the torchbearer was an unlettered

graduate of the printing office and the forecastle. Well,
he would show them. The man without a university
education would do what the professors ought to have
done. He would rewrite their science for them. As soon
as he was back from Bermuda he applied himself to this

task. It was to be the crowning achievement of his life.

For years he toiled at it, but ill health and other distractions

delayed the progress of the work, and death carried him off

before it was finished. In its incomplete state it was pub-
lished posthumously, with the title of The Science of Political

Economy.
While engaged on what he and his friends considered

the major work of his life, George was twice called off to

repel notable attacks on the single tax. These encounters
resulted in two short works of controversy, The Condition

of Labour (1891) and A Perplexed Philosopher (1892). The
first was occasioned by Pope Leo XIII/s famous encyclical

1
Walker, Land and Its Kent, pp. 160-70.

* Toynbcc, The Industrial Revolution, 4th ed., p. 301. *This edition
Contains two lectures on Progress and Poverty.

8 Cliffr Leslie, / M>ays in Political and Moral Philosophy\ 2nd ed., p. 151.
This edition contains an article on the Ameiicun economists, with a refer-

ence to George.
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on social questions, Rerum Novarum. The Pope, while

making an earnest and timely plea for the Christianizing of

economic relations and expressing sympathy with move-
ments for the betterment of the working classes, declared
the Church's unswerving opposition to schemes of com-
munism, socialism, and land nationalization which violated

the right of private property. The single tax was not

specifically mentioned, but it was generally regarded as

sharing in the papal condemnation of land nationalization.

This was the opinion of Archbishop Corrigan, and also of

Cardinal Manning, a more impartial judge. An attack

from so august a quarter must not, George decided, go
unanswered. Putting aside his other \voik, he devoted the

summer of 1891 to the composition of a long open letter

to the Pope, which was published under the title of The
Condition of Labour. A handsomely bound copy of the

Italian translation was sent to Leo, but George never re-

ceived, directly or indirectly, any acknowledgment.
In his controversy with the Pope, George had the advan-

tage of starting from the same major premise as his ad-

\ ersary. Both believed in the famous, but now discredited,
doctrine of natural rights.

1 Both held that private property
was a right, antecedent to the state and independent of it,

with which governments were not entitled to interfere.

The point at i>sue between them was, what did the term

private property cover ? Did it include property in land ?

Leo answered this question in the affirmative. In doing
so he had to circumvent an awkward principle which he
and George held in common, namely that

" God has given
the earth to the use and enjoyment of the universal human
race." (Her. Xor

, par. q.) The Pope cleared this obstacle

with the assistance of a sophistry.

" The earth, though divided among private owners, ceases

not thereby to minister to the needs of all ; fur there is no one

1 It is a pitv that George thought it nooe-^arv to hilrh his economic
theorv to thi^obsoh'scent political philosophy. It exposed him to damag-
ing attacks like tli.it of I'. II. Huxley (in two ^imtccnlh Century artieh",

reprinted in Method and l\i\nlt\). Huxley and ntlu-r rtiti'-s, however,
failed to realise that expoMiu; the inconsequence, of ( ,001 no

1

:, social theory
did nut dispose of the economic argument tor the single tax.
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who does not live on what the land brings forth. Those who
do not possess the soil contribute their labour

;
so that it may

truly be said that all human subsistence is derived cither from
labour on one's own land, or from some laborious industry
which is paid for either in the produce of the land itself or
in that which is exchanged for what the land brings forth."

(Rer. Nov., par. 9.)

What this implies was made plain by George in an imaginary
case of conscience which he presented for Leo's considera-

tion.

"
I am one of several children to whom our father left a

field abundant for our support. ... 1 being the eldest took
the whole field in exclusive ownership. But in doing so, T

have not deprived rny brothers of their support from it, for T

have let them work for me on it, paying them from the produce
as much wages as 1 would have had to pay to strangers. Is

there any reason why my conscience should not be clear ?
" x

The argument is unanswerable. As George put it,"
between utterly depriving a man of God's gifts, and de-

priving him of God's gifts unless be will buy them, is

merely the difference between the robber who leaves his

victim to die and the robber who puts him to ransom." 2

Amongst the Pope's more positive justifications of landed

property was the contention that land was sometimes a
form of wages. Suppose a worker invests his savings in a

plot of land. The land is then his wages in another form.
If it is nationalized, the worker is in effect robbed of his

earnings. (Rer. Nov., par. 6.)

George's reply to this was to point out that a similar

argument would justify property in human beings. Sup-
pose the workman invested his savings in a slave. Would
not the emancipation of the slave in eifect deprive him of

his earnings ? Must we then withdraw our opposition to

slavery ?

Leo's only other serious argument was the familiar one
that labour applied to land creates a property in it. (Rer.
Nov., par. 14.) Labour, retorted George, carinot create
a title to what it has not itself produced. The cultivator

1 The Condition of Labour, p. 48.
z
Ibid., p. 50.
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has a claim to his crops, but not to the soil on which they
are grown, for the earth is the creation and the gift of God,
the universal storehouse to which all his children must have
access. For convenience, private possession or occupation
may he allowed, but the possessors must compensate those

who are thereby excluded, just as the peasant who, to

prevent excessive subdivision, takes over the whole of his

father's holding must indemnify his brothers and sisters.

This is just what the single tax would do. It would compel
the owners of land to share their privileges with their dis-

inherited brethren. It would establish that practical com-
munism, not in the ownership of wealth but in its enjoy-
ment, which was the social ideal of the early and mediaeval

Church. It would provide the State with a method of

raising revenue which has all the marks of being divinely
ordained.

George closed his letter with an earnest appeal to the

Pope to restore the broken alliance between Christianity
and social reform.

"
Servant of the servants of God ! I call you by the strongest

and sweetest of your titles. In your hands more than in those

of any living ni.-in lies the power to say the word and make the

sign that shdll end an unnatural divorce, and marry again to

religion all that is pure and high in social aspiration."
1

There is no evidence that Leo ever read The Condition of

Labour^ but George always held it was responsible for an

event that took place shortly after the rehabilitation of

Father M'Glynn. In 1892 Archbishop Satolli arrived in the

United States with power as Papal Ablegate to settle certain

outstanding questions that were troubling the consciences

of American Catholics. One of these was the M'Glynn
case. Satolli invited M'Glynn to send in a written state-

ment of his single tax creed, and this document was care-

fully sifted by four professors of the Catholic University of

Washington. Their unanimous verdict was that it con-

tained nothing contrary to Catholic faith or morals. On
receiving {his report, Satolli at once lifted the ban on the

excommunicated priest and restored him to all his old

1 Z7w Condition of Labour, p. 160.
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rights and privileges within the Church. A year later

M'Glynn visited Rome and met the Pope.
"
Surely," said

Leo,
"
you admit the right of property ?

" "Of course, I

do," replied M'Glynn,
"
and we would make absolutely

sacred the right of property in the products of individual

industry." Tactfully the Pope steered the conversation
into another channel.

The reinstatement of M'Glynn was an unexpected rebuff

to the Corrigan faction, who had hailed Rerum Novarum as

an endorsement of their views. Corrigari himself behaved
with absolute correctness, but some of his partisans accused
the four professors who had passed M'Glynn's statement of

ignoring or misinterpreting the pronouncements of the

Holy Father. Certainly, after Rcrum Novatum, M'Glynn's
restoration came as a surprise. It had been so universally

accepted that the Pope meant to condemn the single tax.

But now the encyclical had to be interpreted as disap-

proving not the single tax but certain distortions and

misrepresentations of it by which the Pope had been misled.

Whatever the uncertainties caused by Satolli's action, one
fact at least could not be disputed. 'M'Glynn had won his

battle. He had established the right of Catholics to believe

in the single tax. It was the greatest success achieved by
the movement since the mayoralty election of i88(>. George
rejoiced at the triumph of his old friend, and eagerly seized

the opportunity to resume the relations broken off four

years before. As soon as Satolli's decision was announced
he telegraphed his congratulations and M'Glynn cordially

replied. The friendship, thus restored, remained unbroken
till George's death.

A Perplexed Philosopher was the outcome of a dispute
with another pontiff ; this time, of science. In 1891 Her-
bert Spencer, pope of the agnostics, issued the volume

Justice, in which he definitely and finally repudiated the
views in favour of land nationalization, which he had

expressed in Social Statics forty years before;. So notable
an apostasy was a direct blow to the single lax cause.

George drew his quill and proceeded to castigate the rene-

gade.
The present generation, to whom Herbert Spencer is a
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mere name, finds it difficult to understand the reverential

awe with which the Victorian age regarded him. To his

contemporaries he was the equal of Newton and Aristotle,
the greatest philosopher of modern times. So outrageous an
overestimate brought with it its appropriate Nemesis.

Scarcely was Spencer in his grave before the huge, fantastic

bubble of his reputation collapsed. To-day, the dusty
tomes of the Synthetic Philosophy lie unread on library
shelves, and the world goes its way, deaf to the windy
preachings of the apostle of individualism. But in 1891
it was a different story. Spencer was at the height of his

fame
;
he was universally acclaimed as Europe's greatest

thinker
;
and George had some excuse for regarding his

latest pronouncement as a kind of scientific encyclical,

calling for detailed comment and criticism.

The history of Spencer's opinions on the land question
is related with copious quotations in A Perplexed

Philosopher. Like George;, he was a believer in natural

rights ; the most fundamental right on which the others

depended being the right to equal freedom.

"
Every man ha* freedom to do all that he -wills, provided

he infringes not the equ.il freedom of every other num."

From this basic principle Spencer deduced in Social Statics

(published in 1850) two other elementary human rights:
the right to life and liberty, and the rk;ht to the use of

the car^h. This second right could only be enforced if the

property of the soil weie vested in the State. Some

compensation would have to be paid to existing landowners,
but Spencer did not enter into the details of this practical

question. It was .1 problem for the future, one of the most
intricate that society would be called on to solve.

Years rolled on, and Social Statics became out of print
in England, though it still continued to circulate in the

United States. Spencer himself moved over from the lett

to the right in politics. The aggressive individualism which

made him .a radical in his 3'otith, turned him into a con-

servative in his old age. It became only n question of

time when he would shed his inconvenient views on land

nationalization.
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The occasion was supplied indirectly by Progress and

Poverty. In an article on this book in the Edinburgh
Review in 1883 the writer linked together the names of

George and Spencer as opponents of private property in

land. This drew from Spencer a disclaimer in the St.

James's Gazette, in whicli he indicated rather than stated

outright that Social Statics no longer represented his

opinions, and that he had withdrawn it from circulation

in England. With a certain want of candour, however,
he omitted to inform his readers that it was still selling in

the United States. Six years later a newspaper controversy

(in the Times) compelled him to redefine his position. To
save his consistency he now elaborated a distinction be-

tween what he called absolute and relative political ethics.

Land nationalization was justified by the first but not by
the second. In other words, it was right in principle, but

inexpedient in practice the shuffling kind of argument on
which vSpencer had so often poured scorn in his hot youth.
Finally, in Justice, he took a slightly different line. He
still upheld' mankind's universal right to the use of the

earth, but he now considered that this was sufficiently

recognized by the legislature's power to buy land for

public purposes at a reasonable price. Of course, the

legislature might, if it chose, buy up all the land, but this

would not be a profitable transaction. The cost of com-

pensation would be too high. Private property in land,

then, must be permitted, but in England at lca.st this

involved no injustice, because the English landowners had
ransomed their property. Since the Elizabethan Poor
Law of 1601 they had paid 500 millions to the landless

classes in poor rates, and this was more than the value of

the land they held.

All these turnings and twistings of an embarrassed

logician George faithfully chronicled. It would have been
better if he had done no more. The facts spoke clearly
for themselves. But George could not resist the temptation
to embroider his thesis. For Spencer he had ,.something
like an antipathy. Personally, he never liked him, ever
since he met him at a London "

crush
"

in 1882 and

quarrelled with him over the Irish Land Leaguers. Nor
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did it diminish his dislike to learn that Spencer kad
thrown Progress and Poverty aside after a few minutes

reading
"
on finding how visionary were its ideas." A The

desire to deal this contemptuous adversary a knockout
blow betrayed George into an injustice. He made an un-
founded attack on Spencer's personal character. On the

title-pnge of A Perplexed Philosopher he printed Browning's
lines on the Lost Leader :

"
Just for a handful of silver he left us,

Just lor a ribbon to stick in his coat,"

and he permitted himself to say :

" He (Spencer) had tasted the sweets of London society.
. . . And while the lire in the hall of the Hih Priest was warm
and pleasant,

'

society
' had become suddenly aroused to ra^e

against those who questioned private property in land. vSo

when the St. James'*, and the Edinburgh, both of them chosen

organs of Sir John and His Grace, accused Herbert Spencer of

being one of these, it was to him like the voices of the accusing
damsels to Peter. Fearing, too, that he mitfht be thrust out
in the cold, he, too, sought refuge in an alibi." 2

To accuse an elderly valetudinarian of hungering after

the sweets of London society was patently absurd. And it

was equally ridiculous to suggest that Spencer cared any-

thing for honours and decorations which throughout a long
life he had consistently refused. George's baseless slancler

recoiled* on himself. It excited sympathy for his victim

and gave Spencer an excuse for ignoring an attack on his

logical consistency which he might have found it hard to

answer. Publicly, lie took no notice of George's criticisms,

but in private letters and in his Autobiography he com-

plained bitterly of the insinuations against his intellectual

integrity.
3

Judged by sales, A Perplexed Philosopher was one of the

least successful of George's books. The public attaches less

importance to logical consistency than writers and thinkers

1
Spencer'b statement in his letter to the St. JaweSs Gazelle.

A Perplexed Philosopher, p. 85.
*
Autobiography, vol. n., pp. 459-60, and Duncan, Life and Letters of

Herbert Spencer, pp. 338-4 v
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suppose. If anything, it is rather pleased to see a rationalist
turn on his reason the moment it leads him to an awkward
conclusion. The plain man always sympathizes with the

victory of will over idea. George had utterly misjudged
the world's reaction to Spencer's recantation. Readers
found his minute dissection of his opponent's reasoning

processes infinitely wearisome, and could not understand

why so much fuss was made over a mini's ( hange of mind
;

while, to the leaders of iniluential opinion, Spencer's deser-

tion of his early principles was a return to sanity, a victory
for saving common sense. George began to regret the

months he had wasted on a barren controversy They
might have been spent to so much better purpose over his

economic treatise. This, too, was the opinion of some of

his friends.
"
Remember," wrote Dr. Taylor,

"
that life is

short and the power of the human mind limited and that

you have not yet produced (what you should produce) a

monumental work on political economy." George appreci-
ated the wisdom of tins advice. For the years that

remained to him he resolved to make The Science uf Political

Economy his chief literary labour.

George's last book is an unsatisfactory production. The

writing of it proved harder than he had anticipated.
Difficulties crowded upon him of which he had no pre-
monition. The book was to serve a double purpose. It

was to make a victorious assault on the orthodox economists,
and it was to give an exposition of economic scirnt." which

would make the case for the single- tax crystal clear.

Neither of these objects was accomplished satisfactorily.

When George advanced against the army of the economists,
he discovered to his dismay that it had stolen oil to a new

position where it was lying safely entrenched behind the

barbed-wire entanglements of an obscure terminology, a

mysterious apparatus of mathematical ideas, and an un-

readable English style. To the classical school had suc-

ceeded the neo-classical. Economics had become an occult

science. Marshall, not Mill, was the economicrhigh priest
of the English-speaking world. This unexpected develop-
ment was a great embarrassment to George. It was like

the change over from open warfare to trench fighting. He
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dared not make a frontal attack on the carefully prepared
defences of his enemies, and he had not the technical

knowledge to blast them out of their positions. What was
he to do .

;

Keep on dissecting the cold corpse of the old

political economy ? Or admit that the living exponents
of the science were too much for him ? It was a cruel

dilemma. George tried to console himself by jeering at
"
the recent purveyors of economic nonsense in Anglo-

German jargon
"

and
"
the incomprehensible works of

Professor Alfred Marshall," but he knew that the laugh
was against him. Ilis foes had shifted beyond the range
of his guns, and his shells were bursting

'

irmlcssly over

positions that had been evacuated. The Science of Political

Economy was the sort of book which reviewers damn with
the terrible epithet of

"
out of date." In the index there

are thirty references to Mill as against only four to Marshall.

The attempt to make economics speak the language of

the single tax encountered difficulties of a different kind.

George found lie \Nas asking more from a science than it

could give. Science is neutral. It suggests practical

policies ;
it makc^ no infallible pronouncement as to which

is best. Men must find this out for themselves by reflection,

discussion, and experiment ;
and room will always remain

for difference^ of opinion. Thus doctors disagree in practice

though they unite in accepting the principles of medical

science. The same is true of social physicians. George
tried to^bridge tins difficulty by resurrecting an eighteenth-

century superstition the conception of a natural order.

The natural onlcr in society corresponds to the physical
order in nature. Science reveals it, and men have nothing
to do but conform ro it which is easy, since it is a natural

order. All that is necessary, then, for the attainment of an
ideal state is the perfection of the social sciences. Accord-

ing to Socrates knowledge was virtue. According to-

George, it was social progress and achievement.
How does George pro\e that the natural social order

must be ba,secl on the single tax ? Because it is an order

founded on justice, and the great rule of economic justice
is that the producer gets what he produces. This rules out

private property in land, since land is not produced, and its,
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ownership allows non-producers to live off the labour of

others, On the other hand, justice sanctions private

property in everything produced by labour, and this

covers most things except land. Consequently the one

great reform needed to bring the existing order into con-

formity with nature and justice is to abolish landed property
by means of the single tax.

The argument sounds rather thin and unconvincing,
and it was hardly necessary to write a whole book on

political economy to prove it. Progress and Poverty pre-
sented a much more plausible case for the single tax.

George had not improved on his earlier work. In the form
in which he left it, The Science of Political Economy must be

pronounced meagre, fragmentary, and disappointing. It

does not live up to its title. Important departments of

economics are left unexplored ; contemporary develop-
ments of economic thought are neglected ;

ancient heresies

like the labour theory of value are revived
;

the reader

is served up with a queer blend of eighteenth-century

philosophy and nineteenth-century radicalism. George
was not fully conscious of all these faults, but he could

not help feeling that something had gone wrong with his

monumental work on political economy. Instead of a

crowning achievement, it looked like becoming the most

pitiful of anticlimaxes. Yet he had no choice but to toil

on. His friends were impatiently waiting for the book
that was to put the coping-stone on the single tax edifice,

and he could not share with them his dread that lie was

ploughing the sands. Death came at last to end a tragic
situation. George received a second invitation to stand for

the New York mayoralty. With reliei he flung aside his un-
finished manuscript arid plunged desperately into the battle

that cost him his life.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE LAST BATTLE

DURING the years when he was at work on The Science oj
Political Economy George was supported mainly by the

bounty of Tom Johnson and August Lewis. The Standard,
after languishing for years, finally expired in 1892, and

George would have been thrown back on casual journalism
but for the intervention of his two generous friends. As he
said in the dedication to them of his unfinished work, they,
"of their own motion and without suggestion or thought
of mine," begged the privilege of relieving him from

pecuniary care, that he might have leisure; and peace of

mind to finish his book. In the last year of his life this

financial assistance became less necessary. An English
admirer, Silas Burroughs, member of a famous firm of

druggists, left him a substantial legacy which made him

practically independent of outside help.
For many years George had occupied one of New York's

old brown stone houses in Nineteenth Street, but in 1895
he shifted to Von Hamilton, Long Island, to a house which
was the property of Tom Johnson. It was a refreshing

change from the gloomy squalor of the East Side. In The
Science of Political Economy (p. 364) George described with

gusto the cheerful sights he could see from his study
window :

"
the flowers in the garden ;

the planted trees of the orchard ;

the cow that is browsing beneath them ; the Shore Road under
the window1

; the vessel^ that he Lit anchor near the bank, and
the little pier that juts out from it; the transatlantic liner

steaming through the < luinnel
;
the crowded pleasure-steamers

passing by ;
the puffing tug \\iili its line of mud-scows ; the

fort and dwellings on the opposite side of the Narrows ; the

(4,736) 145 10
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lighthouse that will soon begin to cast its far-gleaming eye
from Sandy Jiook

;
the big wooden elephant of Coney Island ;

and the graceful sweep of the Brooklyn Bridge, that may be
discovered from a little higher up."

In a letter to Johnson he declared his new quarters to be

the most comfortable he had ever worked in since he wrote

Progress and Poverty.
The tonic of a change was very necessary to George at

this time. He had much to discourage him. Public interest

in himself and his theories had faded, and a blight seemed
to have descended on the single tax movement. Distin-

guished personalities continued to announce their adhesion

to the cause William Lloyd Garrison, son of the Liberator ;

James Herne, author of the celebrated play, Shore Acres
;

and, most notable of all, Count Tolstoy.
1 But the move-

ment had lost its power to capture popular support. The
schism of 1887 had left wounds which time had not healed.

The single tax forces were scattered and dispirited. In

order to give George's followers something to work for,

Louis Post and others had the idea of organizing a great
national petition to Congress. For several years signatures
were collected, and when the petition was finally presented
in 1892, 115,502 names had been secured. Not all of these,

however, were genuine single taxers. The petition merely
asked for an inquiry into the feasibility of the single tax.

Congress, needless to say, gave it short shrift. The House
of Representatives referred it to its Ways and Means
Committee, where it was quietly shelved. As an attempt
to influence legislative opinion it was an abject failure,

but it did fulfil its main purpose of bringing single taxers

together. Single tax clubs were founded in numerous

localities, and in 1890, after a national conference in New
York, these were federated into the Single Tax League
of the United States. The League gave single taxers a

common organization, but it was weak numerically and

poor financially. Its influence on public opinion was slight.

A second national conference at Chicago in 1893 was

1 See Tolstoy's essay on
" A Great Iniquity," reprinted in the Centenary

Edition of his'Works, vol. xxi., pp. 272-306.
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poorly attended, despite the attractions of the great Inter-

national Fair, which was held at the same time and place.
1

Various plans to infuse fresh vitality into the movement
were considered about this time by single taxcrs. The
establishment of single tax colonies was suggested, and one
was actually founded at Fairhopc, Alabama. George,
however, did not approve of this policy. He maintained

rightly that if his scheme was to get a fair chance it must
be tried out on a large scale. The capture of a single State

of the Union seemed a more promising idea, and it was put
into execution in 1895-96. Delaware was selected as the

point of attack. After Rhode Island, it was the smallest

State in the Union, and its electoral population of 40,000
was concentrated mainly in the neighbourhood of the chief

town, Wilmington, which was within easy reach of Phila-

delphia. In the summer of 1895 an army of single taxers

descended on the Diamond Stale. On foot and on bicycles

they penetrated to the remotest villages; they canvassed

indefatigably ; they addressed hundreds of open-air meet-

ings ; they deluged the State with single tax literature.
" As goes Delaware, so goes the Union

"
was their slogan.

After twelve months of intensive campaigning the Dela-

ware Single '1 .ix Party ran candidates for the governorship
and other important offices. The result was a sorry anti-

climax. Out of a total poll of 38,000 the single tax voters

numbered 1,173. Next year the citizens of Delaware,

1 At thiscorferctur the delegates shoved their independence by carrying
an important notion in opposition ID (icm^i-.

"
Th'-re was pathos in the

picture," writs l.oms Post, "as 1 saw him inarching demurely up the
1 end of the minority procession of negative voters." The

Prophet of $ ah ///"/ ^o, p. 148.

According to Them. is Beer, in The Mauve Dctadc, pp. 37-38, George was
much impressed bv t'ie International Fair.

" He blood one night with
Charles Nolan watching the crowds of the Midway, and dreamed aloud :

"The people had done a'l this. It was '

of the people, by the people, for

the people.' The la\\ *vr .ugued :

'

No, most of the money was subscribed

by rich men. The people li. id nothing to do \\ith designing these buildings.
'

The economist pulled his Uaid and sighed. Anyhow, the people were

enjoying it, tftnd his friend Altgekl \sould govern Illinois. Perhaps the

Kingdom of God was a little nearer. He strolled among the crowd and
scandalized a waiter fit the Auditorium by demanding for late supper cold,
slewed tomatoes, sugared, while his- host drank champagne." Altgcld was
Ihe governor who pardoned the Chicago anarchists and became in conse-

quence the bugbear of the coiibervathes.
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incensed at the attempt to make their State the scene of a

Utopian experiment, inserted a clause in their constitution

forbidding for ever taxes which aimed at the confiscation

of land.

As a vote-catching device the single tax suffered from the

disability that it promised no direct advantage to any
powerful or numerous class. The strength behind political
movements lies in the material or sectional interests that

they represent. This is the germ of truth in the economic

interpretation of history. George never allowed this idea

to influence his propaganda. He was frequently accused

of exciting class against class, but the charge was unjust.
Hailed on one occasion as the friend of labour, he retorted,
"

I have never advocated nor asked for special rights or

special sympathy for working men. What I stand for is

the equal rights "of all men." So universal an appeal pro-
duced a feeble response. It attracted individuals. It did

not stir homogeneous bodies of men. George; aroused a

fitful enthusiasm among the workers of the towns, but on

the whole they were lukewarm to his cause. Trade union-

ism and socialism ranked prior in their affections. In any
case, the political influence of the urban proletariat was

slight. The boss and the machine saw to it that the great
cities were the pocket boroughs of the rich. The only

really independent element in American political life was
the agrarian West, which on three famous occasions, under

Jefferson, Jackson, and Lincoln, had come to the- rescue

of republican liberty. If George could have converted the

Westerners, the single tax would at once have entered the

sphere of practical politics. But the wide diffusion of

landownership in the West made this impossible. How
can you persuade a man who owns his farm that all taxation

ought to be raised from the land ?

Events sometimes come to the help of ideas, and speak
more eloquently to men than words. The threat of national

bankruptcy precipitated the French Revolution. The
World War shook down Russian Tsarism and erected

Communism on its ruins. No such powerful allies came to

the aid of George's propaganda. No national disaster dis-

turbed the complacency of the American mind. No social
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earthquake rocked the foundations of American capitalism.
The stability of later nineteenth-century lift- opposed insur-

mountable obstacles to the social innovator. Against the

self - satisfied ideology of a prosperous middle class the

waves of radical doctrine dashed themselves in vain.

Some glimmering of this helped to confirm George in his

political opportunism. He discouraged independent politi-
cal action on the part of his followers, and advocated the

permeation of the older parties. He himself remained
an independent supporter of the Democrats. Cleveland's

record during his second presidential term had disappointed
him, but his hopes revived when the Democratic Con-
vention of 1896 nominated Bryan on a free-silver platform.
With the monetary heresies of the silver-tongued dema-

gogue George had no sympathy. Personally, he was a

paper currency man. But he realized the deep significance
of Bryan's challenge. It was a summons to the democratic
West to rise again in defence of popular rights against the

plutocratic Hast. To George there was not a shadow of

doubt on which s-ide a lover of liberty should cast himself.

He enlisted under Bryan's standard and prophesied a

resounding vi< lory for the Democrats. But, as in most of

his political forecasts, he was mistaken. M'KinLiy won by
half a million votes.

LK'foat of western silver,
1). foat of tin- wheat.
YK lory of letter-files

And plutocrats in miles
With dollar signs upon their coats,
Diamond watch chains on their vests,
Ana bpats on their feet, 1

The result was an acute disappointment to George.
" What

did free silver matter," he cried,
"
the people have lost

again." There was reason for his pessimism. For the first

time in American history the West had gone down in a

straight fignt with the East. It was an ominous event for

the future of the Republic.
The year 1897 opened sadly for George. He had a tem-

1 Vachcl Lindsay.
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porary breakdown in health, and this was followed by a

stunning domestic calamity. His elder daughter, Jennie,
now married, died with startling suddenness while on a

visit to her parents. Sickness, bereavement, and the

dreariness of the political outlook gave George's thoughts a

melancholy tinge. He began to be oppressed by a sense of

failure. Walking one evening with Louis Post through
Union Square, he exclaimed bitterly, "How hard it is to

realize, now that my name seems to have been forgotten

by the general public, that no longer ago than in 1886 and

1887 great crowds were surging by the park cottage over

yonder, shouting
'

George ! George ! Henry George !

' "

The loss of his popularity was hard to bear, but life had still

a consolation prize to offer him. He was to breathe once

more the congenial atmosphere of battle. He was to stand

on platforms and win the applause of crowds. A dying
glory was to fall like a gleam of winter sunshine over this

last depressing phase of his career.

In the autumn of 1897 the citizens of New York had to

choose a new mayor. It was an election of unusual im-

portance. The city boundaries had just been extended to

include Brooklyn and other communities. New York had
been enlarged to twice its old size, and its new civic head
would rule over 3^ million people and dispense patronage
worth $300 million. Except the Presidency, there was no
richer political position in the Union.

9

The retiring mayor, Strong, was a reformer. Three years
before, in a fit of virtue, the electorate had driven Tammany
from office. Croker had retired to England, where he lived

the life of a country gentleman and indulged his taste for

the turf. But now he was on his way back, eager to avenge
the discomfiture of 1894. He was confident of success. He
told the reporters that Tammany would win by 100,000.

Croker's candidate was Judge Van Wyck, a blue-blooded

descendant of the early Dutch settlers, related to all the

important Knickerbocker families of New \ork. Per-

sonally of unblemished character, he was, as a politician,

utterly insignificant. This was why Croker chose him.

Such a man would be wax in the hands of the unscrupulous

Tammany chief. Indeed, his candidature was taken as an
150
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intimation that Croker was fighting with the
gloves off.

There was not to be even the pretence of conciliating the

better class citizens by running a candidate of independent
character.

The Citizens Union, the reform party, put forward Seth

Low, a wealthy business man, twice mayor of Brooklyn,
and now President of Columbia University. Though stand-

ing on a non-party platform, Low was personally a Re-

publican, and it was hoped that the Republican caucus
would allow him a clear run. Platt, Republican boss of

New York State, had other ideas. As a professional poli-

tician, he hated reformers, and Low was a
"
mugwump,"

anyway. He had bolted in 1884 and vo*ed for Cleveland.

At Platt's instigation the Republican machine put forward
General Tracy, an elderly lawyer and Civil War veteran.

Finally, the anti-Tammany Democrats declined to support
Low because he was a Republican, and decided to run a

candidate of their own. They offered the nomination to

George.
There were a hundred reasons why George should refuse.

His health was bad
;
the contest would probably kill him ;

his great book was unfinished. But the old fighter could not
resist the smell of gunpowder. One by one he set aside the

objections of his friends. His book was practically finished.

What he had written would clearly indicate the nature of

his thought. His health was his own concern. He would

willingly sacrifice it in the cause of duty. When warned
that the strain of the light might prove fatal, his eyes
blazed and he retorted,

"
Wouldn't it be glorious to die in

that way ?
"

At the nomination meeting he cried,
"

I

would not refuse if I died for it. What counts a few years ?

What can man do better or nobler than something for his

country, for his nation, for his age ?
"

His instinct was

right. Better to go down fighting gloriously than to rust

out in obscurity as he was doing. Death, if it came, would
crown him with the martyr's halo. Posterity would in-

scribe his*name on the great roll of those who died for their

beliefs.
"
The Party of Thomas Jefferson

"
(so, at George's

suggestion, the anti-Tammany Democrats called them-
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selves) left their candidate a free hand in the drafting of

his programme. George demanded tax reform and the

municipalization of public services. He denounced corrupt

government, the issue of court injunctions against strikes,

and the use of police violence against strikers. These
sentiments rallied to his side the labour forces of New York.

His enemies raked up the old charges against him. He was
accused of stirring up class war and of inflaming the foreign
element against the respectable citizens. The local corre-

spondent of the English Times informed his readers that
"
European anarchists, socialists, visionaries and all the

refuse of European society which has drifted across the

Atlantic and clings to the waterside of New York is all

for Mr. George."
1

In the opposing camps the appearance of the new candi-

date at first spread consternation. Experienced politicians

predicted for George the first or second place, and the

betting on Van Wyck, which had been 3 to i, shortened

to 5 to 4. But in a few days this mood of alarm passed

away.
"
The Party of Thomas Jefferson," it was realized,

was after all a minority group. The real fight lay between
Van Wyck and Low. George might help Low by detaching
Democratic voters from Tammany. This was the only

significance of his candidature. Tracy, on the other hand,
was a secret ally of Van Wyck. He was stealing Republican
votes from the reform candidate.

George cared nothing for these calculations and* prog-
nostications. The prospect of battle acted on him as a

tonic, and he fought as one who meant to win. He had

promised his friends to spare himself, but soon discretion

was flung to the winds and he was addressing three or four

meetings a day. This was in marked contrast to his op-

ponents, who trusted to the party canvass and seldom

opened their mouths in public. George declared his fervent

belief in
"
honest democracy, the democracy that believes

that all men are created equal." He asserted that it was a
social not a political battle that he was fighting. If re-

turned, he undertook to put Crokcr behind prison bars.

Croker professed amazement at this onslaught on his
1
Times, October 4, 1897.
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character.
"
There is nothing they can prove against me,"

he said.

As the campaign progressed the strain began to tell

heavily on George. He was no longer the man of 1886.

The old snap and vigour were gone. The lire of his oratory
blazed up only fitfully. Sometimes he almost fainted from
weakness on the platform. Still, he struggled on gallantly
till the last week of the election. Then, live days before

polling day, the overwrought brain snapped. On Thursday
evening, 28th October, George addressed live meetings,
beginning at Whitcstone, Long Island, and finishing at the

Central Opera House, New York. It was nearly midnight
when he got back to the hotel whue hf was staying in

Union Square. His friends, already alarmed by a slight

incohcrency in his last speech, noted with anxiety the

deathly pallor of his face which betrayed his extreme

fatigue. However, after a light supper" and a cigar he
seemed to revive. His friends were reassured, and left him.

George retired to rest. During the night Mrs. George missed
him from her side. She went to look fur him and found him

standing in an adjoining room, his hands convulsively

gripping the back of a chair, his body rigid, his head thrown
back, his lips murmuring helplessly,

"
Yes, yes, yes." A

second apoplectic stroke had fallen. This time the blow
was mortal. George lost consciousness and died at five

o'clock in the morning, in the presence of his wife, his elder

son, and his two devoted friends, Johnson and Lewis.

His political managers had at once to take a decision

with regard to the election. They resolved to light on, and
nominated in the dead man's place his

sake, Henry George, Jr. The new cand

poll on 2nd No\jnber, but received

The figures were :

Van Wyck .

Seth Low .

Tracy ....
Henry George, Jr. .

George might have secured moi
it is doubtful if his position on the
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different. Death came just in time to save him from a

bitter humiliation.

In any case, nothing could have prevented the success

of Tammany. The "
Wigwam

"
had won the most smash-

ing victory in its history. The fickle New York populace,

disgusted with a reform administration that raised the rates

and strictly enforced the liquor laws, was resolved to put
the connivers at vice back into power. On election night
the riff-raff of the town gave itself up to a wild orgy of

rejoicing over Croker's triumph. Prostitutes danced for joy
in the streets. Excited men tore along with banners pro-

claiming
" To hell with Reform." A band at the Hay-

market played
"
There'll be a Hot Time in the Old Town

To-night."
While these disreputable scenes were being enacted,

George was in his grave. The tragedy of his death

had silenced the voice of detraction and produced a

revulsion of feeling in his favour. Appreciative obituary
notices appeared in all the papers ; political opponents paid
tribute to the dead man's disinterestedness ;

even the

mob, though it could not understand him, felt a sentimental

interest in one who had given his life for his ideas. Vast
multitudes attended the funeral. On Sunday forenoon the

body lay in state in the Grand Central Palace, and thou-

sands of New Yorkers filed past the bier. In the afternoon

the building was packed for a memorial service. Leading
clergymen pronounced eulogies on the deceased, a*nd the

crowd, breaking through the restraint of convention, testi-

fied its approbation by vigorous applause. Then the coffin

was borne to the funeral car, and the thousands of mourners
fell in behind. An eye-witness has described the memorable
scene :

" As evening came on, the funeral procession moved. Down
Broadway it came, on its way to Brooklyn and Greenwood,
and profoundly impressive was the sight as the cortege swung
around the bend of Broadway at Grace Church. Although
but early evening, it was dark. Lights and shadows seemed

mysteriously blended. The heaviest bell of the church was

heavily tolling, and the tolling was sad and drear and of

tremendous solemnity. The body of the dead man was borne
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high on a lofty open catafalque, which was all black, and the
coffin shook and rocked as the wheels jolted over the roughness
of the pavement. Alone, in front, with head and shoulders

drooping, rode a man on horseback, the ihiof mourner and
friend, Torn Johnson, himself a figure of national importance,
but now likewise gone. Behind came lifers playing the,

saddening notes of
'

Flee as a Bird to the Mountain
'

; and
behind these, marching solemnly between the black and
deserted fronts of the business houses and past this church,
there followed thousands upon thousands of men on foot. It

made a picture of tremendous intensity."
l

The procession wound its way across Brooklyn Bridge to

Brooklyn City Hall, and there the coffin was handed over
to the relatives. Next day, after a service in the home at

Fort Hamilton, what was mortal of Henry George was
carried to Greenwood Cemetery and buried in the grave of

his beloved daughter.
"
All was enveloped in the soft

grey light of an autumn day," his son tells us,
"
and beyond

to the south lay the shimmering Atlantic."

On the spot a memorial stone was raised later, with these

words from Progress and Poverty (p. 393) :

" The truth that 1 have tried to make clear will not find easy
acceptance. If that could be, it would have been accepted
long ago. If that could U-, it \wmld never have been obscured.
But it \\ill find friends those who will toil for it ; suffer for

it ; if need be, die for it. This is the power of Truth."

The appropriateness of the epitaph may be questioned.
Truth is hard to find, and many earnest seekers after it go
astray. Enough has been said" in this book of the strong
infusion of ernv \\hich George's theory contains. It is not

as a discoverer uf infallible truth that the world will re-

member him. His title to fame lies elsewhere in the

sphere of character and motives. An unshaken belief in

social justice, an unwavering fidelity to a social ideal, a

dauntless courage which did not shrink from the last full

measure* of devotion these are the patents of his nobility
and the enduring grounds of his reputation. In his own

regal prose he has described the imperious summons which
1 Robert ShacklcMn, The Book of New York, pp. 79-80.
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comes to choice spirits to enlist in the eternal war against

unrighteousness.

"
Ormuzcl still fights with Ahriman the Prince of Light

with the Powers of Darkness. lie who will hear, to him the
clarions of the battle call. How they call, and call, and call,

till the heart swells that hrars them ! Strong soul and high
endeavour, the world needs them now. Beauty still lies im-

prisoned, and iron wheels go over the good and true and
beautiful that might spring irom human lives. And they who
fight with Ormuzd, though they may not know each other

somewhere, sometime, will the muster roll be called." *

It is as one of this immortal company that George will bo
remembered. He was a brave soldier in the liberation war
of humanity. By his life and death he testified his faith

in the spiritual forces that govern the world.

Whoever fights, whoever falls,

Justice conquers evermore.

1
Progress and Poverty, pp. 399-400.
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A NOTE ON BOOKS

CHEAP editions of Henry George's works are published by
the Henry George Foundation of Great Britain : Progress
and Poverty, TS.

;
Social Problems, TS. ; Protection or Free

Trade (abridged), is.
;

The Condition of Labour, is.
;
A

Perplexed Philosopher, is.
;
The Science, ofPolitical Economy,

2s. 6d. The monthly, Land and Liberty, 2d., issued by the

British United Committee for the Taxation of Land Values,

gives current information on the Henry George movement.
Books on George's life and ideas which may be usefully

consulted are :

Henry George, Jr., Life of Henry George, 1900.
Louis Post, The Prophet of San Francisco, 1930.

George Geiger, The Philosophy of Henry George, 1933 (with
Foreword by the American philosopher, Professor John
Dewey, one of the most distinguished living sup-

porters of George's ideas).

Arthur Young, The Single Tax Movement in the United

Slates, JQI().

Stephen Bell, Rebel, Priest, and Prophet, a biography of

Dr. Edward M'Glynn, 1937.
Rolliu Sawyer, Henry

^
George and the Single Tax, a catalogue

of the collection in the New York Public Library, 1926.
Mrs. William C. de Mille, Henry George's younger

daughter, presented to the New York Public Library all

the books and papers in her possession relating to her

father, including his letters and diaries. In addition, the

Library has a very extensive collection of Henry George
books, periodicals, and pamphlets. All are listed in this

catalogue* which makes a most useful bibliography.
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